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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, November
ELECTION ON NOV. 7
WILL BE A TEST OF
THE WOMEN VOTERS

RECORD OF II Si
i

RAILROAD L

DEFENDED

BfB.pOPER
Tribunal Has Served the
Best Interests of Both the
Workers and the Public,
'
Chairman Claims,
INCREASE IN WAGES
WOULD BE RUINOUS

Award Which Would Create
a Deficit Would Crush the
Carriers and Bring Disaster to Employes,
Chicago, Nov.

1.

to

Replying

published criticisms of the United
States railroad labor board's recent decision In the maintenance
of way case. Ben W. Hooper, chair-

man of the biard. tonight issued
a statement reasserting that the
board has served the best interests
of both labor and the public.
The decision in the maintenance
of way case was issued late Saturday. It raised the minimum rates
of pay from S3 to 35 cents to 25 to
87 cents an hour. Kmployes sought
an hour minimum.
a
After asserting that he spoke only
as an individual, Mr. Hooper's
statement said in part:
"A wairo award which would
orush the railroads would ruin
their employes.
"A wage award which would
create on enormous deficit In
every railway treasury would
necessitate the iniKsltion of
higher freight rates on tlio
farmers, producers and shippers of this country.
"The living wage idea presented
to the labor board called for a
72 to
per hour minimum
for common labor all over the
United States, and the malnte
nance of proper differentials for
skilled labor. On the basis of the
railway Income for 1921, this
would have created a railway def
iclt Of $2,241,639,518.
What Theorists Want.
" 'A living wage' is not the thing
for which the theorists contend.
They want 'the living wage,' which
according to their dogmatic formula, means, at their lowest esti-a
mate, about $l,6o per year for
section man. The budget upon
which this wage was predicated
was declared by two of the expert
representatives of the employes to
be a 'guess and a makeshift,' and
. , yjt the, board is criticised for not
adopting It. A "wage scale' btitTt on
that basis for all Industries would
. exceed
the total income of the
I United States by multiplied bil-

Nov. 1. Next
Washington,
week's election will stand as a
"test" of the women voters,
Mrs. Emily Newell Blair, vice
chairman of t he democratic national committee, declared in a
statement in which she said the
women have now had time to
chart a course and select party
alignments. She explained that
when they were granted the
franchise, it was Immediately
ahead of an election in which
they had had no voice in the
picking of candidates.
"This time," she continued,
"it is different. They were
called upon to vote in the primaries and so faced the fact
that if they were to make full
use of their franchise and help
select the candidates, they must
choose a party. Unfortunately,
when many of them made their
choice in the months immediately following their enfrandifchisement, the outstanding
'
ferences between the policies
and pronouncements of the two
great parties had not been
clearly emphasized by the parAs this camties themselves.
however,
progresses,
paign
these differences are becoming
more and more marked and
that fact is not lost upon the
women."
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lions of dollars.
"A flat wage. Is as imnraetl-m- l
ns a flat dollar. Both have
been tried out In Russia,
where the laborer may get
millions of rubles for an
hour's work, hut what will Ms
fiat wage ami Ills flat ruble
buy him? Tim swelling tide
of prosperity in our country
cannot he hastened hy meth.
ods of this kind."
Mr. Hooper altj
slronglv assailed the attitude of Edsel Ford,
the
automobile
manufacturer:
Samuel Gompors, president of the
American
Federation of Ijibor.
and William Randolph Hearst, all
of whom had criticised the position of the labor board in regard
to the :ivlng wafcj.

IMPROVED BUSINESS
CONDITIONS SEEN IN
NUMBER CARS LOADED
.

,

Nov. 1.
of rapidly Improving conditions In the country's general business life were given today in reports to the car servico section of
the American Railway association,
among other things, showed
the greatest weekly loading of
freight from which the railroads
derived revenue in two years. The
reports disclosed that, with the exception of four weeks in September and October, 1920, the loading of 1. 001, 759 cars of revenue
freight the week of October 21
was the greatest on record.
A record of 590,392 cars loaded
with merchandise and miscellaneous freight which includes manufactured products also, was established during the week, the association reported. This was an
Increase of 7,294 cars over the
week of September 30, when all
previous high marks for that class
of freight were broken.
As compared with the corresponding week
of 1920. the association said, the
week's total showed an Increase of
86,554, while it was 20,230 cars
more than for the corresponding
week last year.
The loading of grain and grain
products for the week, a total of
08,680 cars, also showed substantial increases over the corresponding weeks of 1920 and last year.
j.
Similar, although some smaller
creases, were shown In virtually
all other commodities handled In
bulk types, according to the statement,
Washington,

.

in-i-

WEATHER
.
FORECAST.
Nov. 1. New Mexico:
Generally, fair south, ..unsettled
north portion Thursday, probably
occasionally rain or snow; Friday,
partly cloudy ami colder.
; Arizona:
Unsettled
Thursday,
rain southeast, snow northeast portion Friday, probably fair, no important change in temperature.

Denver,

T.OC.Ti REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at p, m. yeirterday,
recorded by the university:

Highest temperature
Lowest

60
v..,............
, . , . 29

w

..........
..........31
flange
Mean
..........--....-..- ,
.,44
Humidity at 6 a, m.... ....... '.60
Humidity at 6 p. in.... ..,... ...28
0
Precipitation
Wind velocity
.....17
of
direction
wind
Character of day

Southwest

.Clear

AKILLNESS
Served Two Terms as Chief
f
Pnlnrnrlff
tACouuvc ui
Was Prominent PUeblO
Banker and Mason,
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Many Who Aspire to Seats
in Senate
May Think
They Are Not Required to
File Expense Statements.
Nov.

Washington,
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-

l
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Jor Investigation;

count made today by clerks, candidates for the house are still sending their reports at the rate of almost 200 a clay. In the midst of
the confusion as to provisions of
iihe law, the. one fact that stands
out clearly is that house candidates
must file now and alter the elec- tion.
This view was expressed by some
senate officials that many emidl-'datfor that branch niib'ht uc- cept the interpretation o Ui eu-- I
preme court decision in the New-- :
berry case by Attorney Oenera!
Daugherty that they were not required to file. In a letter last year
ito Representative Luce, republican, of Massachusetts, the attorney
general answering a specific inquiry as to the effect of the Ncw-- i
berry decision, said:
"As United States scnutors are
inot now elected by legislatures of
jthe states, ns contemplated in the
jact, it is my opinion that this fact
in connection with the holding in
tlie Newberry decision makes it un-- :
for a candidate for
necessary
United States senator to file any
'
statement whatever in connection
with his nomination or election."
Mr. Daugherty
contended that
the only piovisi
of tho eiccvlon
law now in force and effect ia he
which
oo
requires such state
ments to ne i lieu in connection
with the election of candidates for
the house.
Most of the reports on fll with
the senate have not been brought
up to date, many relating to priSenator Fiance,
mary expenses.
republican, of Maryland, reported
in
his
that
primary fight ilia expenditures were $30,7j, Willi contributions of $31,000.' Royal V.
France, his brother, headed t lie
list of contributors with $15,1)011,
Senator Townsend,
republican,
Michigan, reported that liU ex- penses were $700. After the j.rimary Senator Townsend filed a
report showing tho expenditure of,
$30,72 9 for his nomhi.ttion fight

3h

reparsllons commission, mapped at iU last aea&foa. M. Barlhoo, French representative and president
of the con.miiuilon, Is indicated by an arrow.

The allied reparations commission has arranged to meet in Berlin to view first hand conditions
there and confer with German
officials on financial
terms to

SI. PAGE,

"I

forestall the threatened collapse
The definancially of Germany.
cision to hold thu Berlin session
was made after Sir John Bradbury of Great Britain had stated
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that he, on behalf

of Kngland,
was ready to declare Germany in
default and take measures to
handle the situation from that
angle.
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PUBLIC

TO AID

RED CROEiS

WOK

Issues Proclamation Calling
Attention to Annual Roll
Call, November

11

to

No-

vember 30.
The following proclamation baa
been issued by Governor Meri-it- t
C. Mecliem:
"EXECUTIVE OFFICE
"SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
"To the Pcoplu of New Mexico:
"V& ur all familiar .with the
aetiviiios of IhOt. iMil?hiMfat,JUd
Cross; and its heroio work for suffering' and dying humanity in the
recent World war is. still fresh in
our minds.
"The American Red Cross typifies the heart of America, and its
mission of merry continues: it is
the nurse at tho bedside of our
disabled soldier boys, and it Is tho
Good Samaritan sent into every
i orner of the world
by Uncle Sam
to alleviate tho rick and extend
a helping hand to ,the down and
out.
"The Sixth Annual Roll Call of
the American Red Cross will begin on Armistice Day, Novemberg
next, and continue to Thanirs-givinDay.
In New Mexico the Red Cross
continues its service to our boys
at Camp Furlong, and to the dismen at Silver
abled
City: it maintains trained men and
women at various points to assist
local chapters in
our thirty-fiv- e
their public health and nursing
service, and fosters Junior Red
Cross Auxiliaries for training boys
and girls in better citizenship; it
promotes health education, home
hygiene, sanitation, first aid and
nutrition work.
"I desire, therefore, to call to
vour special attention the RED
CAM
beginning
CROSS ROM,
DAY, NOVEMon ARMISTICE
BER 11 next, and ending on
THANKSGIVING DAY, November
r.Oth, this year, and to urge "you
to renew your membership, or become members, and to extend any
other aid you mny feel ublo to
contribute to this great American

Institution.
"Done at the Executive Office,
this the 1st day of- - November,
1922.

"Witness my hand and the Great
Seal of the State of New Mexico,
"MERRITT C. MECHEM,
"Governor.
(Seal)
"Attest, Manuel Martinez, SecreState."
of
tary

INJURIES ARE FATAL
TO N. Y. MARBLE KING
New York. Nov. 1. An old man
suffering from injuries received
when he was hit by a taxicab was
brought to the Bellevue hospital
last night. He was unable to give
his name- No one called to watch
as to
by his bedside of to inquire
his condition. ,
A
few
hours
He died today.
Inter the body' was identified as
that of John Russell Taber, a
maker of decorative marble known for many years as the
"Marble King."
His daughter, Marlon Taber, has
charge of the occupational therapy
work at the hospital, where her
father died.
re

-

ENGLAND GOING TO
PAY WHAT SHE OWES
U. S., SAYS BALDWIN
London, Nov. 1. The new
chancellor of iTio exchequer,
Stanley Baldwin, declared tonight that his first duty will
he to settlo the debt to the
V tilted States.
He lundc this)
announcement hi a speech at
Cardiff when he alluded also
tn tho necessity of a pronit

settlement of the reparations
Regarding the amount owing to the I'nlted States, lie
said:
"It Is a heavy debt but we
have told America that we are
responsible for it to the Inst
penny, and wc are going to
pay it."
problem.

Mys-

Her.

IS PUT THROUGH AN
HOUR'S QUESTIONING

Falls Into None of the Traps
the Cross Examiners Prer
pared for Her; Sheds No
Light on Case.
New Brunswick, N. J Nov. 1

(by the Associated Press). "What
comment could I make? Of coursn
thnt was not so, and that Is all."
With these words, Mrs. Frances
today
Stevens Hall opened
first interview an Interview planned by her counsel so that she
ln
might seek to extricate herself,
the public eye. from the circumstantial net in vhich the unfold- v
s
murder mys-tering of the
has enmeshed her. she was
For the first time since
.(
made a widow by the sU'Vi"
M
TT
RODV
GIRL'S
the Rev. Edward Wheeler Hall and
Eleanor
HltriSKf) RY RRAMIU.KS his choir leader, Mrs.
Relnhardt Mills. Mrs. Hallsheemergna
seclusion
from the
Muskegon, Mich., Nov. 1. Suf- ed
seven weeks, meetfor
maintained
clothher
from
exposure,
fering
and her ing a small arm:' ofandnewspaper
ing hanging ln shreds
subjectIn her home,
body cut and bruised by brambles, writers
ing herself to an hour's bombardlittle Rosalie Shanty,, II year-old
of
questions.
swimming and diving marvel, lies ment Wan.
hut Composed.
in a serious condition at Dublin.
end she retired as she
At
the
officers of
Mich., todav, while
room, wan but
Manistee county are scouring the had entered the filed
no light on
.lack Pine swamp country for a composed. SheShe had fallen
Into
man who kidnaped her from her the mystery. trans the croRS examA physician none of the
liome here Sunday.
was
Hers
her.
who is in constant attendance at iners prepared for
storv. It amplified but
the bedside of the child at the a negative
alter the statehome of Fred Zink, Dublin, Is re- did not materiallymade
on her bepreviously
ported by officers- as having said ments
friends.
and
counsel
bv
half
been
had
attacked
'that the girl
Brieflv. it was that Dr. Hall had
and roughly handled.
Reports reto his doom, saving he
ceived late today are that she has started out on
an errand of mercy
la high fever rnd that her eondi-- I was going with
Mrs. Mills a hosto discuss
tion is growing steadily worse.
he was paying
bill
which
When otind by Jo, Preeski. a pital
church funds: that, he was
.farmer, three and a half nlles east with
motive
of Dublin last night, Rosalie was slain by a person and for a
which she has not the slightest
wet from
splashing
through a of
memory
her
thnt
and
'small creek and her body was conlecture; unsullied
by the ugly
of him is
bleeding from barbed wire and scandal
has
in which his name
underbrush cuts. The girl wore no been involved.
hat and no underclothing.
Tim
when
o'clock
was
It
Ptosaiie was kidnaped Sunday as
N. Pfeiffer, Mrs. Hall's law-ve- r.
the returned from ohurob, whan a nthy escorted
htr into the quaint
man drove np to her home, de-- i
library or the big Hall home, whern
daring h- was the father of ono nf the
were
waiting In serreporters
the girl's little chums. Ho asked
the child's mother if Rosalie could ried ranks.
Ho introduced her and withcome end have dinner with his
Mrs. Shanty is said to drew, leaving her alone with her
daughter.
publicity an
have given her consent with the ordeal of personal she
had said
ordeal from which
proviso that Rosalie must be home she lied shrunk since youth.
ueiui e lift rh
How She Wns Attired.
Attired In a gown of black canton crene, with a lieht scarf ot
black silk about her shoulders, sh
seated herself in an old fashioned
rocker and let her gray eyes rove
over the strange scene her familiar
library presented.
The backorrotind of greenish gold
wall paner hung with a medley of
classical prints and portraits of
ancestors:
the mantel with Its
c
and rases., the antique
UN
bonk cases, one topped with
chilli's tinker toy nil these were
But the rugs
familiar eaoticrh.
bad been
back, chairs clutFirst Degree Murder Is the tered the pushed
room, snd ln each chair
sat a
There were a score
Jury's Decision in Case1 of menreporter.
and two women.
At
at
a
table
her side sat tw
of Elliott Padrick; Mercy!
court stenographers to make a
Is Recommended.
transcript of tho Interview.
Plunin Woman of 47.
The reporters matching her rovStatesboro. Ga.. Nov. 1. E1U- with intent stnres. saw a
gaze
ott Padrick,
former! ing
youthful
was found rather plump woman of 47 pale,
Methodist preacher.
guilty of first degree murder in obviously tired, and slightly nerconnection with tho killing of his vous.
She braced one hand on each'
mother-in-laMrs. Mamie Eou
Dixon, last June, the jury re- arm nf her rocker and the interbegan.
turning a verdict early tonight view
"Have you any comment to
with a recommendation for mercy.
The verdict automatically carries make, Mrs. Hall," tho spokesman
a sentence of lifo imprisonment. began, "on that part of Mrs. GibThe Jury's verdict was reached son's story, (Mrs. Jane Gibson, the
eye witness of the slay-inalter consideration or tne cnse
In which she says yoti wert
that lasted since 9 o'clock this
Cnntlnnfd n Vfttte Two.
morning.
with
Satisfaction
the verdict
and sentence were expressed by
Padrick ss he was led from the
11
BACK
court room by Sheriff Joe Tillman, to begin his term of life
Imprisonme it.
"I will n t appeal," he said; "I
am well satisfied with the verdict."
Padrick was placed on trial
Monday fur tho confessed slaying
who was
of his mother-in-lafound dead In an automobile on
the road between Clito and Dover, lato tn the afternoon of last
June 19. His wife was also in
from Millions of Dollars a Month
the machine
suffering
she died
wounds from which
Are Being Collected by
within a short time.
Padrick was arrested a few
the
Government, Secrehours after the crime was disHe was taken to the
covered.
tary Mellon States.
Richmond county jail at Augusta
because of a fear of violence
Washington, Nov. 1. Millions ot
There he stated ho had been di- dollars
a month are being collected
rected "by the hand of God" in
by the government through the
the crime.
committing
liquidation of pending tax claims
Thirty minutes after Padrick's and
the payment of back taxes,
newsat
arrival
the Augusta jail,
revenue officials declared
today.
paper men who went there to get Secretary
has let it be
a statement from him found tho known that Mellon
countis
the treasury
former minister sound asleep and
ing on these sources of revenue to
apparently unconcerned over the aid materially in reducing th
outcome of the predicament
in government's
deficit of about
which he found himself.
t
$670,000,000 for the current fiscal
Appearing before the jury In year.
bis own defense at the trial Padofficials
claims.
Outstanding
rick began his testimony by of- said,
have been reduced by about
fering prayer in which he asked 50 per i ent d ring the past year,
that the jury join, and followed which means a return to the govwith a brief sermon from the ernment of many millions of dolshalt not commit lars. About a
text, "Thou
ago there were
adultery." In his speech to the some 168,000 year
unsettled Claims
he
condemned
modern which at the present
Jury,
late have
tendencies and dress of women been, reduced to about 91,000,
which, he claimed, led to sex apseveral
hundred claims
peal that caused the downfall of which come in dally. The revenue
young men and women.
bureau is confident that l spring
the number of outstanding claims
niGH Rl AT RIM.IAHDS.
will be reduced to
point that
tlonal Three Cushion Billiard league none of them will bethe
interest bearhigh run record of eleven was es- ing when finally adjusted.
tablished here tonight ln the Na-b- y
Collections of back taxes are
Hugh Heal, Toledo, in a match coming In at the rats of about
by Hug Heal, Toledo, in a match $26,000,000 a month and it Is be,
In which he defeated Robert
Heved this rate will be materially
of New York, by a score of Increased by spring, aiding
meas50 to 44 in T3 innings. Cannefaxhttd
ths national
urably in meeting
a run of five.
deficit
i

!
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DISCUSSES

A

Grand Rapids. Mieli.. Nov. 1.
Raymond Kugene Wilson was arrested here tonight for investigation in connection with the abduction In Muskegon Sunday of 11- vear-ol- d
Rosalie snanty, wno was
found In the woods of Manistee'
county last night in a serious conWilson's!
dition from exposure.
police eald, tallied:
description,
with that "f the man who enticed
the child into an nutomoblle and
drove out of Muskegon with her
against her protests.
Sheriff's deputies from Muske- gon were en route here tonight to!
take Wilson to that city, where he
was to lie confronted by members
and several
of the girl's family
boys who told authorities a man
asked them to point out to him1
"the swimming girl" shortly before
the abduction.
Search for Wilson began when it;
wna lejirned hfi hjid snoken to the
child last sninnier during her ex-- j
hibttion of fancy swimming and
diving at the Muskegon municipal
beach. It was found, the officers
stated, that Wilson drove to Mus- lnffrtn
HM,tm in fl Mf Klmtl.ir tO
that in which the girl was spirited
away.

lf

,

RECTOR'S WIDOW

Located, Suffering From
Seeks to Extricate Herself
Exposure.
From the Circumstantial

While less

1.

III

Raymond E. Wilson Is Held

of the candidates for
than
the senate have filed campaign ex-- 1
pense statements, according to the
one-ha-

UK

KIDNAPING OP

JPEHSES

Colo., Nov. 1. Alva
Pueblo,
A
TO ITALY.
Adams, twice governor of ColoSQUAD
rado, the man who built the first
Colorado
in
Springs,
building
prominence in
Colo., banker of
Pueblo, ; ttionally known as inWas Best Known for His General Francisco Murguia
the Ancient
of
spector general
Order of Scottish Rites in the westExecuted at Tepehuantes,
Productions,
ern Jurisdiction, died today at BatHim
Won
for
Which
Fame
had
ho
Durango, After a Brief
tle Creek. Mich., where
gone for medical treatment three
Abroad.
and
Home
at
Court Martial.
weeks ago, Mr, Adams was 72
vnnra old.
Mexico City, Nov. 1 (by the AsRichmond, Va. Nov. 1. Thomas
Mr. Adams' death was caused
Nelson Tage, former ambassador sociated Press). General Francisheart trouble induced by
by
chronic diabetes from which he
to Italy, and widely known uuthor, co Murguia, tho rebel leader, was
had suffered a number of years.
by
at the h())na of reintives ln executed by a firing squad at 9
Club."
Horn In Wisconsin.
Virginia, today, o'clock this morning at Tepehuan,lf.n,n,tf:it
Alva Adams was born in Iowa
tri. Hanover county,
U,itr,t. Aotuivut ' contribution'
Durango, after a brief court
of according to a report received by tes,
county, Wisconsin, May 14, 1850. zona, received a
martial last night,, it was anThe family came to Colorado when $100 from the Brotherhood t f j,c,. the News Leader,
,
.
11B Klveu
'""c,,n, nounced today- from the . presiden-an
Alva was ?1. years old because of comotlvB Fhemen. He sner.t S17.I
jjffcon...- ,urgo'.e.
ambawn1or..iU Rome tin tlx.faai-v.tUHth illness of a brothers The fam- t,i
met ueutn
said,
Vfrt "nrnvn for his nouncement
ily went to the Greeley region, spent $3,870, nil of whirl, want 1o'M'''
calmly.
"
where Alva obtained employment republican clubs in his ftuto, vhlle
"
a name for him nt home and
Surprised by federal force while
1,1.
hauling ties from the forests for wiin,.m a
ti'.si'i mXlri-i- "
the construction of the Denver &
',i
1
'i
n,'.,
administra high altar of the Catholic church
i tho
Rln Rrnnilo railroad. A few weeks
beginning
"
utikl1 lliln 10 cntel' the tliplo- - at Tepehuantes last night, Mur
later he secured employment with election fight
ition
PresC. W. Sanborn, a lumber and hard Home of the other repor's show- mati: ei'vi';e- - He was appointed guia, a former follower of
ware dealer of Colorado City. Colo.
j,Tnn .1. Fraxier ' North 'bakotn' ambassador to Italy in June. 1013. ident Carranza and one of the most
While in Sanborn's employ Adams (primary)' $:14' Senator King' iunJ Bf,'v'111 in ,llat capacity until persistent of President Obregon's
erected a building on the present i'tai,
August. 1919. Ho was born April enemies, was given a hasty court
n Sentemhee
in r.mtrlhi
martial and sentenced to die,
site of Colorado Springs and there
t
153, in Hanover county
Kami''
evnendituret
U-over a Hill.
a youth Mr Page attended
In two orUjennjor
housed the business.
Nebraska.'
Hitchcock.
At 9 o'clock this morning he was
Lue university.
r. j i
three months Adams
vv Ti.i'.n.i, .nv,uJ Washington and
purchased
presence
the business from Sanborn, giving!,,
jiot,"tan!li
Earle B May- - In 1S'4 tne il'Brttt o bachelor of led over a hill and. In the was
shot
notes in lieu of cash. The next fjei,' Texas $ juio'laws was conferred on him by tho of the native population,
50
j
Subse-inbeen
had
men
who
of
detail
of
a
year he took a partner and leav- by
Virginia.
Senator la Kcillette Wisconsin 'University
him in charge of the business
of chosen to execute the order of the
t .6 ls u'1(, t,)t.,,t' "$s M74 while' 'tuently the honorary degree
Adams came to Pueblo and started
,sllJi'i'ul t'l... .v doctor of laws was conferred on court.
in
a hardware store
this city which:
him by Washington and l,ee,
According to reports. Murguia
was the beginning of his business penditure of $1,418 in Wyoming.
university and William and for the last few weeks had virFollowing
enterprises in Pueblo and which
Mary college and tho degree of tually been a fugitive.
was the nucleous of a modest for
d the
doctor of literature by Yale,
dispersal of his rebel band ai
tune left bv him on his death
and Washington and I,ee.
Gutirache, Durango, and Willi less
established branches in many othc
Mr. Page was twice man-lethan a dozen adhermts remaining
cities.
tin 1S86 to Miss Anno Heddor. with him, ho had been living tho
An Ardent Democrat,
Bruce, who. died in 1S88 and In life of a hunted man. He was def1S9H
democrat,
to Mrs. Florence Lathrop initely located yesterday morning
Being an ardent
Adams did not long stay out of
K II K IS Ih Kn
Field, widow of Henry Field of at Tepehuantes when an Indian
politics. At 26 yfars he was electChicago. Her death occurred last maiden friendly to tho federals,
ed to the state legislature from Rio
year.
slipped into the federal qamp and
Tn 1S84 he was
Grande county.
Mr. Page was tho author of a divulged his hiding place" to Genon the
nominated
democratic
of books on southern life. eral Abraham Carmona, who im- ON RJO GRANDE number
ticket for governor but was deUntil recently Mr. Page had been mediately surrounded the village.
feated. He ran again in 1886 and
Carmona was told by the girl
making his home in Washington,
was elected by a huge majority.
but he closed his house there a few that Murguia was being sheltered
In 1896 he was again elected govweeks .ago with the intention ofjbv the village curate, Father Ca- ernor. In 1904 he was apparently Tentative
Locations
relatives in Virginia and zares. and tho soldiers silently took
visiting
a.
elected
third time but in a connf Ro. other stales.
flamo tn Ro
possession of the church last night
test with Peahody Adams was
wtuiio iu mi. .Parri v.
Mr p!lBe.8 servue as ambnssn- - Father Cazares at first disclaimed
ousted by the legislature
after
ClamatlOn SyStem Are dor to Italy covered a critical - all knowledge of Murguia, but later
serving three months.
.
.
,.
period on American European rc- ndniitted that he was harboring a
Mr. Adams was long Identified
Unfler LOnSlOerailOn.
;intlons and many of the important visitor and unlocked the door leadwith financial affairs of Pueblo.
diplomatic notes . passing between ing to a ;mnll room immediately
He had been president of the
Santa Fe, Nov. 1. Sites have! the United State and the allied back of the high altar.
Pueblo Savings and Trust comhis
wentf through
Mnrguin. Asleep in Rod.
pany for years and identified with been tentatively selected for three governments'1 :.
Murguia was asleep in a bed. He
several other banks. Up to the reservoirs on tho upper Rio Grande nanJi"
betrayed no, emotion when intime of his death he was the oldest and Rio Chaina. which Is partly
formed that he was under arrest.
living director in point of service responsible for the former's de
Followed by excited crowds, he was
In the International
Trust comconducted to military headquarstructive floods, in connection with
pany of Denver.
ters where a court martial was
A few years ago he was made a flood control, iirainage and irrigathirty-thir- d
hastily formed under tho presidegree Mason and tion projects which it Is hoped to
later designated as inspector gen- get the reclamation service to undency of General Miguel l.sveaga,
eral of the western Jurisdiction of
AT who was assisted by Generals
y
the Ancient and Accepted Scottish dertake mtCer the
Eopcz and Pedro Rosa. Murbill.
Rite of Free Masonry.
guia is declared in the official recalled
are
one
the
The
sites
ports to have offered little defense.
Educated Himself.
The former Carranza general reHaving been denied the benefits Statellne on the Rio Grande, and
E
of a high school education Alva two smaller one on the Chamn
ceived the verdict of the court
Adams educated himself by exten- one near El Vado. Rio Arriba
calmly. Afterwards he requested
sive reading, tr .vel and contact county, and the other on the Burns
writing materials and is understood
with educators and noted men, un- ranch, according to States Engito have passed the night writing
to his wife and friends. At
til, long before his death, he was neer Charles A. May.
Resignation of the Cabinet letters
9 o'clock this
considered one of the best eduIt is believed .dams at these
morning the firing
the
Is
Unless
Looked
for
cated men in Colorado and ranked places would not only flattpn out
squad was assembled and ln the
high among the deep thinkers of the floods of the Rio Grande,
of
the entire population
presence
Angora
the nation.
'met
of Tepehuantes,
which in times past have caused
Murguia
Besides his wife, who was at l is heavy property losses to the south,
Yields to the Demand.
death.
bedside when he died. Mr. Adams ubt also permit the drnlnnce of a
He declined to have his face
leaves a son. Alva B. Adams, a big acreage of
d
and
Constantinople, Nov.i 1 (by the covered and gave orders to his exprominent attorney of Pueblo and now useless lands along the valley Associated
ecutioners.
Press). Tho Turkish
several grandchildren.
and the bringing under Irrigation nationalist assembly at Angora has
The body is being held in Tepeof all of the 137,000 irrigable acres decided not to reply to the tele- huantes. It probably will be burled
between the Colorado line and the gram sent by Tewfik Pasha, grand there.- TAKES 16 HRS. A WEEK
Elenhant Butte dam.
Active Enemy Removed. '
visier of the sultan's government,
IN COLLEGE AND WORKS
The sites were selected tentaIn the death of Murguia. the
and
a
for
pleading
rapproachment
as the result of an Investi- has taken the stand that in the most active of all of President
11 HOURS EACH NIGHT tively
gation c, "tied on jointly by Stnte future It will regard the authority
For
enemies is removed.
Engineer May's office,' the recla- of he Constantinople government months he hsd conducted an orAnn Arbor, Mich., Nov. 1.
mation service and the Rio Grande as
cenequivalent- only to that of the ganized campaign against the
commission, headed by administrative
Ralph Warner, 18, a freshman en- drainage
council of a vilayet. tral government from across the
gineer, la taking 16 hours a week Cnpt. W. C. Rold. Albuquerque.
in the Turkish International loundary.
Announcement
Only rein college and working in a factory The investigation was provided for
press, that Klaalm Kara Beklr, cently following his departure to
rec1921
11 hours each
The
the
by
legislature.
to
his
pay
way.
night
in chief of the Turkish parts unknown in' Mexico, MurIt developed today when he asked lamation sen-icthey was asked commander
bondsmen in the Unitctl
ln the Caucasus, has been ap- guia'
to' be excuse
from gymnasium by the state engineer's office and army
of States were asked to surrender
governor
nationalist
pointed
the
so
to
commission
participate
work, required of all students at
has aggravated the their forfeit money.
the University of Michigan.
He that in the event tho reclamation Constantinople,
service Is willing to undertake con- crisis and tho collective resignahad no time for this
of tho Constantinople cabinet FIND NEWSPAPER MAN
said. He works from E:30 each struction of these projects the in- tion
is expected hourly.
evening until 4:30 a. m. Pour vestigation, which is how practiDEAD IN BATH ROOM
AH
minister of the
Rlza
mornings each week he has a class cally completed can be used as Its Interior in Pasha,
the sultan's governInvestigation and duplicaat 8 o'clock and four afternoons a primary
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 1. George
today told the corresponweek he has classes at 4 o'clock, tion of. ' this work avoided by, the ment,
dent: "If Angora persists In our Boos, once associated with Russell
.
',
then hurries into his overalls and service.
With the tentative choosing of exclusion from the Eaussano peace R. Harrison,
of former Presiback to his bench.
these sites, diamond drilling is to conference we shall be Impelled dent Benjamin Harrison, in pubbe started at onoe on the Statllne to pluce the resignation of the min- lishing tho Montana Journal at
DEC1SIOX TO ZBYSZKO.
site. Mr.
said. ,to find out istry ln the hands of the sultan." Helena, Mont., was found dead in
Stanislaus whether ItMay
Boston, Nov. 1.
Is feasible to construct
the bath room ot his apartment
Zbyszko, former world's heavy- a big .Arid' at. this ,place, and as
PROFESSOR DIES.
here
with a bullet
was soon . the borings; are finished , Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 1. Rob-e- throughyesterday
weight champion wrestler,
his head. His wife ssid
awarded the decision here tonight there similar tests are to be made
Wheeler- Wilson, professor she heard the shot from an adjoinover Cliff Hinckley, Xormer ' Ohio on the other two tentative sites on emeritus of astronomy at Harvard ing room.
state university football star.
tho Omnia- - ...
Mr. Boos was 70 years old.
university, died at his home today.
work,-Warne-

PRICK FIVE CENTS.

Reparations Commission Meets
to Prevent German Collapse
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BERLIN FIRM

IKE
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RECTOR'S WIDOW
DISCUSSES N. J.

2 MEETINGS ARE

MIXED CLAIMS

ID

DOUBLE SLAYING

BK REPUBLICANS

READY FOR DUTJ

Begin Today Arranging National, State and County
Issues Are Discussed by
the Mass of Data Grow- of
the War;
Davis, Mrs. Warren, Del- -'
inq Out
gado and Linwood.
Courtesies Exchanged.

Gown Will Be of Mauve
Chiffon and Satin. Lav
With
ishlv Decorated
;
i Rhinestones, Steel Beads.

Will

Germany, Nov. 1 (by
Associated rreps.) Desl'lte
former Emperor William's ex-be
pressed wish that no presents
Vent on the occasion of hia marof
riage 'ato Princess Hermine
big surprise gift is being
Rouss.
In former court circles

Washington, Nov. 1. The mixed
claims commission 10 uujubl
lean claims against Germany aristoing out of the war will begin
morrow the task of arranging the
mass of claims for orderly consideration. Today's session, the first
at which Dr. Wilhelm Kiesselbach,
German commissioner, was pres
ent, was confined to an exenane
of courtesies with Justice Day,
umpire of any disputes that may
arise, presiding.
In opening tne session, uusuec
Duv welcomed the German repre
sentatives and Judge Edwin B. Par
ker, American commissioner
while Dr. Kiesselbach exrepressed his appreciation for the colception given himself and
leagues.
Hobert C. Morris, In charge of
the presentation of the clainiB to
the commission as American agent,
outlined the system he proposed to
follow and invited the
of Karl Von Lewinsky, the German agent, which was promised.
The nature of the claims is varied, including many cases of loss
of American lives at sea prior to
American entry into the war. Every
part of the country is represented
among the claimants, although the
bulk of them centralize along the
eastern seaboard,
particularly In
New York city.

t Potsdam,

"the

prepared
here.
Each day brings details regardevent at Dourn
ing next Sunday's
nnd these are eagerly devoured by
'the monarchist party in Potsdam.
Fraulein Goernitz, who presided over the imperial kitchen here
for decades, has been engaged to
wedding breakfast at
lirepare the also
formerly superinJjoorn. She
tended the household of the royal

princes when they were enrolled in
the cadet school.
The property deed to he signed
Sunday morning will bear the firrt
of Princess
official designation
Jlermine's future title. It is understood this document will
for a strict division of propand his
the
erty between
since Willium's children
bride,
will not be beneficiaries under the
apportionment connected with his
i' emarriage. Hermine's
wedding
Princess
from a
dress has been ordered
this
establishment,
Berlin
leading
being the first "imperial" trosseau
since
is
it
said,
prepared in Berlin,
of
(he marriage of the Duchess
1913.
in
jsrunswick
The princess' gown is described
ns being of mauve chiffon and satrhine-Btonin, lavishly decorated with
Mauve
and Bteel beads.
was chosen by the
this color was always worn
by the late Empress Augusta vat
eourt functions.
r i ia fraiioi Viprft that the wed
ding text selected by William was
aleo used when no married Autext is:
gusta. The
"And now abideth faith, hope
rharitv. but these three; but the
'trraniBKt tt these is ;haritv."
It Is remarked that Sunday's
rites wilt in their severe simplicity
be in direct contrast to William's
first wedding, which was attended
with unparalleled pomp.
pro-Vi-

er

MOTHER WHO STOLE TO
'FEED HER CHILDREN
1
STILL AT LIBERTY
Minneapolis. Minn., Nov. 1. A
Wther who stole to feed heronefour
of
'children and then to have
betray her
them, a
for a $5 reward, was still at liberty today while authorities investigated further her story of misery
and poverty.
Penniless and stung by the pleas
of her children for something to
eat, the mother three weeks ago
robbed a neighbor's clothesline of
Fllks, linens and apparel, valued at
,
$100.
When police were unable to find
the thief. Mrs. I. N. Nelson, the
to
Wner, offored a reward of $5
any neighborhood child who tocould
the
.'give, a clue that would lead
iarrest of the culprit.
d
grimy-faceyoungJ A sobbing,
ster yesterday succumbed to the
Jure of the $5 and informed Mrs.
Nelson that his own mother had
taken the garments.
I Most of the stolen goods were
recovered. Since the police are in
doubt as to whether they shall ar-

mother
rest the poverty-stricke- n
it Is a question whether the son
will
who betrayed her
profit hy his
act, as the reward was offered
.for a clue leading up to the arrest
if the thief, and no arrest has been

--

'made.

f The fins of the shark are used
in making gelatine.
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present on the Phillips farm on the
night of September 14?"
Moistening lier, lips, Mrs. Hall
replied:
"What comment could I make?
Of course that was not so, and
that is all."
'
"you were not there?"
"I certainly was not."
Volleyed Questions at Her.
For an hour, then, one reporter
after another volleyed questions at
her, taking her over her story of
her actions before and after the
murder; quizzing her ehnrply for
any possible knowledge she might
have hud of the rector's affair
witti Mrs. Mills; seeking some
point at which an entering wedge
could be driven Into her etory.
Three or four times she took
refuge in the reply, "I cannot remember," and three questions she
refused point blank to answer.
But throughout the interview she
maintained that she always had be
lieved, and still believed, in the
faithfulness of her husband to his
marriage vows.
Brushing aside the letters and
the diary, which her counsel ad
mits are written in a hand remark
ably similar to that of the slain
minister, she declared:
"I had such faith in my husband
If he were here he could explain
He could explain, If he were here."
She said she hud not even read
the documents, most of which have
been published in the newspapers,
asserting: "They did not seem to
Interest me at all.
When she was pressed to expresB
an opinion as to whether she did
not think they might ha-- e bearing
on the solution of th? murder, she
said: "I don't even see how that
would tell you who was- the criml
nal."
"Don't you think it widens the
sphere of motive If a married man
and a married woman are conduct
Inff an illicit love affair?" she was
us ked.
"I suppose it would."
"Isn't Mr. Pfelffer tremendous
ly interested to know if these let
tors and the diary Rro correct?"
"That doesn t Interest me very

RIGHT
THIS WAV

Raton, N. M., Nov. 1. National,
state and county issues were joined
by the republican campaign purty
in the Gate City last night, held
e
simultaneously through the
One meeting
of speakers.
othwas In Shuler audtiorium, the
er in the east side. Former State
Senator E. C. Crampton presided
and introduced the speakers.
Judge S. B. Davis, Jr., nominee
for United States scnatoi, declared
In unmistakable terms his position
with respect to the two questions
which have become the outstand
ing Issues in the New Mexico cam
bonus
Daism.
One. the
bill, is not really an issue between
the two great political parties, it
was Baid, but an attempt is being
made by the democrats to make
"We stand
false issue of it.
squarely upon our party platform
which pledges an adjusted com
pensation law which will do justice to the soldiers of the world
war. We will promise
notning
more than that, we will do nothing
less than that," Judge Davis said.
In arguing for a protective tariff Judge Davis showed that this
tariff is designed for the protection
of the American worker who cannot compete with the European
h
worker who is receiving
of the pay of the American worker. "Strange as it may seem, the
democratic candidates in New Mex- no are not standing on tne
While tuoy do not
platform.
openly repudiate their party
they do repudiate the great
underlying principle of their parfor
the last 50 years by declarty
ing in favor of the republican nrin- 'ciple of protection for New
Deeply Affected
'inn tirniiurrtL T his. thev are so
Mr. Hall was apparently deeply
liciting your votes on the strength
of their support of republican affected when questions regarding
Mrs. Milli were put, moving restprinciples."
Adellna
lessly in her chair and folding her
Mrs.
nominee for representative in con- arm tightly across her chest.
"Was Mrs. Mills a vamp do yon
gress, made the opening address.
Will Be Used in Connection She discussed the problems of the think she- was a woman of good
of character?" one of the reporters
farmers, following description
With Pump to Fill New state conditions as she has found ncked near the end of the inter
them on this trip. National Issues! view.
l do not enre to say."
Storage Basin From Con- and taxation in New Mexico also
"You do not think Bhe dellber
were discussed.
tents of Old One.
W. J. Linwood, mayor of Raton ateiv set her cap for Mr. Halt?"
"I never saw any Indication of
nominee for sheriff, spoke
and
run
be
will
line
h
A
pipe
briefly reviewing the constructive It."
from the present city reservoir to work
Ho
"Now. what do you think?"
of tho republican
the new reservoir, which will be spoke also on behalf of party.
"I do not know. I do not know
the candiconstructed a mile and
to
what
think."
dates on the county ticket. ,
southeast of it. It was stated yesauwidow maintained throughThe
A.
nominee
for
H.
Delgado,
orbeen
has
terday that the pipe
ditor, closed the program. He said out the interview that she harbored
dered and will arrive in a short the democratic senator.
A. no malice toward her husband's
A.
time. An electric pump will be Jones, reminded him of the new slayer and that she was not perestablished at the old reservoir to recruit in the awkward squ,id fre- sonally interested In seeing the
boost the water up to the new stor- quently "bawled out" for being out murderer punished, although she
age place. Rids on this pump have of step. He suggested tho election said Fhe hoped, for the good of
been asked for.
to see the guilty person or
of Judge Davis and Mrs Warren
City Manager Calkins said yes- would give New Mexico a legisla- persons anprehended.
nt least, the Investerday that as large a pipe line as tive team in step with one. another,
Outwardly,
possible had been decided upon, in step with the administration tigation of tho double murder mys- as It is more economical to pump and in step with tho majority in tery wns at a practical standstill
was be-- I
thrpugh a larae pipe than a email
both branches of the congress.
itodnv while the interview
'
one. due to the lessening of fric.'
held.
ing
said
he
tion. In this connection
i
that the city is pumping to the
MECHANICAL DEVICE
present reservoir throuch the new
main, and ia finding that
USED TO STEER LINER
and
the pumping is done quicker
the
when
than
ON HER LAST VOYAGE
with less expense
the
water was forced through
ATTACKED
New York. Nov. 1. A mechani
smaller main.
cal steering device supplanted the
band of the quartermaster of the
CANDY IS STOLEN
Munson liner Munargo on her last
voyage from eastern Cuba ports
FORMHAL'S
FROM
to New Y' k. Capt. Andrew
of the Munarfco declared toSTORE BY THIEVES
day. The vessel, which docked
yesterday, was the first Amerthe Woman on Trial in the Mrs. here
investigating
Police are
ican passenger ship to trake an
robbery of Formhal's grocery.
without a helmsman,
Meadows Slaying Suffer- ocean voyage
1124 South Edith street. Tues
company officials said.
day night. As nothing but candy
Cantaln Asburn said,
The
Periodical
Epidevice.
ed
From
e
was taken, the officers are inwas worked on the gyroscope
clined to believe the job was done
Convulsions.
was
invented bv Elmer
and
leptic
bv bovs on a Hollowe'en prank.
The thieves got in through a side
Los Angeles, Nov. 1. Mrs. Clara scope. 1. Insured a mechanically
door, from which they pried the Phillips once attacked her sister, perfect course and gave warning
of
worth
$20
About
latch.
night
of anv forced deviation by ringinp
Mrs. K. S. Jaqkson, while. suffercandy was taken.
a bell.
ing from a periodical epileptic contoIt was put into use on the southJackson
testified
Mrs.
vulsion,
trip on Octcber 20, he said, and
day in Mrs. Phillips' trial for the ern
was
used throughout the voyage to
murder of Mrs. Alberta Meadows.
Cuba
and back to New York, exThis occurred, Mrs. Jackson said,
in San Antonio, Texas, in May, cept when approaching harbors.
When the ship reached Cuba.
1918.
Mrs. Phillips, Bhe said,
said. the. Cuban
threw her across a trunk and beat Captain Asburn
seeing no n,an at the wheel.
her with a shoe, inflicting a wound pilot,
on her head of which the scar became frightened and shouted to
the snip s onicers that tha vcsfevl
still remains.
Mrs. Jackson testified that her would go aground.
slster'a mental attacks were preceded by a "peculiar look" in her SISTERSREUNITED
eyes. Clara, she declared, would
AFTER FORTY YEARS
lose control of herself for from
'
five minutes to two hours when
Sterling. Ill, Nov. 1. Twin sis
oni of the seizures came. Twice
ters, separated for forty years,
during 1917, she said, Mrs. Phillips went Into convulsions, bled reunitedofhero when Mrs. Otto Mrs.
Sterling greeted
from the mouth and tore her hair.
When the attacks passed, she was Charles H. Held, of Indianapolis.
ten
acUntil
days ago, Mrs. Held did
left in a weakened condition,
not know she had a sister. Mrs.
cording to the witness.
The witness said her mother, Erickson had searched for sevenMrs. Hannah J. Weaver, was sub- teen years for some trace of her
convulsions, and kin.
ject to epileptic
'
Now the reunited sisters are
is now an invalid at Tamplco,
making an effort to locate their
Mexico.
father, their mother having died
when they were babies.
As far as can bo learned, the
girls were born to a Clinton, la.,
couple.
filter-chang-
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W00DW0RTH PHARMACY
222 West Central

1C
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY

JmMmk

HAIR NETS

Medicines for the Cabinet

EXTRA LARGE,
HUMAN IIAIK NETS
Guaranteed perfect. All shades. - Single
strand. Regular priee 15c.
XOC
Sale price, 2 for

SPECIAL
Palmolive
6 cakes

NSlSsuj?
M
lf!

Wind Shield

Milk

I
V

Glass-Lumb-

er

C. BAMIKIIHIK LL.MHKK CO.
421 Sooth
1'hone 402
Street

J.

tint

For Infant.

invalid &
Children

for AH Arcs.
The Original
QuickLunchtHcme,(Xfice&Foun tains.
RichMilk, Malted Grain Extract in
Food-Drin-

The Majestic Range
A Beauty

k

Nourithini-Noeooldf-

lf.

And MessoriGor Service.

Aroid Imitations and Substitute!

L U M B E R

you first see the new Majestic Range
be won by its beauty. When the
Raabe and Mauger salesman demon-

WHEN

GLASS
CEMENT

strates it you'll marvel at the ability of the makers
to put so many refinements and conveniences int6
one range. After it's been in your home a week
you will enthuse over the way it cooks and the
small quantity of fuel it uses. And finally, after
it's been in your home long enough to outwear two
or three ordinary ranges you'll realize that wo do
not boast idly when we say that a lifetime of
economical service has been built into it.

PAINT
PLASTER

AND NUT

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

If you don't like to carry
out ashes try a ton or"

423 North First Street

Canon City
G1BSON-FA-

C

Raabe & Mauger

Phone 305.

We have it."

.

SPECIALIST l! OCULAR
REFRACTION
Hhon 1057-107
Fonrth.

a

J

2

parasites)
60o Eczema

for

(for body

QC
.Out

Ointment,

W

OIC

for
Bath Powder, (cans), per
fumed, 2 for
Sao

Boxes Charcoal

8Gc

QC
Out

Tablets,

for

2

85e Mustard Ointment,

QC
OUC

(Jars),

QC
OUC

ounce,

S

-

I5o Carbolic Acid Liquid.'
ounce. 3 for
SCo Hinkle Caseara Tablets,
(100 bpttle). 2 for
80o Carbolic Salve,

AOL

Phone 333

QCn
OOC

Q1
OIC
85o Boric Acid Acid Powder. 8
QJ
ounce sifter top cans). 2 f or.. OOC
for

2

5c Pile
25o

'.

nomcdy( tubes)

66C
26C
QOIL

Porous Piasters.

BOo Witch
2
for

Hazel

-

Salve.

10e Epsom Salts. (4 ounces)
2

LUMBER CO.

1

cake FREE.

49c

t

J?-

-

r7f

$3.50; sale price, each...... (Dlef O
Ice Caps, 7x9 Moulded Red; regular
price, $1.60; Bale price,
fTI

for
Infant Bulb Syringe, regular

2

price, 35c; sale price,

2

91Ol

Qfl
OOC

for

Ear and Ulcer Syringe; regular Q
2

11

for

35o Family7 Liniment,
3 for
25o Bottles
Eye Water,

Pi

50c Tooth Brush, Prophylatlo
style, 2 for ,

OXV

J"

1

No slack or dirt

H. CARNES

tic

Larkspur Lotion

for
J5c Castor Oil, plain,

CITY LUMP

and

fl--

ulliul

for.... OOC

TOOTH BRUSHES

I

2

CANON

Soap, genuine.

2 qt. Fountain Syringe,
regular price, $1.50; 2 for. .
Purity Douche; regular price,

price, 85c; sale price,

2

PHONE 360
Parcel Delivery

Guaranteed Rubber Goods

CAP-SHA-

GENUINE,

0

N

First and Copper.
"If it's Hardware

tins.

You get your money back

Mex-jmu-

Otero-Warre-

7

'

ill
OC
OOC

Cocoanut Oil Shampoo
Shampoo your hair' once weekly with
Cocoanut "Oil
MERITOL
Saponified
Shampoo and notice how it improves
the appearance of the hair.
60o bottles. One Cent
Sale price, 2 for

f1
..Oil

Some of Our Specials
Perle Kiss Rouge, gold
value. 2 for
Eye Brow Pencils, gold.
2 for
SCo value.
Lipsticks. 25c value,
2 for
Compact Face Powder,
$1.25 value,

box.

OOC

6 So

OC
............ OC.

2

for

Refills
for

for same.

60c,

2

25o

v.v
large

Ol?.
OC

Bold
-

box

()(

To break up a cold In a few hours
Have
take MERITOL Cold Tablets.
them always In the. house: they'll keep
and you'll save time and money by using them the moment you have signs
of a cold.
25o boxes. One Cent
Sale price, 2 for
v..

.26c

CATARRH JELLY
MERITOL Catarrh Jelly applied In
the nose will open the bead and relieve
catarrhal troubles.
85o tubes, One Cent
Sale price, 2 for

36c

.........

SORE THROAT GARGLE
85o bottles MERITOL Gargle,
OQn
One Cent Sale prico, 3 for.. OOC

tDl.O
i3lC

Fever Thermometers
Genuine B. D. & Co. aluminum Case
and chain (1 minute) record.
Regular
(Jprice 11.25. One Cent Sale
price, 2

for.............

COLD TABLETS

f)f
D10

ASPIRIN TABLETS
MERITOL (genuine) Tablets of Aspirin
for Headaches. Neuralgia, Colds, etct-- t
80o boxes (1 dozen),!
sale price, 2 for.
..mXC
$1.00 botfle (100),
sale price,. 2 for....'.;,
-

........'.,

$1.01
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FRENCH WAR BRIDE CHARGES VETERAN
SHE SAVED ON BATTLEFIELD IS CRUEL

ISK PERMIT TO

HAVOC CREATED

STUDElTSATU.

J0KESTERS

LWAY

NEW

no

Prooosal s to Construct a
Line From Columbus to
Farmington, With Several
Branch Lines.
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 1. Appli
cation for a permit to construct u
railroad from Columbus, New Mex-icon the Mexican border, northward through western New Mexico
to Farmington, New Mexico, with
branch lines into Springerville,
Arizona, and El Paso, Texas, was
made to .the Interstate Commerce
commission on October 16 by the
Colorado, Columbus and Mexican
Railroad company. It was learned
here today when a copy of the
application was received by Governor Thomas E. Campbell.
The road is to be 550 miles In
length, the petition states, with the
ultimate northern terminus In Salt
Lake City, Utah. Tho company,
which is Incorporated under the
laws of New Mexic with a capital stock of $5,000,000, asks for
permission in its application to issue nnd sell $20,000,000 in bonds
for the purpose of constructing the
road and buying equipment.
The application sets forth that
thi purpose of the road is to open
up and develop a large strip of
Mexico
territory in western New to
furand eastern Arizona and
nish this territory rich in natural
resources, with an outlet for Its
nroducts to the southwest, and to
furnish relief for the San Juan
country in northern New Mexico,
which at present is without nn adequate outlet to the centers of commerce.
The present plan of the company, according to the petition.
Is to build the road to Farmington,
where it will connect with the Denver and Rio Grande railroad.
.

DAMAGES OF $50,000
ASKED OF FILM STAR
BY DANCER'S MOTHER
Calif.. Nov. 1.
Mrs. Ethel Clark, mother of Doroto
thy Clark Elms, stage dancer, kit
day filed In the ios Angeies
perlor court an action asking danv
nees of $50,000 from Herbert Raw
linson. motion picture actor, for
alleeed slander.
The action is the outgrowth of
one filed some time .ago in which
Mrs. Clark
damages of
sought
$200,000 from Rawlinson in behalf
of her daughter, alleging he had
had improper relations with her In
New York.
Mrs. Clark declared In her new
suit the actor had made statements
reflecting on her "for the purpose
of disgracing her and preventing
lier from Attaining Justice.
The district attorney's office re
cently refused to Issue a complaint
against Rawlinson.
A suit asking the annulment of
the marriage of the daughter to
Karl Elms of Boston is pending
T,oa Aneeles.

"
I

ESI,

Hallowe'en

Ranches

MRS. HAZEL A. SHAW
IS GRANTED DIVORCE
Raleigh, jt. C, Nov. 1. Mrs. Ha-sAllen Knaw, of Raleigh, was today granted an absolute divorce
from Sheldon Brinsley Shaw, mo
tion picture actor and director of
Los Angeles.
The divorce was granted on
statutory grounds and the acts
complained of were alleged to have
been committed in Los Angeles,
and Melbourne, Australia. Marie
Mosquinl, motion picture actress,
was named
el

a,

SYore

ft

Our Marvelous
Sale of

M

'10

Frocks

REVOLVER?'

nil

5, JOSEPH PILE

Margaret Carleton's Mother
Says There Is No Justice
in Calling Her Daughter a
Murderess.

Lyric Theater "One Clear Call
wth Milton Hills and Henry Wal- inau as the s.ars, Is being repeat
ed today; also repeating the Gold
comedy,
"Help
v

For Pyramid

anteu."

Pastime Theater

Doy," with Harold

a Wonderful Success, and Why Not.
When They Are priced So Low.
Has Proved

if Piles, Send

"Grandma's

r,

Lloyd as the

1.

Poiret Twill, Tricotine, and Velvet Dresses, values
to $15.00, in navy and brown, trimmed with fancy
buttons, braid and embroidery, also with fancy
girdles and bright Duvetyne Vests.

f

$9.50

lat-ter-

continued

Mrs.

Pyle.

"Margaret's husband,- Frank Carleton, had friends there, as did
I saw one attorney
Margaret.
after the other and they all
shook their heads, with one exception, and he agreed to accompany me to the inquest."
Mrs. Pyle repeated the questions she asked the county attor-

Hill county and insists
there Is no justice in calling her
daughter a murderess, until theso
matters are cleared tip-"Who owned tho .38 caliber re
Hev.
Mr.
which
volver with
Christler and my daughter were
"How could
killed?"- she asks.
my daughter fire a shot Into her
own body that would take the
course the
bullet
took which
"Where are
ended her life?"
diamond
rings?'"!
my daughter's
"What motivo could the poor girl
have had for shooting this man
and herself?"
Mrs. Pyle says she got no sat
not even
no
isfaction,
help,
courteous treatment nor the usual
legal formalities In dealing with
the Hill county authorities.
"I begged the coroner to
a day or two wait until Mr.
before
Monday,
Pyle arrived
This he
the Inquest.
holding
he
do.
to
Then
changed
promised
his mind and called the Inquest
1
for 1:30 Saturday afternoon.
called him on the telephone and
him of hi
reminded
promise.
He said ha did not want to inconvenience
Mrs. Christler. but
he did finally consent to hold 11
at 7:30 that evening.
a
"Such
an inquest such
ney

of

.

-

yesterday noon. Dr. Bright
spoke entertainingly of the minister's work and made a plea that
the Klwanians attend church next
Sunday.
A report of the recent convention of the American Iglon at
New Orleans was given by Pearce
C. Rodey, who was a delegate
from the local post. Music was
furnished by Miss Carol Wilson,
vocallsto and Miss Helen Wylie,
pianiste, both of the state university.
A nominating committee was appointed to choose a ticket for tho
annual election of club officers
which will take place at the first
meeting in Doceniber. The committee is composed of Pearce C.
T.
C.
Rodey,
Roy Campbell,
French, I. J. Mizo and J. C. Stutz.
The attendance prize, an Acoma
Indian jar given by George M.
Post, Indian irrigation service, was
won by A. I. Martin, president of
tho club.

STABILIZATION
OF
MARK IS DISCUSSED

7

or hemorrhoids, ask
truding piles for
a 60 cunt box of
any druggist
Take
Pyramid Pile Suppositories.
no substitute. Itelief should coma
so quickly you will wonder why
anyone should continue to suffer the
condition.
pain of such a distressing send
name
For a free trial package,
to
address
and
Pyramid Drug Co,
620 Pyramid Bldg,, Marshall, MlclP,

'

Adv.

A

Stubborn Cough
Loosens lugnt up
won- - T
home-mmi- o
remedy
T
lcr fur quirk renulln. Kuu
T
and cheaply made.

it today.

STECHKR WINS MATCH.
New York, Nov. 1. Joe Btecher
of Nebraska, former world's heavy
weight wrestling champion, tonight
defeated Charley Cutler of Mont
real, Que., former American title
holder, by obtaining two straight
falls.
Success built upon another's
is a name written In tho sand.

Hoover Motor Co.
Distributors.
NASH MOTOR CARS
418 West Copper.

Folks, get ready to vote, early and often.
This column is going to be personally conducted.
Contributions (either money or postoffice orders)

gratefully accepted.

It is a most pathetic sight to see the Hon. Frank
A. Hubbell and the Hon. Jesus Romero conducting
the campaign in this county on such a friendly,
Two soula
brotherly basis. Harmony prevails.
with but a single thought.
Here is what Frank thought the other day: "Ah
fate, but could you and I conspire; and remould
things to our heart's desire; we would appoint two
republican judges and one democratic judge."
Indeed a wonderfully worded, frank, outspoken
statement, dictated into the records of the county
commission the other day by the Hon. Max Gutierrez, following the issuance of a peremptory writ of
mandamus commanding him and his colleague,
Don Severo, to do thus and so on the commission
in the matter of the appointment of election judges.
Max, our friend, you are getting so proficient at
dictation that you ought to buy a dictaphone.
"Say it with ballots." Say it every where. In
Alameda, Duranes, Atrisco, Chilili, up and down
the river. In the mountains. In the city precincts.
Say it so often that Don Francisco A. Hubbell and
his first assistant, the Hon, Jesus Romero, will feel
Jt entirely unnecessary to ever again dictate to the
people of this county whom they should elect to
look after their business.
Jim Hinkle says that one hill more or less in his
life doesn't make any difference to him.

$13.95

What would the official scorer in the bonehead
league give Neis? An assist, a put out or an error?

Of extra heavy quality
Canton Crepe and Satin
back Cantons, values
up to $22.50.'

Jim Gladding went into court to get his name
off the G. O. P. ticket for county surveyor. Never
heard of such a thing. Most of 'em go into court
to get their names to stay on the ticket.

They come in brown,
navy and black, elaborately embroidered in
contrasting colors,
fancy lace bankings,
highly colored beads,
girdles and buttons.

A lady told us the other day that she was for the
short ballot and the long skirt. We told her to
vote for Lucy Harris for county clerk and forget
about it.
Ed Swope, candidate for county treasurer to succeed himself, says he doesn't mind being called Ed
Soap but he does object to being advertised as Ed
Soup. Vote for him for treasurer and you will get
your taxes paid and your tax receipts in order for
the next two years.

Three more days to
take advantage of this
sale Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.

Frank Hubbell ought to give everybody notice of
the time and place. Lots of people would like, to
see him start in to throw Hank Coors out of the
court house winder.

TUU

GOOD SOAP FOR LESS
home-mad-

Three Good Buys in
NASH USED CARS

'

SPOTLIGHT.

Pretty Models for

e

ready-mad-

THAN TWO CENTS A POUND
all the pure, clean soap you
'need for kitchen, laundry and all
hnnaphnlfl rturnnnen
You will find simple directions
for soapmaklng on the label of
every can of Merry War Lye
also many other recipes such as
how to make lye hominy, how to
soften
water, how to make
clothes washing easy, how to
brighten cooking utensils, etc.
Merry War Powdered Lye Is
also a wonderful cleaner and
purifier for use about the homo,
house and outbarn, chicken
houses.
Comes In a convenient
can with revolving sifting top
that cannot come off, cannot get
and prelost, recloses
tightly
serves contents. It Is economical
to buy and easy to use.
Ask your dealer for Merry Wat
Lvc be sure you
get "Merrv
War" the lye that has made
good for S3 rears.

i

Make It At Home By This
Takes
Process
Easy
Less Than 30 Minutes.

Nowadays, more and more women are doing as their mothers
did and are making their own
soap. If you have never tried It,
you will be surprlsi d to ee how
easy It Is to make good soap,
soft soap, hard soap or floating
kitchen
Just
by
soap.
using
scraps nnd wasto grease together
with a can of Merr. War Lye,
the saf. and sure soapmaker.
In the old days when soap was
made by the boiling process H
took nearly all day to make a
kettle of soap. Now It Is hardly
no
any work at all requires
boiling takes less than 80 minutes. Saves you money and Elves

you

An added attraction for the Hoover banquet on
d
Armistice day: A
bout between the
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell and the Hon. Elfego Baca.
gloves, Marquis of Queensbury rules. One
Minute rest between rounds.
Protect themselves
at all times. Somebody ring the bell.
five-roun-

Six-oun-

Or there might be a joint debate between Fritz
Mueller and Claude Neis. Subject: "Where was
Neis when that letter was put out."
Who is that guy Etchevary, any way?

The question now is: What will Placido Jara-mill- o
do after he ultimately bids farewell to his
job as warden of the state penitentiary?
What has become of the
fellow
who used to vote the straight republican ticket?
Folks: Elect Jim Hinkle for governor. He is
d
a good scout. Started as a
in this state
thirty-fiv- e
years ago. Is a banker and a business
man. Pulled himself up hy his own boot straps.
Served in the legislature. On the tax commission.
Old timer. Wants the people to call him Jim.
Won't be stuck up in the executive mansion. Go
around and call on him at any time after inauguration day. Glad to see you. Shake hands with
you. A real guy.
cow-han-

Breath

Try

j

'

213-21-

if Bad

the

li

Here is a
syrup which
millions of people have found to be
Berlin, Nov. 1 (by the Associadependable means of breakted Press). The sessions of the the niOBtstubborn
coughs. Jt is cheap
allied reparations commission to- ing up
simple, but very prompt in acday was chiefly occupied with n and
tion. Under its healing, soothing instatement bv Dr. Hermes, the Ger- fluence, chest soreness cues, phlegm
man finance minister, respecting loosens,
becomes easier,
stabilization of the mark, but no tickling inbreathing
throat stops and you get
I'efinito proposals were svmitted. a good night's restful sleep. The
The
ouestion of a moratorium, usual throat and chest colds are conpossible aid for Germany and conby it in 24 hours or less.
hoarsetrol of German finances were not quered
Nothing better for bronchitis,bronchial
Best Bowel Laxative
discussed.
ness, croup, thrdat tickle,
farce."
The attitude of tho German govasthma or winter coughs.
To make this splendid cough syrup,
When Bilious,
ernment. It was
has made
a most favorableasserted,
It pour 2 ounce9 of l'inex into a pint
M'CLOSKEY AUTO CO.
seems willing to impression. with bottle nnd fill the bottle with plain
Constipated
the commission In every way and granulated sugar syrup and shake
MOVES TO NEW HOME
thoroughly. If you prefer use clarigive all information desired.
ON S0UTHF0URTH ST.
fied molasses, honey, or corn syrup,
To clean out your bowels withinstead of sugar syrup. Either wav,
out cramping or overacting, take
you get a full pint a family supply
The McCloskey Auto company,
of much better cough syrup, than
Cascarets. Sick headache, biliouspioneer garage and automobile
for three
you could buy
ness, gases, indigestion, sour, up- battery firm, moved today-Intotimes the money. Keeps perfectly
set stomach, and all such distress the
5
South
taste.
,at
building
love
its
children
and
pleasant
Nicest physic Fourth street. The building wasl
gone by morning.
Pinex is a special and highly conon earth for grown-up- s
and chil- completed yesterday.
a
has
of
It
centrated compound
genuine Nor10c a box.
Taste like
dren.
frontage of 60 feet by 125 feet'
way pine extract, known the world
Adv.
candy.
over for its prompt healing effect
depth and houses a thoroughly
Sport New paint, reconupon the memhranes.
equipped
plant for automobile
ask your
To avoid
serbattery and general electrical
ditioned, good tires and druggist fordisappointment
ounces of Pinex"
"2
vice. The building is arranged
don't
accept
with full directions, and
I
for Inside service on cars 'and runs like new,
anything else. Ouarantecd to give
customers are invited to drive
or
money
satisfaction
absolute
their cars right into the building
promptly refunded. Tho Pinex Co.,
at the entrance provided for that
$1,050
it. Wayne, Ind.
purpose. The inside drive will be
found a convenience for patrons,
Is Usually Due to
the
winter Five Passenger (demonduring
especially
Constipation
months.
strator),' excellent condi.When you are constipated,
The McCloskey company Is prenot enough of Nature's
to
of
do
all
kinds
automopared
tion,
bile electrical work. It Is the loStart the month
lubricating liquid is procal distributor and service station
duced in She bowel to keep
right. Enroll in
comWillard
batteries.
The
for
$1,050
our Day or Night
the i food waste soft and
In April,
Prlvnto
Classes.
pany was established
moving. Doctors prescribe
was
and
the
first
1908,
and Class
organizaNujol because it acts like
1922
looks
and
Touring,
tion to establish garage service!
this natural lubricant end
here, the business developing later runs just like new; tires
thus replaces it.
into battery and motor car elec
fa a
trical work. 'The business was show no wear,
Nujol
conducted for 14 years at the old
lubricant not
a medicine or
location,. 410 West Copper avenue,
$1,150
which has just been abandoned
laxative
so
the new building. Adv.
for'
cannot gripe.

"Cascarets" 10c

at

Fi

case,"

1.
Two
Nov.
thousand republicans gathered at
a mass meeting here tonight to
hear Benjamin Griffith, republl
can candidate for Btate governor,
speak on the Issues of the campaign, signally honored the memory of Alva Adams, democratic
leader of Pueblo and state and
thrice governor. The audience
rose and stood silent for one min
ute as a tribute to the memory of
Mr. Adams, who died today in Bat
tie Creek. Mich.

Colo..

marauders

do Albuquerque
school
north of the city did considerable
damage to the inside of the buildevening, accordFOOTBALL ing toon Tuesdnyto the
ing
county school
reports
The
superintendent yesterday.
sheriff's office is investigating but
has found no clue to tho culprits'
"
Pledge to Sell Enough Tick- identity.
ets to Game to Prevent When the principal. Miss Jose-fit- a
Quintann, arrived at school
Cancelling Remainder of yesterday morning, she found the It's Easy I f You Know Dr.
three stoves in the building careSchedule.
Edwards' Olive Tablets
fully tilted over on tho floor, the
desks overturned, books scattered
The secret of keeping young is to feci
At a special r.ssemlily yesterday everywhere and the globe for gebathed in Ink. The young to do this you must watch your
morning students of the state
ography
utudy
iver and bowels there's no need of
pledged themselves to raise
dark rings
a sallow complexion
$1,000 to carry on the remainder
laving
seaof the football schedule this
a bilious
DOES IT PAY TO WORRY
jnder
eyes
your
pimples
ir,
son. The money will be raised
ook in your face dull eyes with no
sell
to
ABOUT
APPENDICITIS?
an intensive
campaign
sparkle. Your doctor will tell you ninety
game
tickets for the Saturday's
be guarded
Can appendicitis
cent of all sickness comes from
with tho West Texas Normal against? Yes, by preventing in- per
nactive bowels and liver.
school.
intestinal
The
testinal
infection.
n
Dr. Edwards, a
physician
The football management was antiseptic,
Adler-i-kacts on
$900 in a h le, it was announced, BOTH upper and lower bowel, in Ohio, perfected a vegetable commixed with olive oil to act on tl.;
pound
and unless the deficit was made removing
decaying
ALIj foul,
up all further games on the sched- matter which might start infec- liver and bowels, which he gave to his
ule would be cancelled, it was
for
EXCELLENT
tion.
gas on patients for years.
The university went be- - stomach or chronic constipation,
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, the sub
tWA nn
CntlirHnv's
stitute for calomel, are gentle in theii
which
removes
matter
you
it
with the Texas Miners on account never
brin
thought was In your sys- action yet always effective. Theyhich
of bad weather which Kept tne tem and
ai
which nothing else can about that natural buoyancy
crowd away.
TVi
Btnrlnf Tirwlv nron tn the dislodge, one man reports It is should enjoy by toning up the liver anc
(he awful impurities clearing the system of impurities.
support if the team and in a few unbelievable
Adlcr-i-k- a
brought out. Alvarado
Dr Edwards'OliveTablets are knowr.
minutes time hart raiseo;
nearly
pharmacy, First and Gold. Adv.' by their olive color. 15c and 30c
$1,000, much of it cash, to continue tho season. The students
bought the tickets themselves and
will resell, thereby guaranteeing
tho
the management
necessary
money to complete the schedule.
Two of the students, one of them
a member of the team, took 1C?
tickets each and each of th fraALBUQUERQUE, V.fCX
ternities and sororities pledged
AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW SPIft
themselves to dispose of a certain
number of tickets.
Mrs. Clolhilde Le Koux McMahon.
The meeting was addressed by
T?ruce Hanger, footli.ll manager;
A romance which was born od the shell-tor- n
fields of France has Rruno Dleckmann,
treasbeen rent asunder. Mrs. Clothildo Le Koux McMahon, daughter of a urer of athletics, graduate
and Edward
wealthy Parisian, tas been given a rlivorce from former Lieut. Charles Morgan, president of tho associaJ. McMahon. She charged that after she had saved bis life on the ted students.
battkfield he treated her cruellv.
TFJT TtOT'NPS TO A DRAW.
Portland. Ore., Nov. 1. Jimmy
Darcv of Portland and Tom Kin.;,
claimant of tho Australian middleOWNED
weight championship, fought ten
hard rounds to a draw here
King was the aggressor
"li" 1 heater Repeating today throughout most of the battle.
ASKS uie
picture. "If You
It has been estimated that one
lielicve It, It's So," with Thomas
Meighan as the leading star; also Iceland waterfall could be made
repeating the "Current Events" to yield 60.000 horsepower and
another 50,000.
ana "Puthe Review" pictures.

drew out big crowds rjrnmM Pile Suppositories Are
Knnnn ftvprywhere for the
and last
Helena,
Mont., Nov.
"My at the shows yesterday
Wonderful IlrlU-,
They
also repeating the
Star
daughter's memory was blacken- night;
lluve tiiven.
ed and she was called a murderess Land Reviews," "Cartoons'
and
unfortu-nates
ono
thoso
are
of
If
".Screen
you
Snap shots."
by a clique of heartless men in
with the pain and
struggling
Havre to shield others and save
of
distress
lrobleeding,
itching,
the county further expense," de- BRIGHT DESCRIBES
clared Mrs. Joseph Pyle, mother
MINISTER'S JOB IN
of Margaret Carleton, who was
found shot to death along with
TALK TO KIWANIANS
's
Rev. L. J. Christler, in the
home at Havre at an early
The difficulties of reaching a diMrs.
hour last Friday morning.
bere.
Pyle brought the body of her versified audience with a helpful
to
Helena
for
message givrm only 30 minutes
today
daughter
TRIBUTE IS PAID TO
onco a week were described in a
burial.
"I could not even employ an vocational talk by the Rev. S. Al- MEMORY OF ADAMS BY
attorney at Havre who would onzo Bright before the KIwanis
AUDIENCE AT PUEBLO agree to go through with the club at its luncheon at the Alvar-ad- o
Pueblo,

clock had been thrown out the
window and was still ticking on
the ground where it lay.
An attempt had been made to
break into the North
Fourth
street school also, It was reported.
The steps to the back entrance
were removed and two screens
were cut but the marauders did
not succeed
in getting
Inside.
Some damage was reported at the
South Second street school as well.
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Methods

Individual

of
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struction will Insure you of rapid
and positive

OPP(E

Take his opponent, Cunrlcs Lee Hill. Nice fellow. Dentist. .Pulled people's teeth for years. Hard job. Gave It
at Hill, A. M., so elitfte to Kl Paso thnt It tukes tho
county surveyor to tell you when you're In Texas or when you
nlnt. Hill wont promise to reduce taxes, (.'nut. Hard Job.
Hinkle says lie will reduce taxes; positive about It. Will cut
here and there. All along the line. Vote for Hinkle and he
will start a dentist's chair up there In the state capital and
pull a few teeth from the tax budget. Vote for Jim Hinkle.
N'ow tako Senator Jones. ' Vote for him, too. A real, hist,
upstanding man. Prominent throughout the nation. Wo are
proud to have him In the senate. Let's keep him there. He
can match wits and hrains with any mnn In public life today.
Dont be fooled by the Steve Davis propaganda.
He hasn't
been serving the people of New Mexico ns a water commissioner for nothing. The lust legislature appropriated twenty
thousand Iron men for that Job.
Steve tell the people how
much he has drawn from the plo counter ueconnt thus far
Vote for Senator Jones. Klcct him hy a hlg majority.

It

V&ge
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Four- -

DAUGHTER OF MELLON, ONE OF WORLD'S RICHEST MEN, TO WED

BURSUM TALKS

v7 Sri?
TO

A

EX-SERVI-

IT

Y

Tells Them Bonus Matter Is
and Says
Davis Will Do as Much!
for Soldiers as Jones.
Non-Partis-

an

Flicrlal (o The ifunrnnl
N. M., Nov.

Fort Bayard,

A

1

direct challenge tn the democratio
party in New Mexico to make the
in next Tueslight for state offices
day's elections on the Issues of
party accomplishment, state and
national, for the past six years, was
flung into the teeth of the minority parly by Senator Holm O. Bur-suin a speech here Monday
night before several hundred
men.
"This country is governed by
political parties. That is the fundamental theory of our political
system," declared the junior senator from New Mexico,
"A person belongs to a political
party because ho believes in the
to
things It stands for. In voting
fill a political office, the voter
should inquire Into tho fitness of
the candidates, and if they are
of about equal ability ho should
rote for the candidate supported
by the party of which tho voter is
n, member,
'In the race for United States
Benator, the candidates are about
equal, I can assure you. Whatever
Senator Jones has done for the
man, 1 can assure you,
Judge Davis, if elected senator,
ivould do also.
Party Heul Issue.
"Tho real issue is whother the
voter is a democrat or a republican. Which party ha
follows
should depend upon which
his
Judgment tells him has done tho
more for the cpuntry."
After making clear the issue of
party affiliation, Senator Dursum,
leariy and lucidly, as a business
man going over his balance sheet
with bankers for whom he wishes
to get a loan, pointed out the assets of the republican patty and
the liabilities the democratic party
accrued against the government of
the United States "in its eight years
of reckless riding in the saddle of
government."
He was Introduced by Major W.
It. Leverton, commanding officer
Bt Fort Bayard, as "a true Amerim
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blows. Walker pushed Britton to
ropes near the champions
corner, where he pummeled away
until Britlon fell to his knees. He
was calmly listening to the count
when the gong rang at the count
of "six."
Round Elevon Walker launch-btntn the nttack only to find that
Uritton was coming back with
more vigor than he had shown at
any time. Brltton returned blow
for blow and forced Walker across
the ring, lambasting the challenger
jngnlnst the ropes. Brltton began
to burn out and bowed with folded
a Pew assault, but
iprms before was
Walker too
tiring from the
did not press the
ho
pace and
champion.
men
Both
Twelve
Round
fought in a tired but dodged faand
lead
shion. ' Walker took the
rocked Brltton with a rlsht crack
to the Jaw. The champion began
to absorb punishment Without
much resistance and as Walker
landed a series of body blows Britton went to his knees and knelt on
tho floor until nine was counted.
was extremely
The champion
groggy and only atle to hold up
Walker rained
his feeble arms.
both hands to the head, stomach
and to the kidneys as the champion leaned over, faltering In his
steps, but Walker lacked the finishing blow.
Round Thirteen Walker hammered at Britton's chest and Btom-acfrequently shooting his left to
the jnw. Walker r.cemed tired and
the champion laid his weight on
Walker
his opponent's shoulders.
stepped awny and planted his lefl
to the chin and right to body but
still the groggy champion kept
standing on his wobbly feet. As
the round enuerl urnion caugiu
o
o tho jaw
Walke. with a
and the crowd applauded.
Walker caught
Round Fourteen
Brltton with a left to tlrj jaw and
sent his right to tho back of the
neck and then hooked several lefts
to Mm law. Britton tried to clinch
Continually and reeled and waved
as he backed around 'die ring.
Britton sent both hands to the Jaw
and AValker replld with both arms
full of blows. The reeling champion backed around the ring,
lurching awkwardly.
Round Fifteen Walker played
for the body and then shot wild
uppercuts to the Jaw. Ho forced
Brltton to retrent around the ring,
but Jack blocked with, some effect. Walker staggered Britton
with a right behind the ear and a
left to the body, but the eh tllenger
was becoming wild and was too
tired' to follow his advantages.
Britton clinched and backed as
though to stave off a knockout.
He calmly shook hands with the
challenger when tho bell sounded.
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treasury, to J. Parker Gilbert,
assistant secretary of the treas-

L:9 engagement of Miss Atlsa
W.
Mellon, daughter of Ajdre
Mellon, secretary of the U. S.
the senate, but failed to over-rid- e
the presidential veto by four less
Votthan the required
two-third-

ing to over ride tho veto were more
republicans than democrats,
yet
tho democrats in New Mexico wish
to tell yod that the republican party is against the bonus.
Jiiirsiim Has a Dill.
"The only compensation bill now
before congress is the one I drew
up and introduced just before ad-

Two interesting photos Of Miss
Ailsa Mellon and portr.-"-'; of her
flance, !'- -. J. Parker Gilbert
is rated as one if the world's
richest men. He has bs i rated
as richer than John D.

ury, has been announced.

Mellon

clinch.

the

MUTTON LOSES

CHIP

TITLE TO

MICKEY WALKER

journment. It adjusts three phases of the soldier's pay: first, it
returns to him his money taken
can Who stands
for the out of his pay to pay allotments; New Jersey Boxer V(rests
man, and who has the second, it returns to him his insurthe Welterweight Crown
Ijest interests of the disabled es- ance premiums; and, third, It gives
to him the same bonus that was
at
heart."
pecially
From Veteran Holder in
Senator Bursum quickly went given to civilian employes $20 a
Into the discussion of the soldiers' month.
Madison Square Garden.
"Senator Borah failed to vote for
adjusted compensation bill.
bill
because
he
could
the
1.
previous
Nov.
Speaks of Bonus.
Mickey
New York,
"This is not a party question," not see what it adjusted.
My bill
of Elizabeth, N. J
he declared. "When it came to a answers his question, and he and Walker,the now welterweight boxvote on the compensation bill, par- every other senator can vote for it ing champion of the world tonight
It requires pay- when he received the decision
ty lines were wiped out. More re- wholeheartedly.
publicans voted for it than did ment of half within a year and the over .Tack Brltton. tho veteran
Yet more republicans balance at the end of three years, title holder, in a fifteen-roun- d
democrats.
voted against it than did demo- meantime drawing four per cent bout in Madison Square garden.
crats, because of the simple reason, Interest."
was one of the most furious
The Santa Fe New Mexican was It
that there were more republicans
contests ever seen in this
characterized as a republican
in the senate than democrats.
arena.
"Senator Borah, the liberal re- newspaper In
years,
The fight by rounds:
from the northwest. and a democratic paper during
publican
Brltton tore in
One:
Itouml
where It is unpopular not to favor every campaign. Benator Bursum and landed a left to the body,
shouts
of
from
drew
his
voted
laughter
a
with
adjusted
compensation,
light fusillade
following
audience with his description
of from
against it. On the other hand,
both hands, AValker backed
democrat, of the south, the policies of this newspaper.
to the ropes where he staggered
Itous!s Newspaper.
where it is supposed to be unpoptho champion with a right to the
ular to be for the bill, voted for it.
but
"They fought me a year ago, and chin.
recovered,
Brittot
In voting on tho hill the senators it was the best thing they could Walker held him near tho rnpes,
neem to have followed their own have done for me. It gave me a hammering furiously with both
of 1.0U0 in Santa Fe, hands and
lines of reasoning,
then driving the
i voted for it, majority
while the normal republican ma- champion to the center of tho
because I thought it just.
"As you all know the bill passed jority Is but 600. I am glad they ring where In continued to hamalways oppose the republican tick- mer 'iway. CVm'ni: froiv a clinch,
et," he declared.
Britlcn caimh. his opponent
"In last Friday's issue they de- alam? the rnpos end landed both
voted
to
misconhalf
their
to tho Jaw,
It was a
space
hunus
Run-dow- n?
furious session.
struing my speech in Santa Fe.
"In their headlines they accuse
Round Two: Brlttori began the
me of calling
men second round carefully, planting
the challenger's
lounge lizards, but down In the his left into
body of the recount of my speech stomach and cloverly getting away,
they do not say this. They quote making Walker miss. Brltton
mo accurately i s saying that the tripped near Walker's corner and
legion should not allow itself to fell to both knees but was up in
the
be led by a lounge lizard.
Walker caught
a flash.
Increase Your
"My definition of a lounge liz champion with a right to the head
the Sura Way! S. S. S. Builds Blood-Cellns
Walker
men and
Brltton wabbled,
ard as applied to
This Means Strength!
Is one who used his political in- followed with his left, but tho
fluence and money for this class champion steadied ond they were
Do yon know why Insurance comnt the bell.
panies refuse to Insure a greut many of lounge lizards always had both, clinched
men because they are nniior welRhtT
Round Throe: They began the
in order to secure a commission
Simply because to be uudcr weight as a lieutenant, captain, major or third round cautiously and mixed
Walker took
colonel, and then used the same at close quarters.
means to get a soft . desk job the lead, hooking his long left
him
and tle
around some large city on this arm in front of
retreated.
Walker,
side, where he could hang his feet champion
over a desk and wear spurs to using his left, pushed Brltton to
and tho champion
the ropes,
keep them from slipping off.
Walker blocked
"If the editor of the New Mexi- again clinched.
can has friends of this class and most of Brltton's blows and lh
lacked
champion
wishes to defend them, I can see addition the
four-squa-

battle-scarre-

d-

boll.

They were exchanging at

Round Seven Walker shot a
left to the Jaw and Uritton clinched. Walker continually landed his
left to tho jaw and Brltton tried
only to block. The champion appeared weaker but the challenger
gave him no rest, again causing
Britton's knees to eng with a left
to tho jaw. Brltton occasionally
landed a blow but Walker continued hammering away.
Round Klght Walker hooked
his left to the jaw and Brltton retreat. Walker sent his left twice
to the stomach, then twice to the
jaw and Britton continued to back
up. Britton took more lefts to the
juw before lashing out his own in
return. Ho mado Walker dance
with a left to the Jaw but the challenger replied with a two handed
assault which tho champion could
not meet.
Round Nine Jack rocked Mickey with a right to the head, then
took a volley of body blows. Walk
er continued turning the champion's head with his left and began
hooking his right more frequent-- j
Ill desperation the champion!
ly.
began Bending short right upp-r- -l
cuts but they lacked steam. The
champion resumed his retreat and
then began to hold the challenger
sending crushing blows to the kidneys.
Round Ten
Walker began
hooking both hands to the head,
and then to lay back for powerful
left swings to the stomach. The
champion took a left to tho jaw
and a series in the body without
a return. With a series of body
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Daughter of Former Emperor of Germany, Ac- '
companied by Her Suite
and Pastor Vogel, Arrive.
Doom, Holland, Nor, 1. The
Duchess of Brunswick, daughter of
former Emperor William of
accompanied by her suite
and Pastor Vogel of Potsdam, arrived in Doom this evening. Pastor Vogel is to celebrate the religious ceremony when Princess
Hermine of Reuss and William are
Get-man-

Count Von Moltke, who fills the
office of ".Marshal" of William's
tiny court, curtly refused today to
give any Information whatever regarding the arrangements for the
wedding. That certain discrimination is to be exercised seems to
have been shown by the fact that
George Sylvester Viereck, well
n
known as a
publicist, arrived here a few days
ngo and dined with William at the
former emperor's special Invitation. The Dutch authorities are
equally ns secretive as the members of William's entourage.
There are a number of rumors
afloat which it has been imposIncluded among
sible to verify.
them is one to the effect that
Princess Hermine has never lefl
Doom Castle since her arrival
there and will only leave for the
sake of appearances next Satur- day, returning on Sunday for the
wedding. It has been learned thai
former Crown Prince Frederick
William will arrive here tomorrow
at noon.

antt

German-America-

4 PLEAD GUILTY TO

Agriculture
Protected

'

A

CHARGE OF EVADING
U.S. INCOME TAX LAW

Greneville, S. C, Nov. 1. Four
South Carolina cotton manufacturers pleaded guilty today in
United States district' court here
to a charge of evading the federal
income tax law and were sentenced to pay fines Or serve Jail
sentences. H. H. Watkins, Campy
bell Courtenuy and St. John
qf Columbia were ordered
WOMAN COLLAPSES AT
to
fines of $10,000 each or
TRIAL: HAS servepayeight months In the county
MURDER
while Ashmend Courtenay and
TO BE CARRIED OUT jail,
Henry Rutledge Buist of Charleston were sentenced to pay fines of
nhiinriolnbln. Nov. 1. Mrs. Ca $3,000 each or serve three months
the in Jail.
therine Rosier, charged with arid
killing of her htiBband, Oscar, O.
his stenographer, Miss Mildred
Reckitt, collapsed today and was BURGLARS GET $300
carried out of court unconscious
WORTH OF GOODS AT
Mrs.
shortly ! before adjournment.
mur
the
A LAS VEGAS STORE;
tried
for
helne
Pmir
der of the stenographer.
The 'thirttenth day of the trial
I.as Vegas.'N. M, Oot. 31. The
was marked by a renewal of the fityle Shop was burglnrixad early
Mrs.
prosecution's attack upon
mcning ind goods valcharacter before marriage. Sunday
ued ct ipproximitely $300 were
Another development was ine tes- stolen.
The thieves; obtained eh
timony of Dr. Charles W. Burr, franco to the bui'd.'jif through n
md Pr. Horace Phillips, alienists,
Amo.M 'he miesing
tratiiom.
that Mrs. Rosier was sane at the nrtlcles tre several, suite of men's
time of the shooting. The defense clclhlttj. silk shirts and alios? t" t
lpft Is based on grounds of emo thitves had tried 01 several pairs
tional Insanity.
of shoes endeavoring to secure the
The case is not expected to reacn right size, it Is believed, as shoe
deThe
the Jury before Friday.
were found scattered about the
fense has about a dozen witnesses Rtore. A cap and nn old sock were
o call in rebuttal.
found near the shoes.
Cour-tena-

's

'

Senator Jones in his speech in
Albuquerque on October 30th
said:

"The present tariff affords nd
protection to the farmer and
livestock grower, the prices of
whose products show that he
needs protection."
Senator Jones might truthfully have said that the democratic
Underwood Tariff afforded no
protection to the farmer, because by the terms of the Underwood Act, farm products
were admitted to the United
States free of duty.

The present tariff bill was
framed for the purpose of safeguarding agricultural interests,
and a heavy duty was placed
upon the products of farm and

i

FATl
MM
CIGARETTES

s;

on

married.

Thin?

Sure Way to
Get Right Weight

W rosi g

ranch.

Compare the protection to the
farmer under the republican
measure and the democratic
Underwood Bill:

how he takes exception to my reNo one else will defend
marks.

In the
body. It often means you are minus
s
nerve-poweminus
la your
blood, minus Iiealtb, minus energy,
minus vitality.
It Is serious to be
minus, but the moment yon increase
the number of your
yon begin to become plus. That's why
8. 8. S., since 1826, has meant to thousands of underweight men and women,
plus la their strength. Hollow
cheeks fill out. Ton stop beln( t
Tou Inspire confidence.
Your body fills to the point of power,
our flesh becomes firmer, the tga
Tines that come from thinness disappear. Xon look younger, firmer, happier, and yon feel it, too, nil orer your
S. 8. 8.
body. More
will bnlld them.
Ladles and gentle,
men, a peaky, bony fnce doesn't nuke-yolook very Important or prettv,
does ItT Take S. 8. K. It contnlns only
pure vegetable medicinal Ingredients.
8. 8. 8. is sold at all drug stores In
two sices. The larger size bottle Is
the more economical.

eften proves low

CC6 !"ywf''i

I
S

i
f

flclitinfr-powe- r

,

like yourtelf again

;

,

power.
Itouml Four: They began with
long distanoe sparring, but soon
them."
Senator Bursum read the pre- Walker planted his left in Brltamble to the constitution of the ton's stomach and the champion's
TVftton stagAmerican legion and stressed this return was short.
phrase, "to combat the autocracy gered Walker with rights to the
return. Brlt
head
evaded
and
the
of both the classes and the masses." He said it would be a viola- ton caught Walker In a neutral
tion of this section to band Itself corner and pumped both hands to
head and body, continuing after
together as a political power and the
bell rang, until stopped by
try to whip Its members into a the referee.
voting machine.
Round Five Brltton appeared
"This constitution is one of the
and more sure of himself
greatest documents ever written, stronger
took tho lead more. He again
and
and if followed, means much to
and
the future of America. But, al- caught Walker in a corner
short uppercuts and an
though the legion has voted re- landed
knocked
Walk
and
right
peatedly at national conventions to overhand
keep out of politics, certain self-- 1 er to the ropes. Walker missed sev
eral
swings.
seeking politicians in New Mexico
Round hi
liritton 'blocked
are endeavoring to enter politics
Walker's onslaught and then began
through the legion."
hooks and
left
sharp shooting
slams. Walker returned hard lefts,
MIXOU MTJSIVGS.
The Intellectual may think faith to the stomach, a short hook to the
absurd, but when he destroys it in Jaw and a right kidney punch. lie
the aged or the ignorant, the in- rocked the champion with a left
to the Jaw. Walker then drove
tellectual becomes criminal.
Brltton across the ring, driving
fists to the Jaw. The chamVant Ads Bring Quick Results both
pion reeled about and fell Into a

BRINGING UP FATHER.
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Fordney Republican
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LUNCH WITH MR. DltSTV
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.04

Free. .
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per bu.
per bu.
per lb.

Senator Jones justifies his
vote against the tariff bill on the

See

V.

perbu.

ground that it doesn't protect
the farmer. The above figures
show that His excuse is not
founded on fact, and in voting
against the present law, he voted against the interests of the
producers in New Mexico.
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V"-.-

per lb.
per lb.
per lb.
per head

Free . .
Free . .

Wheat ..... .Free. .: .30
Potatoes . . . Free . . .50

kll you
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Live cattle. . .Free.
Beef .
. . .Free.
Veal
.Free.
Free .
Sheep

and after all, what
other cigarette is so
highly respected by
so many men.'

the International News Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Office.
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8MITII APPOINTED.
Washington, Nov. 1. Phillip 8.
Smith, has been appointed acting
director of the United States geoDr.
succeeding
logical survey,
George Otis Smith, who resigned
connecIn
to facilitate his work
tion with the federal coal com
mission.

FROM COLD RUSSIA
TO SUNNY MIAMI,

w oman s Daily Ma gaztne Page
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INDIANIAN'S JUMP

STENOGRAPHER'S ROMAKC
BY JANE PnELPS

''

NELLIE TALKS OF MR, GEOHGE gizing to her friend, a pretty girl,
dressod In the same fashion DoroCHAPTER 39.
thy affected plainly, but in exMm. treme style as far as cut and so
followed.
A busy week
disforth wont.
Thompson was at first a bit
Nellie repeated Mr. George Falgruntled at the Idea of losing her
found
she
when
they lon's replv to Cora. She said:
lodgers, but
"I think your Mr. George a very
were
going to take a flat, to
"housckeeri" she was really kind. remarkable young man. Of course
kitchen
I understand he Isn't very youthShe gave them an old
table and a few almost worn out ful, but even so a man in his posihe
pots and pans, but which they tion would often leave when reI shall
could use for a time, and gradually had such a temptation,
I
when
"with
he
new.
said
get
member what
,
replace
"I could hardly help telling Mr. my little place started." Cora had
Fallon about It toda-- ," Nellie said. bv no means given un her Idea of
"Ho was so nice to me, spoke of how having a business of her own; Bho
happy 1 looked and Ud I wan do- had postponed it. however, until
I they should be settled in the flat,
ing better than he expected.
felt likp saying: 'You would be and saw how that worked out.
"He's the finest man in the
happy too If you was going to have
a home for the first time In your world, next to his father!" Nellie
whole life!'
I hat to bite my declared with emphasis.
"The world is a pretty big place,
tongue to keep from It. Then Miss
Dorothy came in, and oh, I did but I'M concede he Is fine," Cora
want to tell her too! She came laughingly responded.
over to my desk and spoke to me,
Tomorrow Moving Day.
risked If her uncle were willing
that I write a few letters for a FIVE BOYS IN COURT
charitable aociety she was interested in? Would I? I told her
FOR TAKING AUTO IN
I'd do them on my own time, that
HALLOWE'EN REVELRY
1 would
bring my luncheon and do
them tomorrow. I don't 'dnme Mr.
"Hallowe'en prank"
A
George for i Ing her. No one
could heir it. She's so pretty, and that headed a new automobile,
so sweet, and so educated,
I heard driverless and still running, into n
on
her talk to her uncle about play- fence
Old Albuquerque
in
'
the
e wears such Tuesday evening, will bring five
violin, and
ing
wonderful clothes not loud but so boys Into the court of Justice of
stylish, and such hntfi! And she the Fence Desiderlo Montoya i.t
this
morning.
always wear? white kid rkvPK, and the courthouse
there Isn't a sp t on them. I'll bet Charges of stealing the car and
she has a new pair every time she having a stolen car in their posgoes out. You'd think it gin like session have been brought against
that would stick up her nose nt the boys.
was taken
lr", i stupid stenog, with no edu- - .The car of A. D. Dyer Old
Town
She's Just , by the boys from the
un, but she doesn't!
i
and
I was tier own Kind. plaza Jate
nice as
night
Tuesday
course she doesn't joke with me driven on ive&c i onuri
iivenm.
i''
' ".a she Soes with her uncle and When the sheriff nnd a doput,
iMr. George, but she doesn't act as halted the car. Which was running
If I was dirt either."
without lights, all of the boys
"You mean she isn't patroniz- jumped off the moving aut6 and
ing," Cora said when she stopped ran away in the dark. One, Berfor brenth. "real people ncverjire." nardo Castillo, was captured In the
"I'll look that word up right this chase which followed nnd lodged
minute!" A habit Nellie had when In the county Jail for the night.
Castillo was given a. hearing In
a word new to her was spoken.
Nellie was In
morning.
sHy Interested In Justice court yesterday
her work with "Fallon
Son," In- He pleaded guilty to possession of
And the car, but not to the charge f
tensely Interested in them.
the
Miss Dorothy Fallon was a sharer having stolen it.. He gave
In thnt interest.
The girl was a names of his companions as Wilrevelation to Nellie. Hhe longed to fred Springer, Frank Garcia, Lorenzo Castro and Felix Doe. Warhave her
the office morp
yet whenever she observed rants wore sworn out for tho arher daintv, teasing ways wif'i her rest of the other boys.
nnrle nnrf Mr. George she Jnvar-lahl- v
felt a little sad. She explainSANTA FE IS ASKED
ed thi- - feelinr to herself by saying
TO HURRY ACTION ON
it was the difference In them, not
that she had to work, while DoroC0ALAVE. VIADUCT
thy Fallon won i wealthy society
-'r': but her lack of the education
her lnc': '.he poise, the
that
Refreshing the memory of Santa
freedom of expression so natural Fe officials regarding the Coal
to the other girl of almost her avehue viaduct has become a
own age.
fixed habit with B. H. Calkins,
She said very little of this feeling city manager. Yesterday Mr. Calto th- other two girls, knowing kins wrote to F. A. Lehman, genJealousy formed a part tit It; hut eral manager for the railway, at
she increased her studies, tried Amarlllo,
Texas, asking when
hard to snenk correctly, poured some action would be taken. Folover the dictionary, often discour lowing correspondence with Vice
President Wells In Chicago last
aged, but never giving lip.
"Some dav I'll learn how to talk month, Mr. Calkins received letrltrbt, even if I 'don't lcar-.- i In a ters from Mr. Wells and Mr. Leh
collece," she said to Gladys. Miss man stating that the latter would
Dorothy was n Vnssar graduate, bo here about November 1 to take
and occasionally brought one of up the viaduct matter seriously.
her college friends to the office. Since then nothing has been heard
Then Mr. George was sure to be from the railway officials.
The
called upon to escort them
Is anxious to have the proas soon as he could leave, city
of the viareconstruction
It gave Nellie a curious sort Of posed
duct settled In all details before
satisfaction that often he had to the close of tho year, so that work
keep them waiting, occaslonallv
be completed before next
would refuse outright to go with may
The
of the
spring.
them.
He, like his father, never railway in this project is desired.
nezlected his business.
"One would think you had to
Of course youth is fleeting, but
work!" Dorothy once pouted, and then so is about
everything else
Nellie listened for his answer.
that is worth while.
"I do. Dot! If I didn't work. If
father didn't, it would mean that
others wouldn't be needed to work
MAYOR
for us. A ship has to have a cap- ATLANTA
tain, you know. If left to the crew
ELOPES; AGE 77;
It would soon founder." He had
BRIDE IS SIXTY
then
at
apoloher,
replied smiling
1
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DOT
I am

Dear Mrs, Thompson:
girl going on fifteen.

8

My folks
do not allow me to have anything
to do' with fellows, but they allow
mo to go to dances with my ulster
or brother. I dance with fellows
I know.
Do you think it is oil
right to go? I do not stay out
after 12 o'clock ever. Is It proper
to dance with fellows without an
JIMMY.-

introduction?

You aro too young to attend
dances held at night. It would be
different If you attended afternoon
parties at dancing school which
are Intended for young people of
your age. Of course you should
not dVance with young men you do
not know and to whom you have
not been introduced.

I am a
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
young girl. Some time ago I went
with a young man some years my
senior. My parents objected very
much and made it unpleasant for
me although they treated him all
right when he uime to boa me. My
father finally told me not to have

Probtleness toward everyone.
ably you have the longing for love,
but the real thing has not come to
you yet. In the absence of love
you Imagine yourself to care more
for the young man you ottendea
than you really do. That episode
In your life Is ended.
Of course
It is unfortunate that you were
rude to the young man, but even
so I would not advise you to write
to him now and auk him to come
back, Try to forget him and keep
your mind open to enjoy other
young men.
Whether or not wour father is
unjust is something I cannot answer. You have not even told your
age. If you are S or more, there
is no reason why you should nut
have young men callers and go
places with them.

1
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FIRE TRUCK HITS

A

TELEPHONE POLE ON
WAY TO SMALL BLAZE

31
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Oh, my feet aro bruised
gravel, I have walked until I'm
than
walk
lean, but I'd rather
travel In a mortgaged limousine.
Dealer come to sell me autos with
their tires that will not skid, but 1
show hem sundry motives I have
ousted tn my lid. "What is home
without a bundle" Is the ono I can't
A good test of your religion
is
forget, as along the road I trundle,
the things you toll a prospective striving
to keep out of debt. On
customer for your second hand the
plain and by the river still I
car.
plod on aching heels; better that
than tool a flivver that is mort
gaged to the wheels. Thoughts of
creditor don't grind me as I Jour

I
fW&M
!L 1 tow'

MASON,

ney through the land, with my
wiener dog behind me, and my
cudgel In my hand. In this world
of debt and plensure I'm a delegate
apart, for I think man's greatest
treasure, is an independent heart:
it is great If one is able to remark
In trumpet tones, and be guilty of
no fable, "No man can say I owe
him bones. There's no man beneath our banner who can Kiy I'm
in his debt;" thus I speak, In stfito-l- y
manner, while my eaves drip
with honest sweat. Ho 1 walk
the river as I Journey up the
hill, nnd I will not own a flivver
till I'm fixed to foot the bill.
be-si-

yfy u

:hl

Have That Tired Ache

reak up congestion
tnen nainful chest
with a tight, clinging cold. Don't

ail the palm ol congestion.

Sloans Liniment-

Everett, Washington. "For several years I have had trouble with the
LllMlllllllllllllIIIII I lowest part oi my

mm

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS ,

Headache

INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
.SOLD EVERYWHERE

'

paillj

RAH

CUTICURA HEALS
Face Disfigured. Itched
and Burned. Never Slept.

-

" Eczema started on my cheek and
forehead and began working up In
to my hair. It broke out
in a rash and as I scratched
I and irritated it, it became
'
blisters and spread rapidly. It disfigured my face
badlv and itched and

3

until I was nearly
YY burned
wua. i never siepi at nignt.

As

'

"I was advised to try Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. The first treatment relieved me and after using one
cake of Cuticura Soap and one box
of CuUcura Ointment I was healed."
(Signed) Mrs. Freeman P. Griggs,
Box 61, Greer, Idaho.
Use Cuticura for all toilet purposes.
atUIukTrMtrHUl
iUmi:OitlnnUV
Tatorfct.
Sold

SVW

Dpt. B,MJ!aa4t.llMi."

every-wh- r.

Boapaa.Ointit2Band60c. Taleam&c
umeam Map aharea witboat mux.

Adv.

FOR

-

ECZEMA

Pink-ham-

A

rWi 4.

James Woodward and his bride,
formerly Mrs. Violet McCraney.
James Woodward, fdu- -' times
mayor of Atlanta, Ga., chose his
seventy-sevent- h
birthday to elopj
with Mrs. Violet McCraney.
of Woodwitril's daughter
r
caused the elopement They
honeymooning in Florida. ,
MMHDW BROWN
nf nil after a Golden
Adv.

l't

11 AIR

.

Mondays, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays.
'
IS lbs., 75 Cents
and
Thursdays, Fridays

Saturdays

x

25 lbs., $1.00

Imperial Laundry

ItHiUs
Glint-tltmuo-

TRY OUR WET
WASH

o.

Co.

Phones 147 and 148.

-

to be negligible In families of av
erage size and resources.
Whether or not you bake your
own bread ought to rest on tho
consideration of whether your family really prefer it to baker's bread,
or not you make fairly
whethe
good bread and whether or not you
have enough time to make it without putt:-.itoo much of a burden
upon yourself.
If you find that your children
eat homemade bread more willingly than tiaker's bread then you
ought to make It If possible. Some,
housewives find that while they
sometimes have stale bread to
throw away when they buy It they
never have any crusts to throw
awny when It is homemade.
There Is more nourishment in
homemade bread that is made entirely of milk than In most bak-aler's bread. Some housewives
ways plan so that they make bread
when they happen to have surplus
milk. They make either nil milk
bread or bread with half milk and

half water.
If possible buy a bread mixer.
Th fact that bread can be made
without beln touched ought to
recommend the bread mixer. The
fact that it saves time and strength
will recommend

It anyway.
One pint of
milk, scald, dissolve In It one table-spoo- n

Parkerhouse Rolls

of butter, one of sugar and
Soak half a
one teaspoon salt.
cup of
yeast cake In one-hawater, nnd when the milk
cools to lukewarm put In yeast nnd
enough flour to make a batter.
Peat this well, then, add enough
flour to make a soft dough that
you can handle easily. Knead well
and let rise until twlc Its original
slz. Roll out, rn with n biscuit
cutter, place small piece or. muter on each biscuit nnd fold over.
Put In dripping pan n slight distance apart nnd let rise for about
an hour. When light bake in a
medium hot oven.
s.
Coffee Kuchrm
pint of mlllc scalded as for Parkerhouse rolls, also half yeast rake
dissolved In lukewarm water. From
to a half cup butter
or substitute, i ne or two eggs
cun sugar
beaten light,
and one teaspoon salt. Proceed
as for rolls but add to butter a
cup of seedless raisins. Tho ku

and
are
Tho
like
and
on

W. C. T. U. OF STATE
WILL ASSEMBLE AT
RATON IN DECEMBER
Tho official call to the Now
Mexico W. C. T. U. convention
which will be held at Raton on
December 2, was issued yestert,
day by Mrs. Anna Wilds Strum-quisThe constate president.
annual
vention is the thirty-nintgathering of the btato organization.
The dates of the assembly follow the world and national conventions in the east. A number

distinguished speakers return
lng to their homes on tho Pacific
ccast will stop off for tho ntate
meeting, it is expected. The convention vill continue for tour

James P. Goodrich.
From the snow fields of Russia
to perpetual summer it. Miami,
Florida, is a hg jump, yet James
P. Goodrich, former goveiuO', of
Indiana and a member of the
United States Russian commission,
recently made it. A few weeks ago
Governor Goodrich was traveling
ever Kussinn snow fields on doe
sleds. He is here seen in the raiJst
of tropical splendors of Miami as
one of. the first of ihe winter visitors. I

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
. TO MATURE JANUARY

War savings stamps of the 101S
for fou'
series, bought in
dollars and a few cent.!, mature
fur payment nt $5 eae'l Jan- to an un- uary 1, according
nouncement
made yesterday by!
l.i. Spitz, postmaster.
Kach stomp
will then have netted every owner
not less tiian 7.ri cents or 4 peri
cent "iompc.umled
quarterly, he
pointed out.
bus-Individuals,
"Locally many
and
Incss firms,
organizations
War'
,....n
nmnnla
m;i in
savings puinipM, nun iiit--

one-four- th

lf

the

At first glance you will decide
that this advertisement is not
for you. You will say to
yourself: "What would I do
with a serge dress as cheap
as

that?"

And right there your snap
judgment would mislead you,
for you decidedly cannot
judge these dresses by their
absurdly low price.
They are made of a fair quality serge navy only
along simple straight lines, and are trimmed with
touches of braid and embroidery. A handy little
dress to have especially at $6.95.

and Misses

Evaporated
Milk
.

Even

though the strictest

inspection by the Borden
Company makes it cost
'
your grocer a little more, he
serves you well by giving it
to you at the price of other
standard brands.
It's pure country milk with
the cream left in.

85c
Women's and misses'
sports hose of a very r.ice
quality, at 85c the pair.
These are ribbed and
come in a generous as-- ,
sortment of heather mixtures.

M

iVAPOBATEP

'Jill

.

Mil

U

t

'

Almost
Unbelievable
You can hardly realize
and cot.tplexion your
mirror will reveal to you
after uslngGouraud'sOricntal
Cream for the first time.
Stnil5c.hr Trial Six
FERD. T. HOPKINS & SON
NnfYorlc

The Finest of

Silverware at
Dept. Store Prices

possible only in a depart-

ment store where operating expenses are distributed throughout the entire store.

OUGHS

Apply over throat nnd chest
swallow small pieces Cf

VAPO RMO

Drug and Toilet
Articles

Woodbury's Facial
Soap
Hinds Honey and
mond Cream
Mulsitied Cocoanut

19c
Al-

30c
41c

Oil

Youthcratt Dandruff

89c
Cure
Talm Olive Shaving
29c
Cream
Palm Olive Cold
39c
Cream
Palm Olive Vanishing
39c
Cream
Crema Angelus, double
$1.00

strength

50c
strength
Thospls Theatrical Cold
B9c
Cream, pound
Thespls Theatrical Cold
Cream,
pound... 3!c
flOc
Llsterine, large
LIsterlne, medium. .. .4,"ip
21c
small
Jjlsterine,
Pasteurlne Tooth
21c
Paste
Pebecco Tooth Paste.. 39c
Pepsodent Tooth
39c
Paste
19c
Mavis Talc
Mavis Face Powder. . .4.1c
Azurea Face Powder.. 90c
Coty's Face Powder... $1
P'Orsay Face Powder. J3o

Hnubigant Face
Powder
Houbigant Talc.
In glass

S2.00
$1.00

QUAIL ARE PLENTIFUL
AND THE SEASON IS NOW ON

Were you ready yesterday? If not, get ready
day We can furnish you with Hunting
Licenrss and Ammunition.
GUN REPAIRING

Mrs. Ruth O'Brien.

Save on These

Crcme Angolus, single

The most desirable of
sterling and quadruple
plated silver flat and hollois displayed at
Rosenwald's at prices

the wonderful im
provement to your skin

love him snd ho knowr,
it," was the emphatic C clrr tlon of
Mrs. Ruth O'Brijn of Dorchester,
Mass., when asked it a reconciliation with her husband might come
as a result oi his attempt at suicide
rTter she started divorce proceed-inps- .
Her husband, Clifford, is recovering fror.. a dose of poison.

Currents
Ortega Chili
Ortega Pimento
Ortega Chili Sulsa

$6.95

New Sports
Hose for Women

k

"I don't

ed

at

in tnis

"melon-cuttin-

federal reserve district, accordI have reing to Information
ceived from Federal Savings Director Hume, of Dallas, our peo
ple own more than $100,000,000
of 1818 stamps," the postmaster;
said,
'Vatch out. for the sharper
who offers to
buy your 1918
He lu after your profit,
stnniprt.
Remember, too, these stamps are!
not legally trnnsfcrrable from one
person to another. It Is better
to be safe than sorry; see your
postmaster before listening to
tho perron who wants to buy your
Don't let the sharper
stamps.
'do' vou out of J'our rightful
profit."

,

t

Re-clean-

i

i

?

Sun Maid Seedless
Raisins
Sun Maid Seeded
Raisins
New Crop

Serge
Dresses

1

w-ware

i'k);

Little Links or
Sausage Meat

Here arc New Navy

HUBBY'S ATTEMPT
AT DEATH FAILS
TO REVIVE LOVE

r

Is Here

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1922

of

days.
The state convention will a'so
bo .1 meeting of the stat.o wide
vigilance committee and methods
will bo considered on tho most
effective plans to report and expose law breakers. Reports will
disclose much achieved by white
ribboners in bring to justice many
law breakers in the past, it is
'said.
The official delegates to the
convention will be the president
of each local union, ono delegates
at large, and one delegate for
each ten paying members of the
local union.
The state officers
will also be present.

Jones Says age

California Home
Pickles
California Home
Cider Vinegar

h,

luke-war-

lf

one-ha-

'

chen is baked in a shallow pan
butter, cinnamon and sugar
spread on top before baking.
rusks are cut out and baked
biscuits with a paste of milk
sugar flavored with cinnamon
top.

Better than a mustard ptaafer

rt'MjM!r

on

that their families prefer the bakery variety. Experts In housewifery
have estimated that there is u
slight economy in making bread at
home.
Others have figured out
that If you count In the cost of
money value on
fuelind put anyhome-made
bread
your time,- then
Is more expensive
than baker's
bread. But, after all, this Isn't the
Important matter, because the sav-as
ing in either case Is so slight

f 1

P

M.

TODAY'S RKCIPES.
Today's recipes include three
different kinds of home made
bread. Now there is much controversy as to the economy and
general worthwhileness of making
bread at home. Most city housewives, It Is safe to say, think It
a waste of time and energy and

1

1

HOUSEHOLD MlNTT

MKSV HINT.
iSrcukfast.
Corn Flakes
Grapes
Coffee
Kuchen
Coffee
Luncheon.
Scrambled Kggs
Uaked Apples
Rusks
Milk
Dinner.
Fruit Cocktail
Mashed Potatoes
Steak
- Homemade Parkerhouse Rolls
Salad
Apple Pie
Coffee

ct that develop. Break up the
congestion and you are relieved
of your cold.
Apply Sloan's.
Don't rub. It pmetrates-iKv- kti
sore
spot, warms it
right into the
up, starts the blood coming and
going. This simple, effective
action banishes the congestion.
Trolr, "Tki World's Linimtnt."
Slotn'iaaiesbickache, neuralgi.ore,
aching mucle, rheumatic twingea

Hips, Back and Legs would

v t

j

should one
When Introducing,
say the lady's name before the
mini's?
When introducing a boy friend
to your sister, whnt are the proper
words to say, and should tho girl
stand up, or is it all right to stay
PEGGY.
seated?
When Introducing your husband
to your father, show your father
deference and present your husband to hlin: "Father, I Want you
to meet my husband."
The man should be presented to
the lndv: "Miss Thomas, meet
Mr. Kelley."
Present the boy friend to your
sister: "Ituth, I want you to meet
Mr. Brown."
Your sister should
remain seated. A woman does not
riso wtifn a man Is presented to
her. When a gentleman of disB. B.
tinction and a lady are introduced,
Love paints the world In brighter the lady is presented tn the man
colors and fills the heart witn gen and In that case she riwos.

Central avenue was discovered
blozlng early last night. The fire
was extinguished by the central
station firemen. The loss Is about
Cause of the fire Is not
$20.
known. When going through the
to
the scene of the fire, the
alley
fire truck struck a telephone pole
nnd one of the front springs was
broken. The spring was replaced
last night anU the truck put back
Into service.

There's no sense in mixing a mess of
nustard, flour and water when you can
;asily relieve pain, soreness or atiffncM
with a little clean, white Muatcrole.
Musterole is made of pure oil of
nustard and other helpful ingredients,
:ombined in the form of the present,
Ahite ointment. It takes the place of
mustard plasters, and will not blister.
Musterole usually gives prompt rcliel
from sore throat, bronchitis, tonsilitis,
:roup, stiff neck, asthma, neuralgia,
neadache, congestion, pleurisy, rheumatism, lumbago, pains and aches of tht
back or joints, sprains, sore muscles
bruises, chilblains, frosted feet, colds ol
the chest (it may prevent pneumonia)
35c and 65c, jars and tubes.

ft

way.

A pile of trash under the rear
steps In the pool hall of the New
Mexico Cigar company on West

some-wher-

TAND AT TIME

.

t

RECEIVED

BlisterEasier, Quicker

1

Dear Mrs. Thompson:
My husband is to meet, my father next
I
am
to introduce them.
week.
Will you please tell me tho proper

FUSS WITH

.

M

him come again as I was too young.
Then Instead of being straight with
the fellow I offended him by being
rude to him. I have always been
heartily sorry for my actions and
I have thought almost constantly
of him, I can't say whether my
feeling is love or not as I don't
51 rt. Barbara
Jackson,
know what love Is. How can you
Met. iWbara Jackson, ninety tell when you ura In love?
I know this fellow thought a
four, is the only Uvine stumor ol
deal of me then. Would you
the early Illinois
who es- good
advise me to write and nsk him to
caped death in Black Hawk's raid come to see me? Sometimes I am
In 1832.
lira. Jackson's family
I have gone with
unhappy.
was warned of the coming raid by very
several other fellows but my father
the Pollowatomles' chtnf. Sha! wishes I would never go with anybona, tho Indian Paul Pevcre.
one. He never allows me to go to
dances.
Please tell me what you think.

sttir.

T VI

Vtusterolc Works Without the
,

-

back and my nips
and my legs would
ache with that
tired ache. I could
hardly stand on
my feet at times.
I was always able
to do my work although I did net
feel good, I saw
's
Lydia E.
Vegetable
Compound ad
vertised and having heard several
praise it I decided to try it. I feel
lirst-rat- o
at the present time. It has
clone wonders for mo and I keep it in
the bouse right along. I always recommend it to others who are sick
Mrs. J. M. Sibbert,
and ailing."
4032 High St., Everett, Washington.
To do any kind of work, or to play
for that matter, is next to impossible
if you aro suffering from some form
of female trouble. It may cause your
back or your legs to ache, it may
make you nervous and irritable. You
may be able to keep up and around,
but you do not feel good.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetablo
Compound is a medicine for women.
It is especially adapted to relieve the
cause of the trouble and then these
annoying pains, aches and "no good"
feelings disappear.

JO

ILLINOIS WOMAN
ONLY SURVIVOR
OB' INDIAN RAID

to-

BY AN EXPERT

Harry T. Johnson

"Fixes Anything"
115 North Fourth Street.

Co.
Phone

803--

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

ALBUQUERQUE
to me but the democratic ceiitrul
committee has uttempted to do ko
and hero is what It has produced.
Endowed with a capacity for forgetting, that it is a national demo
cratic characteristic, the democrathas come
ic central committee
IS forward
OF II
and said that the governor of the state by making use
of three state agencies can do
towards controlling county ex
:";
HILL lot
taxes,
and reducing
penditures
The democratic committee names
three agencies: the tax commis
'sum, the educational auditor und
Candidate for the fctate traveling auditor, and
Republican
a most delightful inconsisten
Hinkle vith
Governor
cy entirely ignores, or else forfact that the most
Has Never Stated How gotten, tho worded
plunk in their
Mtreniiously
He Would Lower Expense platform is the one winch tney as
sen that the oft'ieo of state trav
SptH'lHl 10 Tile Journal.
elmg auditor is a device of corrupt
Hill, N. M., Nov. 1. After a politicians and that it should be
strenuous campaign trip of more abolished. In other words, it tney
elect Mr. Hinkle us governor they
thnn a month, Charl'-- L. Hill,
candidate for governor, arc pledged to take away from him
nrrived at his home nt Hill this one oul o three of Hie agencies
mornlnfr. When neon by a repre- which they say he can use to carry
sentative of thia paper mid nskert out his program of retrenchment.
I'uvor I'rcsi'iit School bysU'in.
to his experiences and
in
"This is interesting because it
as to the political outlook over the
state. Air. Hill laughed and said: indicates U: c.iurly as anything
"Tho experience has been a new could that the democrat! have
one. I have never been in polities been unable to make the people
before and when I started out on believe either the charges that
my trip I did it with fear and they have mado in regard to waste
trembling because 1 didn't know and extravagancemadeor ofthe thai-gecorruption
what terrible things my opponents that they have
auditraveling
might be able to dif? up against in officehasof state
not been necessary
me and how busy I might have tor It
:
m 'jurats to furbeen answering their charges. But though, for the
I got through with It all right and nish us with this last pice of evito
the failure of
in
in
mind and, dence
I am back here easy
regard
We found thut
fo far as I can see, undamaged in their campaign.
out some time before this was
character,
Democrats Attacked Him.
brought out that nowhere in the
did
state has Mr. Hinkle bebn able to
"Of course, the democrats
thttt what he
attack me; they brought against convince the, people
me tho most horrible accusations. says about the terrible.'-condltiThey said that I lived in Texas of affairs is true. I have found
and that I would be ruled by the everywhere that I have been that
bosses. Everybody in New Mexico the mothers are In favor of the
knows the answer to '..he first present system of schools and that
It is simply untrue and they are anxious to see them
charge.
kept up to their presas for the second charge, It was
The mothers do not
brought merely because the man ent standard. back
to the old
to
is
it
go
lacking want,
who originally mado
house and the four
In imagination and couldn't think
and neither are there
monhs:ei-of anything else to say.
"These are the only two charges any eltlie people that I have talkof Mr. Hinkle's plan
to
In
favor
to
ed
against me to which I have had
reply. I have had to deny having of rtfad building. He tosays not to
surfaced roads,
grade up
made one or two statements which build
I have been unjustly accused of the- - natural dirt and that that Is
Mexico.
New
making, but outside of that I have good enough for
I do not think that is good
devoted most of my time to trying
to find out from Mr. Hinkle and enough for New Mexico and any
his supporters Just how they in- how, if his idea was carried out,
in
tend to go about it when they it would cost the people more one
start in to bring about a govern- loss of time in getting from
In
wrecked
and
to
another
of
state
place
mental millenium in the
automobiles several
times over
New Mexico.
than it will cost them to continue
What Will Hinklo Do?
s.
stem.
our
present
"Mr. Hinkle, it seems from his
Plat forms Compared.
statements, is going to constitute
"Of
course, everything that we
of
not
himself
only the watchdog
do in this state has to be done with
the state treasury but he also two
objects in view. Whatclaims that he !h going to stand as ever prin,e
we do we must do for the cona faithful guardian over the road structive
betterment and advancefunds, the school funds and all
of the state and we must do
other funds and see not a penny of ment
as
it
economically and efficiently
the people's money is wasted or as
The democratic platextravagantly spent. Of course thisI formpossible.
is
a document which is made
is all very lnudable and when
and Mr. Hinkle's
am governor I intend to do nil that structive, criticism
and
I can to reduce taxes and save up solely ofhascondemnation
been
waged exactly
money but what I have been trying in accord with his platform.
The
to get Mr. Hinkle to say is how he republican
platform is construcis going to intrude his authority tive and progressive
I
have
and
as governor into the proceedings tried to ,nke the character
of my
of a county school board or board campaign accord with it.
of county commissioners and get
"I promise the people of New
them to lend him a willing ear Mexico that as their
I
when he r.iys that they must quit will do all that I can to governor
serve them
building good roads and erecting efficiently and honestly;
I
that
school houses.
will carry out the pledges that my
Has Never Itcplleel.
party has made for nm and that
"Mr. Hinkle has never replied if an economical business administration is the kind of an administration that the people want,
that's the kind of an administration that I will cive them."
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Lift Off with Fingers
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GLADDING GETS

OFF TICKET

BY

33 123

ODDER OF GODRT
Released From Runninq for
County Surveyor by Mandamus; Order Stops the
Printing of Ballots.
James N. Gladding will not run
for the office of county surveyor;
on the republican ticket. Repent-- ,
ed efforts to withdraw from the
ticket were realized
yesterday;
s
when a peremptory writ of
was Issued from tho district
court demanding that his name be1
not printed among the candidate-for office.
Mr. Gladding bad resigned from
the ticket several times before with
the
Ho
no micros'.
requested
county clerk to remove his name
on
OctoUtter
ballot
by
from the
ber 23. On the rnme date he notified Frank A. Hubbell, chairman
of the republican
county central
committee, that he would be unable to serve and later sent him another letter repenting the refusal
to run on the ticket. All were Ignored and bis name was Included
on the hftllott.
The ballots were beinR printed
yesterday, the court o,rde which
issued about noon calling n halt
on the Job, The order was directed ngninst Fred Crollott.
county
clerk, who arranged thnt the name
of Mr. Gladding be left off the
mnn-damu-

Sells the complete line of NEW PERFECTION OIL RANGES
with SUPERFEX BURNERS.
See the display in our Stove

Department

PHONE 1111

120 W. Gold Ave

PHONE 1111

"Headquarters for New and Used Furniture"

ticket.

No arrangements have yet been
made for a candidate to fill Mr.
Gladdlng's p'nee on tho ballots.
said Mr. Hubbell last night. The
central committee will meet to dis
cuss the matter today, he paid.

night shhool will

MILLINERY

TEACH

2d

for
ndults,
The nleht school
which will begin Mondnv night nt
the Central school, will have a
millinery
department, as usual.
Mrs. Wesley R. Hurt, who Is In
charge, made the following announcement yesterday:
Tho school will hold sessions on
Friday
Monday. Wednesday and
nights from 7 to 9 o'clock. Tt Is
onen to all who wish to enter.
Tuition Is free, but members of
the classes are required to furnish
The course
their own material.
will last six weeks and will consist
of shape
building, covering of
shape, remodeling, trimming. ornaments and flowers.
The millinery
department last
year had the largest enrollment nf
any of the departments. A big
enrollment Is expected this year.
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UPERFEX
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What You Get

licenses have been
Marriage
Issued to Dwight Lamberson and
Pilar Garcia; Amarnnto Castello
and Josefina Pcrea; Monico Madrid and Rachel Alercia, all of
Albuquerque.

In This Handsome
Range
5-Bur-

1.

IS ACCUSED

ner

Cooking speed of the giant gas
burner in the Giant Superfex

Burner.

STOMACH BAD II

OF TAKING

MORNING JOURNAL

Cooking speed of the standard gas

WIFE

burner in the

standard-siz- e

Superfex Burner.

FROM

ANOTHER

MEALS SOU

3.

Clean, odorless cooking heat
Absolute reliability, greater con-

4.

One Giant and four Standard

2.

venience.

John

Sherman Gets War

rant for

E. L. Roberson,

With

Charged

'

or irritation.

OVER

Adv.

30 YEARS

Alleging that a man named E. I..
Roberson has "unlawfully
taken
his wife to Gallup," John Sherman,
who lives on Santa Fe avenue, yesterday bad a warrant sworn out
for the arrest of Roberson In the
court of .Justice George Roddv.
Then he got on the train and
started for Gallup.
Sherman told the police that he
had been
Informed
yesterday
morning that his wife, taking their
two children, had left. with Roberson. He said he hart nrevlnnslv
ordered Rnherson away from his
nome, nut tne man persisted In returning. Sherman raid he had rel
atives in uaiiup, where one of his
children had been for mm time
and he thought his wife would go
iu pet i ne cniid.
The form of the warrant,
said, Is unusual, as it practically accuses Roberson of steal
ing irs. .snerman.

Many a Sick
: Spell,"
DEATHS
Says Texas Farm-

Saved

I

!

IVIe

Who

er,

Has

AND

Long

FUWERALS

heat-retaini-

5.

Heartburn, Indigestion

d
Handsome, sturdy,
stove with roomy porcelain
enameled cooking top and
base shelf for utensils.
New Perfection quality standard the world over.
long-live-

extra-stro-

6.

for the beautiful Gray E named
Finish on all Superfex Burner

Z.oo

f

Chew a lew! Stomach fine!
So pleasant, so Inexpensive, so
quick to settle an upset stomach.
The moment 'Tape's IMapepsin"
reaches the stomach all pain and
distress from indigestion or a
sour, gassy stomach vanishes.
Millions know its magic.
All
druggists recommend this harmless stomach corrective. Adv.

Mrlr

Ui

chill

Itutrdi baby'
bath tima

morn-In- s

bnlth at

-- mistily handy when tha
cold snaps coma
PERFECTION OIL

HEATER
the handy, economical

portable radiator

kitchen tests conducted by
ACTUAL an
cook have

Good Housekeeping Institute

experienced
proved the amazing speed and
of
latest
this
and
Perfection.
New
economy
greatest
The revolutionizing Superfex Burners cook with all the speed of a gas stove
at a fuel cost lower than gas at 85 cents per thousand. In comparison with electricity

the saving is even greater.
A demonstration by the New Perfection dealer will convince you of the year 'round
usefulness of this substantial, roomy oil range for city, suburban and farm use.
Actual use in your own home will quickly show its worth-whil- e
economy.
See your dealer before specifying kitchen equipment for that new home or if
you want to cut your present fuel bills.
;

THE CLEVELAND METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
Atao Makers of ALADDIN Utensils and PERFECTION Oil Heatera
825 TRUNK AVENUE
DALLAS, TEX.

with SUPERFEX

Ulack-Draug-

s

Ultra off

ng

Kitchen Tests Show Speed and
Satisfaction of Gas at Much Lower Fuel Cost

S'

Rev.
Bridges
Gives Facts in
His Case

Known Usefulness of

ng

oven may also be used for surface
cooking if desired,

Instantly! End Flatulence, Gas,

MONTOTA Sister Angela Mnn- B. M.
ber 30 at Sisters of Loretta con- m rvicorro, jn. M. Sister
Montnya devoted most nil of her
Black-Draugi
life to charity purposes
Undertaker Crollott left last 'night to
Naples. Texas. "I have used prepare the bodv for
It Is doubtful if there has ever
to
for T.as Cniroa
Thedford's
medicine endorsed by so
...hi
l,,inti shipment
'
in lie at been aministers
years I can safely say for more Las Cruces Loretta
of the ' Gospel as
many
private com- - has
than 30 years," declares Mr. 11.
Tanlac.
Indeed,
there is
wcllH. Cromer, a substantial,
'
scarcely a faith, creed or denomiknown farmer, residing out on
TRT7JJT.LO
nation
in
In which
all
the
land
Mrs.
M.
Route 3 from here.
de Trn.1illo, aged 31 Virginia
venrs, died one, or ji:ore, of the clergymen
,
"I am 43 years old, and when yesterday
afternoon at her resi- has not public y expressed their
i
a. small boy 1 had indigestion and dence. 1 225
North Twefth Mrv-- t indebtedness t ho rentier Prepwas puny and my folks gave me Pneumonia was
j
the cause of her aration for the b"m;its they have
BlackO liver
i
Then
regulator.
from Its use.
rath. She is
!
by two danved
Draught was advertised and we children and hersurvived
Orw cf the latest to speak out
husband
The
heard of it.
was
in
body
taken to Crollott's funthis connection Is Rev. B. M.
t,
"I began to take
eral parlors pending funeral ar- Bridges, a widely known and beend have used it, when needed,
loved
rangements.
Baptist preacher, residing
ever since. 1 use
at Mooresboro. N. C, whoso statenow in my home, and certainly
HANSON Funeral services for ment iollows:
trou-it
liver
for
lecommend
any
Stanley Hanson will be held today
"Tanlae has given me a good
ble.
at 2 p. m. at Blakemore's chnpei.
' "I have given
appetite, toned up my system and
it a thorough The TJev
TV Tt
Allr,
.tn
renewed
my streng.h In such a
trial, und alter thirty years can The body wrll he shipped to Fall
gratifying way that J am glad to
is my stand- -'
j
say
ror
accomhurial
itiver, jiass.,
recommend It to anyone who is
by. It has saved me many sick panied
In a rundown condition.
by his widow and father.
F'or ton
'
years
past I have had such a se
Mr. Cromer writes that he Is
vcre
case
of
CONVENTION
Vever out of
that 1
indigestion
IS
HELD
and
could not find anything to cat
I ys several of his neighbors
BY
FORMER
KLANSMEN that agreed with me. Finally 1
otncr "ver medicine.
" ,0
1
became very nervous and could
recommend' Blaclc-- i
always
'
Los
to
he
1.
get but very little sleep or rest.
Nov.
A convenadds.
my friends."
Angeles,
' llraught
":
"it seems that I took nearly
This valuable, old, powdered tion of the former members of the
i
liver medicine is prepared from ku Kiux Klan opened here today everything trying to get myself
roots and herbs and with the avowed objective, accordmedicinal
j
ngnt, out nothing helped me unhas none of the bad effects so ing to G. W. Price,
former king til I ran across Tanlac. My
'
often observed from the use of kleagle for the klan in California, nerves are so much better now
'
calomel, or other powerful min- of bringing about the formation of that my sleep is sound and rethe National Association of the Ku freshing.
I enjoy my meals and
eral drugs.
have also gained weight.' I can
helps to keep Klux Klan, a rival organization.
f
the liver in trim, helping prevent
"The meeting is In no way con- say from experience that Tanlae
y or relieve such troubles as con nected with the old klan," de- is a splendid medicine and tonic,
I stipatlon. biliousness, indigestion. clared Mr. I Ice.
for it has built mo up wonderVs'ck headache,
fully."
x
sure to get the genuine.
Last year's farm crop in Canada
Tanlac Is sold by 'all good drug,
was estimated at $1,400,000,000.
gists. Adv,

'
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burners

Superfex Burners
under built-i- n

Eloping

With Mrs. Sherman.
Doesn't hurt u bit! Drop a little
"Freezotie" on an aching corn, instantly that corn stops hurting,
then shortly you lift it right off
with fingers. Truly!
; Your druggist sells a tiny bottle
of "Freezone" for a few cents, sufficient to remove every hard corn,
soft corn, or corn between the toes,
and the calluses, without soreness

LAY UNDIGESTED
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Burners
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Get the New Perfection at The Star Furniture Co.
A Complete Line Now In Stock

Come in and see our complete line of New Perfection products and let us explain the advantages of the
giant SUPERFEX burner.
The New Perfection is many strides ahead of other burner oil stoves the SUPERFEX is a marvel of efficiency and genuine economy.
And remember, you can get a New Perfection at the Star Furniture Company on an interesting deferred
payment plan.

Have You Seen The New Perfection In Ovens And Heaters?

A New Perfection oven, very reasonably priced, makes a range of, any oil stove. They're good bakers because the heat is steady,
and even.
New Perfection oil heaters are very extensively used in Albuquerque.
They're not expensive and they heat quickly. "Heat by the
roomful."
,
unl-for-

Many Bargains In Renewed New Perfection Ranges
Wa
in
stock several New Perfection
at
our
stoves which have been
have,
present
have been replaced and the stoves can be purchased at real bargain prices.

ht

0

113

West Gold.

in our own .workrooms.

Star Furniture Company

Worn part

PnVm

409--

m
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PROJECTS
UP

KING AND SHAH PAY TRIBUTE TO BEAUTY
OP FRENCH STAGE STAR IN GAY PAREE OCTOBER SHOWS

ROAD

TAKEN

P-

FORGDUNTY

lM JilZ

-

Gets East Central, Tijeras Canyon Road
and Isleta Highway on
Federal Aid Basis.

vnl

Bernalillo

Kprelnl

i-

77.

miles.

Abo

Torrance

Pass,

Hondo
Between
83. Lincoln
miles.
and Piracho,
BernaBetween
88. Sandoval
lillo and Algodones, 8 miles.
Between Kermtt
89. Roosevelt
and McKenna, 17 miles,
Maxwell
91. Colfax Between
Junction and Colmor, 38.1 miles.
92. Colfax From Raton east,
10.4 miles.
93. Colfax From Dedman west
8.3 miles.
Between Dedman
94. Union
and Des Moines, 11.1 miles.
From Fort Sum96. Do Baca,
ner east, 15.6 miles.
98. Quay Between Tucumcarl
and Logan, 20.9. miles.
99. Curry Between Clovis and
Grady, 28.5 miles.
101. San Juan Between Altec
and Cedar Hill, 10.1 miles.
From Isleta
102. Bernalillo
north, 6 miles.
From Kenna
103. Chavez
south, 13 miles.
104 Sierra From Hot Springs
south, 13 miles.
From Newman
106. Otero
north, 80 miles.
From Dexter
108. Chavez
south, 22 miles.
110. Luna Between Columbus
and Deniing, 15.7 miles.
111. Santa Fe Between Pojoa-qu- e
and Kspanola, 8.8. miles.
112. San Miguel Between Las
Vegas and Santa Rosa, 24.2 miles.
Blue-watBetween
113. Valencia
and Grants, 20.2 miles.New-kirFrom
114. Guadalupe
east, 9.6 miles.
Arteela
Between
116. Eddy
and Lakewood, 20 miles.
Ute
Creek cross117. Harding
ing, 6.7 miles,
East Central
118. Bernalillo
ivenue, 1 mile.
Between
119. Bernalillo
and Tijeras canyon, 10
Idles.
Between Socor122. Socorro
ro and Magdalena, 35 miles.

";
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-
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to Th Jnurnnl

Santa Fe, N. M., I'ov. 1. In the
more than 450 miles of federal
aid rood projects planned for 1823
by the state highway commission
and announced here today, Bernalillo county has three Important
pieces of road. These are East
Central avenue, the Tijeras canyon road, and the Isleta road. The
program, as announced by State
Highway Engineer Qillett, showing
the number of project, county,' location and length, follows:
71. Chavez Blackwater draw,
1.6 miles.
From
Quemado
73. Catron
west, 8.3 miles.
From Gallup
76. McKinley
west, 14.5 miles.

-

-

-

Mile. Frea.
No matter how busy kings and shahs nay be with affairs of state,
ambitious and hardworking press agents never fail to havs "them
attracted by the beauty of Mile. Whosit." Mile. Frea is the latest.
King Alfonso and the Persian shah are said to have been struck by the
beauty of the fair Parisian.
man Electrio company, 102 Har
Kent building,
vard street;
Buick
317 West Gold avenue;
street
and Gold avegarage, Fifth
nue.
Grande hotel
Precinct 12
Broadway and East Tijeras ave
Wide Awake grocery,
nue;
t
1105
Central avenue;
street and TiSecond
hall,
City
Albuquerque
jeras avenue;
Motor company,
Fourth street
Alax
and Copper avenue;
Nordhaus garage, Twelfth street
and Tijeras avenue.

PART! LEADERS
EXPECT

er

5,000

k,

VOTmH

1

x
Clearfield, Pa., . Nov. 1. Nora
negro girl,
Moore, a
was
who
from
Philadelphia,
to
found tied
the Pennsylvania
railroad tracks near Woodland
last night recovered consciousness
this afternoon and told the authorities that her mothor had
R'jUl
her to a white man who
brought her to Clearfield.
"Ho gave me something to
all
drink yesterday and that'
I remember." said the girl. The
girl told the sheriff she did not
know the man's name.
Frank Gilliland found the unconscious girl on the tracks a
few minutes before a Pennsylvania passenger train was due to
pass. Gilliland declared that the
victim's legs
arms were
and
bound and that the ropes were
attached to the rails.

DECREASE SHOWN IN
BUSINESS FAILURES
New

York,

Nov.

1.

Business

failures through the country decreased In October, compared to
the same month last year, but
Brad- creased over September,
"streets says today. Last month
there were 1,600 failures against
The total of
1,469 In September.
October, 1922, was 836,941,884, an
Increase of 15.7 per cent over September.
The far western states
supplied the biggest proportion.

CITI

li

IMPROVE NMNY

LOSSES

TIE YEARS

FOREST

$250.

The fire loss in the city during
October was the lowest reported In
any month for ove.' four years.
Chief Henderson stated last night
that eleven fires had occurred in
the city, with a loss of $260. In
the county there were six fires
with a loss of 12,572.60.
believes the
Chief Henderson
small loss was due to the lessons
of Fire
Prevention week, early
last month, when a campaign of
education in precaution against
fire was carried on, He said:
"This small loss In October, which
is one of the most dangerous
months In the entire year because
It marks th setting up and lighting of many stoves, Is remarkable.
It shows the good results that can
be attained by precaution for fire
Tlio credit for the reprevention.
duction In fire loss belongs to the
citizens, and especially to the children, who took an active interest
in the lesson of Fire Prevention
week. We are still receiving inspection blanks from the children.
Dangerous fire menaces are being
removed.
The alarms In the city in October were as follows: Burning flue,
1; leaking gas line. 1; false alarm,
2; burning grass. 1; electric cord
on nail, 1; smoking stove, 1; spontaneous combustion, 1; reflection
from bonfire, 1. No alarms were
turned In on account of burning
rubbish, hot ashes, sparks from
flues, or children with matches.
Alarms in tho county were
caused by: Children with matches,
1; unknown causes. 2;
burning
rubbish, 2; spontaneous combustion, 1.
"Comparison of the loss In the
city, which had fire prevention instructions, nnd the county, which
had none, shows the benefit of
precaution," said the chief, who
expressed the hope that care
would continue to be taken to pre-

vent fire

LUMP

While the check of the registration for tho state election has
not been ""completed. Indications
are that more than 7.000persons
are registered in the cfty of AlbuThis is less than the
querque.
registration for 1920, when nearly
Political
10.000 were registered.
authorities of both parties said
yesterday that this does not Indicate a falling off In voting population or a lack of interest in the
election, but probably Is due to
the fact that this year's registration Is the nearest correct In the
of tho city.

history

The
registration boards are
authorized to retain on the books
the names of bona fide voters who
have not removed from the precinct during the period since the
This and the fact
last election.
that many of the registrations are

not made In person, but by canvassers, frequently causes duplication.
It Is believed this year's
registration will show less duplication than any previous one.
In the 1920 election, the vote
for presidential electors in the
city precincts totaled 4,707, with
a registration of 10,000 and with
600 votes sworn In by affidavits.
It is believed that considerably
over 5,000 votes will be cast here
this year.
Polling Places Named.
The following, with one or two
changes that may be necessary,
will be the polling places for the
city's precincts:
Christian
Precinct 26
Salter Tire company,
church;
Walter street and Central avenue;
McAdams grocery store, 1110
East Central avenue;
Bridge- -

i

TRIAL

Iowa City, la., Nov. 1. Coach
Howard .Tones barred tho gates to
Iowa Field again tonight in starting active preparations for the
(Minnesota game hero Armistice
clay.

We found

5 ways to better ShavingCteatn
Gentlemen:
We are soap experts, and haye been for 60 vears.
The leading toilet soap of the world Palmolive
is one of our creations.
Shsr-in- g
e
Years ago we set out to make a
Cream. We aimed to excel all others in five
,
important ways.
We made up and tested 130 different formulas.
Thus, step by step, we attained these results in
Palmolive Shaving Cream,

"Mother Why Not

Try The Newer

new-typ-

Form Of Iron

d

loss.

til! SOF

Nux-ate-

These S effects
It multiplies itself in lather 250 times.
It acts quickly, softening the beard in one minute.
The lather maintains its creamy fullness for ten
minutes on the face.
The bubbles are strong. They support the hairs
for cutting, while weak bubbles let them fall down.
The blend of palm and olive oils makes the after
effects delightful.
We ask you to test this Shaving Cream, as mil
lions of men have done. Accept the free test we
offer.
f
Do this In fairness to yourself and us. Learn
what we have done to please you. Cut out the
coupon now.

PALM OLIVE

SHAVING CREAM
10

d

$20,000 GIVEN

THpiS

of 15
An Initial enrollment
women started the new gymnasium
and' swimming class which organized at the Y. M. C. A. yesterday
Tho class Is conducted under tho
auspices of the Y. W. C. A. with
Chief Williams as tho mens or
ganization as physical director.
Tho class
will meet
every
Wednesday morning at 9:30 o clock
for an hour's gymnasium work to
bo followed
in
by instruction
at 10:30
beginning
swimming
o'clock. The gymnasium work be
gan with shoulder, arm o,nd foot
exercises.
Those who enrolled In the course
are Mesilames Edward Lovett, Otto
Seheer, F. L. Schneider, H. E. Davidson, Harry Lee, Maxwell Otero,
Georgo C. Taylor, John F. Slmms,
M. E. Medler,
Frank Hubbell,
Louis Ilarnois, W. I Trimble and
Misses Anita Hubbell and Cornelia
Ward.

St. Louis, Nov. 1. A lump bonus
of $20,000 was distributed to the
members of the St. I.oufs Browns
shortly before the end of the season by Phillip Do Catsby Ball, president of the club, as a reward for
the team's best performance in 20
years, It was learned tonight.
It was said that the money was
divided among the players on the
basis of each player's performance
during the 1922 season. Tho stars,
including George Slsler, first baseman: Urban Shocker, pitcher, nnd
others were said to have received
$1,000. while some of the recruits
were given $200.
President Hall Is understood lo
have given his players a bonus of
$.r,000 during the middle of the
season, when they forged into tho
American league lead, making a
total of $25,000 presented in
bonuses by tho Browns' owners.

AMBASSADOTt
RESIGNS.
Home, Nov. 1 (by the Associated Press). Vlttorio Roland! Ricci,
Italian ambassador at Washington,
has presented his resignation like
his colleagues, Count Sforza, ambassador at ran's, and Senator
Frassati, ambassador at Berlin,
wishing to leave Premier Mussolini free to choose his own trusted men for such Important posts.

1

mm
FOLEY'S
EMtablUheJ 187S

Stood the test of time serving three
generations.
Free from opiates
ingredients
plainly printed on wrapper.
Larfeit aoMlng cough medicine In
th World.
SOLD EVEKYWHEltB.

SHAVES FREE

1693

Simply insert your name and address and mail to

run-dow-

THE PAUVJGUVE COMPANY
Milwaukee, U. 8. A.

On Sale

g

TO

SEND
FREE TO MEN COUPON

TUBE

two-ho-

Fire Chief Pleased With the
Results of Fire Prevention
Week; Damage in City
Only

GAMPS

COACH JONES BARS
THE GATES AS IOWA
GR1DSTERS PRACTICE

drill, he deDuring the
voted his entire attention to the
brickfield
with
the
playlinemen,
Estimates Being Made for ers
In charge of Major Hill. The
on
worked
line
Gophers'
plays,
Manzano Forest Share of
scrimmaging against tho third
to
backs continued
Appropriation to Be Con- string. at The
New Haven again next
play
sidered.
work on passes.
Up to this evening. Coach Jones
Estimates on desired Improve- had received no invitation from
saniments for fire protection and
Yale authorities asking Iowa to
tation for the Manzano national for- year, ho announced.
est public camps are being
by
K.
C.
FRENCH EDITOR DIES.
Kartchner, forest suthat
It is possible
pervisor.
rails, Nov. 1 (by the Associated
funds will be appropriated for this Tress). Alfred Cnpns, editor of
the Figaro, member of the French
purpose next year.
An appropriation of 120,000 will Academy and one of France's best
probably be included In the agri- known writers on political and litecultural appropriation bill for next rary subjects, died here today.
year for the purpose of constructon the camp
ing Improvements
sites in the national forests of the
country, according to Mr. ' Kartch
ner. This sum will be divided
among the forests, each of which
are now submitting estimates of
needed Improvements on recreation grounds.
About $1,100 will be requested
for park improvement on the Manzano forest, said Mr. Kartchner.
This forest will probably receive
more than than Its pro rata share
of the entire appropriation because And Be Strong and Well and Have Nice
Roiy Cheeks Instead of Being Ner.
of the fact that many of the forests
vous and Irritable all the Time and
have no spots adapted to recreation
Looking So Haggard and Old?"
purposes.
There are four recreation areas
on the Manzano forest which will
receive benefits if the appropriation bill pauses. One is the Tejano
canyon district east of the city
where fireplaces have been built,
springs developed and road signs
The Tajique creek,
the
posted.
only live stream In the Mnnzanos,
an area used considerably by people of the Kstancia valley, will receive snme of the Improvements ns
will Trin canyon on the west side
of the Manzanos used by Belcn
people. The fourth area Is that
known as the Milk Ranch on the
Fort Wingate Military reserve,
where snme spring improvements
were made several years ago.
"The doctor gave some to Susie Smith's
mother and she was worse off than
A TlEAVTIfTTj THO V CUT.
The worth while things are com- you are and now she looks just fine."
monest. What Is so worth while There can be no healthy, beautiful
women without iron. Good
and so common as love?
physicians have strongly emphasized
the fact that doctors should prescribe
more of the newer form of iron
Iron for their nervous,
patients. When
weak, haggard-lookinthe iron goes from the blood of women
the roses go from their cheeks, and
strength and vitality from their bodies.
This newer form of iron, like the iron
in your blood and like the iron in certain
shortness
of
breath,
Cough,
green vcgetables,ish:ghlyrecommendcd
tothousandswhowishn,uicklytoincrea;e
wheezy breathing, quickly
their strength, power and endurance.
relieved with

President Makes the DistriRegistration
GYM
CLASS
AND
SWIM
bution as a Reward for
About
in 1920 by
3,000,
M.
Y.
AT
More
to
WOMEN
FOR
Due
the Team's Best PerProbably
FIFTEEN
WITH
in 20 Years.
STARTS
formance
Accurate Lists.
Than

Is Less

Albu-luerq-

NEGRO
..
GIRL SOLD TO WHITE
MAN, OFFICERS TOLD

J

i

'

LOIS!

UNCLE SAM TO

Dept.

Everywhere

s
s

i

J

It i;irprilng how many people suffer from
......
II, ,11 UVIIVIVlly all V... U'J. n- -

change food into living tissue. Without it, no
matter now mucn or wnat you rat, your iooa
merely passes through you without doing you
the proper amount of good. You don't got the
utrcnutn out of it, tma as a consequence vou
just
become weak, pale, and
like a plant trying to grow in soil deficient in
Yoti'can tell the women with plenty of iron In
their
healthy,
women, full of life, vim and vitality. You can
aft Niimtpd Iron e from any druggist under an
absolute guarniit-- that it will do the same for
you or your money back.

QUAILS
Fkitifcil This Season

lire

i mma MM
&

Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store,
Just Across from City Hall.

For sale

In this city by tho
pharmacy, Uriggs' pharWoodwortli's
macy,
pharmacy, and
all other druggists. Adv.

The Eden

PERSON KILLED, 75
MADE HOMELESS BY A
TORNADO IN MISSOURI

kmm Imm

Linens

Ufa f

mi

Lingerie, A Free Oemonsfration in
Your Home Will Prove if.

Webb City, Mo., Nov. 1. Woik
of rehabilitation In the area leveled
by a tornndo shortly after midnight this morning had progressedof
far tonight under the direction
the local Red Cross chapter and
welfare
Tonight
organizations.
Tt'RKEYS ARE CHEAPER.
the denth toll stood at one while
San Francisco, Nov. 1. Whole- 76 were made homeless.
salers opened 1922 quotations on
Ilrs. Nancy Fradd, 53 years old.
dressed turkeys today at from 9 was carried away from her homt?
to 17 cents a pound cheaper than bodily by the storm and was picked
in 1921.
The new low quotation up dead two hours tater, 200 feel
Is 35 cents per pound compared from her wrecked dwelling.
with 52 cents in 1921.
Relief workers placed the damage from the storm nt between
In addition
175,000 and $100,000.
to 29 dwellings destroyed and bad
ly damaged, three business houses
also are partly wrecked.

MATHIEU APPEALS
TO
ALLEY
CASE
DISTRICT COURT
Al Mathleu,
tire dealer, was
fined $5 yesterday morning by
George I.oddy on a charge of
obstructing the alley between Central and Copper avenues and west
Mathleu,
of Fourth
through his attorney, Francis E.
to
of
notice
appeal
Wood, gave
the district court and furnished
appeal bond of J10.
The case came up ns the result
of an attempt on the part of the.
city to enforce an ordinance passed
some time ago relating to obstrue- tion of alleys. Mathleu xrb noti- fled a few days ago to remove
from the alley some equipment
for the inflation of tires. He said
at that time tha.tr he would test
the ordinance in court. The fine
Imposed by Justice Roddy was
nominal, he said, as he understood
the matter was to bo taken to the
district court for final decision.
Jus-tic-

e

street.
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Its a main highway
THE

Postum eomss !n two

forms: Instant Postum (in
tins) prepared instantly in
the cup by the addition of

boiling water. Postum
Cereal (in packages), for

those who prefer to make
the drink while the meal
Is being prepared; made
by boiling fully 20 minutes.
The two forms are equally
delicious; and the cost ia
only about He per cup.

way tb satisfaction, comfort and health
Postum, has become a world-wid- e
way.

This famous table beverage which has stood the test of
twenty-fiv- e
years, fills every requirement of taste for a
hot and invigorating mealtime' drink. Unlike coffee or
tea, Postum contains nothing that can irritate nerves or
disturb digestion. Even the children may safely enjoy it.
Wouldn't it be well for you to avoid the harm which
so many have found in coffee and tea, and protect
health while pleasing taste, with wholesome, satisfying
Postum?
Order from your grocer todayl

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

Two simple levers control the washing and wringing operations. The EDEN is electrically
Oiling
protected against overloads. All working parts are inclosed and
g.

FOR HEALTH

'There's a Reason"

and adjusting are unnecessary.
g
castors.
Easy to move about; has large,
The EDEN is built to give a lifetime of service ; economical to operate
and money, and insures longer life to Linens and Lingerie.
free-rollin-

E. B. Henly, of Fort Bnyard. n;
world war veteran, sent tho fol- -,
lowing telegram to the Journal
yesterday!
I have been Informed that a
gentleman from Las' Vegas and
another from Santa Fe have cir.
cula'ed a letter claiming that my
eommunlcfttlon to the
men and women of New Mexico
of October 8 was handed me ver
batim by B. M. Cutting, who re
quested of me to place my signature under It. I wish to state
through the medium of the press
that the report of these two men
Is absolutely false,
"JE, B, IIEALT,"

'

f

POStUm

HEALY DENIES LETTER
TO SERVICE MEN WAS
WRITTEN BY CUTTING

On Sale
tivtryuihere

Phone for a Free Demonstration Today

Albuquerque Gas
"AT YOUR SERVICE"

&

;

saver of time, labor

No Obligation to Buy.

Electric Company
Phone 93

November
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THE FINANCIAL SOT.

$8.35 m 8.50.

distant future,
A gratifying accompaniment of the
in the mining and manfacturing and
industries is the improvetransportation
Editor
Managing
JOSEfH TAUSEK
ment in the farm markets. As long as
310 West Gold five. t he farmers were not
Office
prospering there
""d "7 jwerc
Telephones
experienced judges who doubted
s
mutter at tiie postof Hoe the permanence of the improvement in
Entered as
of Albuquerque. N. M.. and entry in Santa Fe. N. other directions.
But notably higher
under act of Congress of March
M..
for grains an(j cotton
pending,
established during the past week. These
hates
subscription,
prices for agricultural products
.higher
oc,
One month by earner or mail
s2.r.o;are regarded by good judges as being, for
Three months
six Months
$9oollc momen a least, even more signifi- "e Year
than the market activity in steel and
the other industries. Wheat has sold
advertisements.
The Journal reserves the right to reject anydurjnp; the ast wfiek t the hjghest
price
I.
ad vertising matter that It may deem improper.
NEWSPAPER
INDEPENDENT
Published By
JOURNAL Pl'BLISHINO COMPANY

Itoseburg, Ore., Nov. 1. Mrs.
Merle Brumfield, widow of It. M.
Brunifield, Roseburg dentist and
convicted slayer of Dennis Russell,
was married to Howard Mozena of
at Seattle, i September
Portland,
26 last, nineteen
days after Dr.
Brumfield rdmmitted suicide in the
Oregon penitentiary, where he was
Incarcerated under sentence to be
hanged.
of Mrs.
News of the wedding
Brumfield was received here to4.00.
Califorto
went
Sheep Receipts 23,000. Opening day. 'j;he couple
very slow; few early sales native nia;.
la nibs steady to 25c lower. Early
top, $14.00 to city butchers; $13.75
QUARANTIXF. LEVIED.
to packers; , westerns mostly feedFort Worth, Texas, Nov. 1. A
feeder
demand
ers: no early sales:
quarantine has been levied against
good; fed clipped lambs averaging nine west Texas counties by the
about 90 poinds, $12.50;
sheep board of (agriculture of California,
around steady.
and as a result, cattle shipments
from those counties must cease, acKansas City.
cording to Information to the Texas
Kansas City, Nov. 1 (U. S. De- livestock sanitary commission toCattle
partment of Agriculture).
day. Scabies Is given as the cause
Calves gener- of
Receipts 17,000.
the quarantine.
$9.00
Best
60c
vealers,
lower.
ally
9.&0; many 1'eavy calves. $4.00
fi?) 5.50;
medium
weights.
good
$6.006.50; all other classes uneven but mostly
steady, quality
nlaln. Best steers early, $10.00:
other sales, $6.00 9.1 5 ; general
PERSONAL.
price for canners, $2.00; a few at
some as low as
$2.1 5 iff 2.25 and
ths wati-maker,
bulk cutters, $2.7u3.2a: BRAHKIEr.D,
$1.75;
mnvnl tu 110 Houth TWrfl.
bulk medium to fairly good cows,
DON'T
Sunshine
the
Barber
forget
shop,
a few above $3.00;
$3.50(fi)4.50:
across from Santa Fe ihop office. A.
bolosrna bulls. $3.00 Iff 3.50.
S. VHUf.,
tm Boutl- - Second,
Market
9,000.,
Hogs Receipts
FRED OILMAN. MiTflncry' Hata
onened steady, later mi at sales "c MHS.
made to order. Remodelling a speto 10e higher; spots up more cialty. Tionm J, Superior
Hotel.
Packer and shipper top. $8.00; GL'ITAK AM) MAN'OOUN teacher deiff
to
80
8.00:
$7.75
e
light lights.
sires pupils.
Peventy-ftvcents a
averages mostly $7,75 0 lesson. Mlsa Osborne, 420 West Coal.
8.00: mixed weights and quality. BiUKtm5u5Ttho watch maker.' wlll flic
of sales, $7.60?1!
your watches and clocks for nominal
J7.507.70; bulk sows
8.00;
steady- - to price, and Insure them for one year
packing
strong: bulk, $6.75ffl7.00: stock without furiltor cost. Ill South Third.
pigs steadv, bulk $8.2008.50.
DRESSMAKING.
Sheep Receipts 4.000. Market
slow; lambs generally 10c to 25c SEWING by day, $2, or at home. Thona
1410-lower; fat sheen and feeders
around steady. Pest Iambs sold FA SIUONABI.E GOWNS and ladles' tail218 Bnuth Walter, phone 10C7-oring.
$13.40: no strictly choice lambs
H IS M ST TCiUNO
Phona
and plea tins.
offered; fat sheep quality plain.
9

j

second-clas-

"..

Ihe

recovery in cotton IS
for Koeietv meetines. cards of thanks, res- - tin two years.
more , noteworthy.
olutlons. society and church socials, lectures.
tices. calls for church meetings (except Sunday
g
rontinues at the
church programs) are considered as advertising and
irate Of 10,000,000 tons a Week a rate
will be charged for at regular advertising rates.
vrm nvino nil ffnr nf pnol oVinrfQiyo tViic
""J"""are
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
winter. As for steel, the mills
to
entitled
is
Press
exclusively
The Associated
now)
" uijcj nuns at 10 jjc-- tern oj. men iuu ua- ui "
tne use, tor
PaPCr and
and
.

n,Kn

Ooaiified

r

.iv-u..-

a,sPacity,

IL0',1, 0wrwa,e2e1rSta!,,s

'prospective buyers predict
confidently that such a rate of production
November 2, 922 will bring an
THURSDAY
early exhaustion of orders
has not prevented the Steel Corporation
irom raising prices for certain products.
NOW NOT AFTER ELECTION.
iBank clearings continue notably large at
having been $172,000,000 last
Several days ago a letter purporting to Pittsburgh,
week, as against $92,000,000 at Baltimore,
have been written by Frederick Muller, $101,000,000 at Detroit, $143,000,000 at
Deputy Commissioner of Public Lands, Kansas City, and $152,000,000 at San
was published broadcast throughout the Francisco.
state as a political advertisement. As
BY THE WAY.
the contents of the letter carried with
now admits he was
The
it the implication of official misconduct
forced
thus
it unanimous.
out,
making
would
therefore
if
disqualify
proven,
and,
A,
the
Muller
for
office,
public
any
Capt.
Anyway, the latest scandals make it
Morning Journal withheld the letter from more nearly possible to forget Hollywood,
publication pending an investigation ofj
the facts.
Being questioned as to the validity of
TO OUT BY ROOT
the letter, Capt. Muller positively denied
that he had written it and in support of
The peanut serenades his love,
his denial said that Mr. Neis, to whom
Beside her window shutter.
the letter was addressed, was in Santa Fe
"She is my bird, my sweet, my Dove;
I'll woo no peanut but her."
on the day the letter is alleged to have
been written. Mr. Neis also denied havHer dad arises from his bed;
ing seen the letter or having received it
Just hear that old nut mutter;
He drops a rock on Peanut's head.
and said that he was in Santa Fe on the
And, Lo; there's peanut butter.
day the letter was written. Both Muller
e
statement
issued
a
and Neis subsequently
It seems to be somewhat of a paradox for a
.
;
J
ii.
i.
marriage ceremony to be performed by a Justice
COniirming ineir previous aenidis.
a public offi- - ;f the peace,
of
When the reputation
cial is at stake, one who has long had
Within the
Limit.
1. i
confidence of the public, he is en- Water, water, everwhere; and all the boards did
shrink.
titled to the benefit of any doubt. Capt.
Muller has had ample opportunity to dis- Water, water, everywhere; and not a drop to drink.
!
prove the charges which have been made
Two
patients in a hospital used
against him. At the time of the publica- knives in a fight over a package of cigarettes.
seems to be nothing tho smoking habit will
tion of the letter in question, we said that There
not lead to.
it devolved equally on Capt. Muller to
Princess Herminie thinks she's landing a prize
prove that the letter was a fabrication
and upon those who were responsible for when she weds the kaiser. Tf she feels that way
it there's no use in us trying to disillusion
its publication to substantiate its validity. about
her.
Both sides of the case have now been
We are reliably informed that Dr. Cruickshank
heard and the public is in a fair position
to pass judgment. Capt. Muller renews was not bowlegged, which goes to prove that
there's nothing in a name.
his charge that the letter is a forgery and
Since jazz is finding its way into classical music,
swears that he is not its author. Mr.
Neis says under oath that he never re- it is safe to predict that wives will have less diffiin persuading their husbands to attend the
ceived the letter. Jt is significant, how- culty
concerts.
ever, that neither of the two affiants repeats his former statement that the letter
was not written because Mr. Neis was in
Santa Fe on the day in question. Such a
statement under oath would carry with it
The financial statement of the territorial fair,
the weight of absolute proof. Capt. Muller
submitted
receipts from subscripinformed a representative of the Morning tions by yesterday, shows
Albuquerque business men of $5,004.32;
Journal that Mr. Neis was in Santa Fe concessions and privileges, $1,967.50; entrance fees
on the day the letter was alleged to have for riding and roping events, $70; gate and grandreceipts, $3,931.50; entrance fees for horse
been written and stated positively that he stand
races, $432.50; from other sources, $130.24; total
was there "for a week or ten days" and receipts, $11,530.16. Total expenditures, $11,409.10.
this statement was confirmed by Mr. The largest gate receipts were received on Thursthe gate took in $1,204.60, and the grandNeis. It is a fair presumption that Capt. day, when
stand, $360.50.
Muller and Mr. Neis were cognizant of
?
t
Elias Garcia and Company, the wool uien, have
the facts, but with the publication of the
750 bags of wool, aggregating 150,000 pounds,
substance of the affidavits of several rep- sold
to Boston wool buyers. The wool wis scoured in
resentative citizens of Roswell to the ef- the Albuquerque wool scouring mills.
4
fect that Mr. Neis was in Roswell on the
The copper furnace at the Cerrillos smelter Is
day in question and on the days when
A considerable
working at full blast.
quantity of
both he and Capt. Muller said that he good
ore is on hand.
Shipments are being made
was in Santa Fe, the case against Capt. from the mines on the Pecos.
J
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LITTLE LAUGHTER

I

v

Kicmal Feminine.
"Why is your wife running so
Herbert, the little son of Attorney and Mrs. M to catch that train?" asked a man
it not eauallv nrobable that their State- of his ,neiglibor. "She has plenty
E. Hickey, is suffering from typhoid fever.
ments are untrue now?
of time unless they have changed
the schedule."
We have already said that the public
lesterday a deal was closed by which the Oak- "That's just it." was the reply.
schedule
th
is entitled to more than a mere denial, Earber parlors on Railroad avenue were sold by "They've redueeil and
she never
to 6:4fl,
W. H. Hahn and Company to W. F. Switzer.
Mr. from 6:59
Florida
is
a
all
resist
coul
but that
that Capt. Muller has thus Switzer is one of the
bargain."
In Albuquerque.
He Times-UnioThose
who
offered.
far
published tho has held the first chair In the Oak shop for eight
Ambit Inn.
letter were called upon for further proof years.
Infuriated Prof. Sir, you lack
and backbone.
incentive
and have produced it in the form of conambition,
You are hopeless. Do you know
evidence
be
cannot
which
tradictory
that when Sir Isaac Newton was
your age he had contributed two
questioned. Capt. Muller is now congreat science books to the world?
demned by his own words and not by
Impudent Ptude Yes, and when
George Washington was your age
inevidence.
The
public
any secondary
he was President of the United
TOMORROW AND TODAY.
terest now demands that he resign from Tomorrow, wealth may fly away or turn to ashes States. Judge.
gray;
the office which he holds and that in
Discriminating Verrtht.
A countryman with a local repBut not the wealth of noble deed and duty done
justice to the other candidates on the
utation as a vocalist attended a
today;
and was asked to sing. Alcan-da- te
he
ticket
withdraw
as
a
Republican
Tomorrow, fame's bright flowered crown may dinner,
he had no music with him,
though
wither on the strand;
for the office of Public Land Comand was. as hoarse as a frog, he
But not the laurel wreath of love wrought by the consented to try, but broke down.
missioner, for which he has proved him"Never thee mind, lad," said an
helping hand.
guest, trying to cheer him
elderly
self wholly unfitted.
when
to
ears
dull
are
the
that
Tomorrow,
hear up; "never
long
mind the breakdown,
your voice,
for thee's done thy best; but th'
The loving words you spoke today will bid your fellow as asked thee t' sing ought
BUSINESS BOOM LOOMS.
to be shot." The Baptist.
heart rejoice;
Tomorrow, when from silent lips the smile will
Help Wanted.
Complaints from steel manufacturers
disappear,
They pointed particularly to the
labor
secure
are
cannot
need
for
enough
You will be glad if through today they smiled when
that they
placing more power in
the hands of the police to rid the
one of the most interesting features of a
you were near,
city of persons who often have
business situation which is improving so
Selected.
drifted in from other citiea to ply
rs

BEST TiOTOiT

97
New York Central
83 Vi
Northern Pacific
4S'A
Pennsylvania
13
Consolidated
Ray
Copper,... 80
Reading
48
& Steel
Iron
Deeds.
Their
Republic
By
32
Farmer Have all the cows been Sinclair Oil & Refining
91 ?4
Southern
Pacific
milked?
24
Southern
AmeriAll
Railway
the the
Dairymaid
Studebaker Corporation ....124TA
can one.
47
Farmer Which do you call the Texas Company
52
Tobacco Products
American one?
;
143
Union
Tacific
Dairymaid The one that's gone United States Steel
104
dry. The Passing Show (London). Utah
61
Copper
Something to Chew On.
Kxchangp.
Foreign
"Have you The Literary Digest?"
New York, Nov. 1. Foreign ex"No. Nothing but Wrigley's and
irregular. Great Britain
Overheard
Reeman's."
by tho change
demand, $4.451; cables, $4.45;
Hudson Observer.
y
bills on banks, $4.43V4.
France demand. 7.03; cables, 7.04.
Italy demand, 4.20; cables, 4.21.
6,55;
Belgium demand,
cabins,
6.55 '4,.- Germany demand, .02
cables, .02 "4. Holland deman,
39.03; cables, 39.09.
Norway de18.24.
Sweden demand,
mand,
By th Associated Trent,
26.83.
Denmark
demand, 20.14.
Switzerland demand, 18.2". Spain
Greece demand.
demand, 15.32.
2.05.
Poland
demand,
a
3.15. Ardemand,
Wall Street.
and
togentine
Brazil,
1.
holiday. Montin
Prices
Nov.
New York.
day's stock market continued to real, $1.001,4.
decline, but there were indications
that the current reaction was near-in- g New Vow York Monrv
York, Nov. 1. Call money
an end.
Strong.
High and last loan. 6
Buying on the belief that the
rate) 5
liquidation had run its course im- per cent; low and ruling
number of per cent; closing bid, 6 to 6 - per
parted strength to a but
cent.
at
speculashares
the opening,
Call loans against acceptances,
tors for the decline launched a
jier cent.
heavy attack against steel and 4UTime
loans Firm.
Mixed colMexican oil shares, which again
lateral. 60 r.iul 90 days, i
lo 5
unsettled the list.
The raid against steels was based per cent; four and six months. 5
cent:
on the comparatively small earn- per
prime commercial paper,
4 tjj
to 4
per cent.
ings of the United States Steel corwhich
for
September,
poration
l ilK'rfy Bonds.
totaled only 17,727,721 as against
New York, Nov.
$1 1,324,059 the month before.
Liberty
:
clos-rdSteel common bonds
United (States
3', is, $1 00.."S;
d
4s. $98.26: first
crumbled to 103', b, a new low on
$98.40;
the movement, but later rallied a third 4 Us, $98.72;
fourth 4 'is,
$98.58;
Victory
point.
(called),
Resumption of dividends by the $100.02; U. S treasury 4'Js, $99.82.
First 4s, second 4 ', s and Victory
National Enameling and Stamping
uncalled are blank.
company had a beneficial effect
on that stow. , which scared more
than SM points.
Other constructive news features
were the passing of the 1,000,000
mark in weekly car loadings and
Chicago Board of Trade.
the declaration of a 50 per cent
1. Assertions
Nov.
Chicago,
stock dividend by tho National that tho winter wheat acreage
of
922 would show a reduction of
Sugar company.
Mexican Petroleum, only 50,000 10 per cent
with last
shares of which are now reported year and muchecmpared
to do with bringing
to be outstanding In the hands of about morn active
and
dealings
the public, was asain subjected to decided!higher prices in the
professional pressure, suffering a wheat market today. Closing quonet loss of two points.
tations were
at net gains
American Can was one of the of 1'zC to unsettled,
2?e, with December
strong features, gaining 5 points S1.1UV4 to $1.16
and Mav $1.14
as a result of a brisk ally in the to $1.14 'A. Corn finished
to
hour.
final
Department
May
2c up, oats at
to
c to
c
Stores, which gained 8
points advance and provisions
In
expectation of an from 5c decline to a rise ofvarying
yesterday
2c.
extra dividend disbursement, add
Loss of 10 per coat-Iwinter
ed twelve more today.
wheat territory would mean 4,500,-- i
Acute weakness of Pierce Arrow 000 acres, and
according 1o the
preferred had an unsettling, effect experts resp visible
estion other motor
shares In early mate the. outlook forforthethewhiter
dealings, but good buying power cron is the poorest, for some years,
Studebaker
and both as regards acreage and con-i- d
developed in
Chandler. Fisher Body, which reitioo. Previous to announcement
cently enjoyed a sensational ad- inf this information, the wheat
vance, slumped nearly four points market had
been exhibiting n
today.
downward price
largely
pressure las a result of rainstendency
professional
Heavy
which 'were ex-- 1
the pected to help
forced
against equipments
wheat
alrcad
liquidation of some speculative a 'planted, although too late to rem-- !
counts nnd carried
those stocks eil" much loss of acreage.
down several points, but they rePredictions of
Iluro-- ,
covered most, of their losses before nean demand for enlarged
wheat nnT rye
the close.
hud considerable additional effect
Total sales were 1.1 2(1,000 shares. as a bullish factor in th wheat
Call money opened at 5 per cent market and so too did frost rennd then jumned to 6, where It ports from Argentina.
closed. The time money and comCorn and oats developed indemercial paper markets wero quiet, pendent firmness
owing to estiwith no change in rates.
mates that (he total available
of corn for th s ason would
Closing prices:
bushels less than
American Beet Sugar..."..'.. 38 u. be 408,000,000
ws
tho ease last year. .
.
74
American Can
Provisions were easier in line
American Smelting 'A Refg.. R5
with lower lard prices at Liverpool
American Fumatw Tobacco.. 32
American Tel. ft Tel..
123U and with liberal hoz scelpts here.
17
Closing prices:
American 7lnc
'4
Wheat . Dee., $1.16 : Mav
47V,
Ann"onda Copper
Atchison . . ,
.102U $1 14: July, $l.on Vi.
,
Corn Dec, 68c; May, 68
48 v,
Ohio
Baltimore
67 We.
68 V,
r?ethlebem Steel "B" ;
Oats Dec, 42Uc;
30 4
Butte & Snnerlor
May,
42c;
S1 M July; 39 "to.
California- Petroleum
Lard
Canadian Pacific
Jan., $9.57; May, $9.90: '

some criminal trade In the Capital,
in the
as advocated frequently
past by the Post. From a News
Item In the Washington Post.

ir

hushob, Marceimo Ortiz, and Amado
of Santa l e made speeches la.t week in
Cerrtllos and San Pedro.

1.
Nov.
Cattle ReDenver,
Market
steady to
ceipts 3.100.
weak. Beef steers. $6. CO 7.50;
cows and heifers.
$1.25 f?; 5.25:
stockers and
calves, $6.008.00;
feeders, $4.30 (Tim .25.
500.
Market
Hogs Receipts
steady to 10c lower. Top, $7.95;
7.257.90.
bulk,
Sheep Receipts 15,700. Market FOIV
$12.5013.50;
Umbs,
steady.
feeder
lambs,
ews, $4.25 iff 6.25;
(fit)

Skool was jest starting to
gin this aftirnoon and Miss Kitty
sed, Mow children, I will begin
this aftirnoons session by making
an announcement that 1 am very
wheel-chasure you will be glad to hcer.
Ma thinking. O, lierray, I bet
she's gding to leeve us out a half
a hour earlier today.
And everybody started to make
sounds as If they wero feeling
and Miss Kitty sed, The behavior of this class has bin
good all this week and
e
I assure you it giveB me grate
to make this announcement.
Me thinking, Maybe she's going
to lecve us out a hole hour erller,
0 boy, herray.
1 may seem a little harsh and
strict at times, perhaps, because
s
dissipline must be maintained, but
1 always reeoknize ; lerit and I always give credit ware credit is due,
and thats the reason I am about
sed
to make this announcement,
Miss Kilty.
T
wouldent bo
Me thinking, O.
serprized it slie left us oft all the
hole rest of the aftirnoon, and Miss
Kitty sed, I slpposo by this time
you are wondering wat the announcement is. W'hirh we was,
and she sed, Well, the announcement is that my little niece, a very
clever and talented little girl, will
visit the classroom later this aftirnoon and recite for you.
but
Me
disappointed
being
thinking, o well, it will be better
than doing lessins enyways. And
Miss Kitty sed, As soon as the
last bell has rung the the recitations will begin.
Being a heck of a bum announcement, and the hole class started
to make noises mccning, Aw gosh,
wat goods that, thats a fearse announcement, we dont wunt to stay
after skool to heer cny old recitations, aw heck, gosh, good nite,
thats a grate announcement like
Miss Kilty getting mad as
nitt.
enything, saying. Quiet, stop that
murmering immediately, order In
the classroom, now jrst for that
the Intiro class will remain 10 minutes after skool and" there wont
be eny recitations.
Wich there wasent, proberly being a good thing from the looks of
Miss Kitty neece wen 'she came In
0
and sat down alongside of her desk,
A fountain
is being built in the plaza of the being a long skinnie cerl with pigtails and a ignorant ixpression.
oid town of Las Vegas.
J- -

5S1-room
Mellnl building. Myrtla
Slevert. Ten cents yard.
uHMSTITCHING, 111 centa per yard, at
Madame Rose
shop.
Dressmaking
State hotel, over Bracy's cafeteria.
skle.
box:
and
accordion,
PLEATING,
215 North
mall orders. N. Crarte.
Crane Apartments, phone St 4
Seventh
HEMSTITCHING
done promptly In the
best possible manner, price lOo per
117
Cold,
Singer
phone 787-yard.
('ini, M; chine rvmnnnv.

Denver.

1

Muller seems to be conclusively established. What conceivable object could they
have had in making false statements in
self defense in so serious a matter except
Chavez
for the purpose of public exoneration andi,,
if their statements were untrue then, is

M

d

er

Threc-Mll- e

19 DAYS AFTER
HUSBAND ENDED LIFE

Cattle Receipts 14,000. Market
slow, undertone weak to 3 0c lower on short fed beef steers and
western grussers; few early sales;
short feds about steady. Early top
matured steers, $13.00; some held
higher; bulk native beef steers of
duality and condition to sell at
JSOffl'lO-1'; bidding weak to
lower on she stock and stockers
and feeders; bulls and veal calves
about steady; bulk desirable veal
calves to packers early, $10.00(FD
10.50; bulk bologna bulls, $3.75

al

rn

packing sows,' WEDS
killing pigs,

smooth, J7.307-6B- ;
rough, $6.857.40:

AN
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FINANCIAL

.00.

Czecho-Slovaki-

V-

I .

see-on-

4s,

4s

4s

GRAIN

1

-

1c

lc

--

i

sun-nll-

-.

,

-

rvntral Tntber

.......

37 '4

73U
Chosanealff & Ohio
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul....
24 U,
Chlno Conner
VA y2
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Clilcn(o.
Crucll-rt75
Steel .'
Chicago. Nov. 1 (V. S. Depart12 V, ment of Agriculture).
Cuba Cane Sugar
Hogs Re1 3 Oi
Frie .
Market strong to
ceipts 19.000.
PQ
Orent Northern pfd
150
to
Bulk
steady.
?.?,'', averages. $8.30 ffJ 8.40:
Inspiration Cooper
and
good
KZK choice 210 to
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
butcher3,
31 Si,
Kenneeott Conner
8.40ffi8.45; top, $8.50; bulk pack135
Trfiuisvllle & Nashville..
ing sows, $7. 007. 05; desirable,
2."fl
Mexican Petroleum
8.00ffi'
nlirs, $8.50: heavy weight,
28 Xt, 8.50; medium weight. CS.308.45:
M'am! Conper
181A light
Missouri Pacific
weight,
$8.258 40; light,
;
Montana Power.
70H lights, $8.25 S.40; packing sows,1

LIVESTOCK

260-pou-

JRENJMjsceous.

RENT
319

Fireproof, freezeprouf
North Fifth.

KENT
singer sewing machine.
120 Went Gold, phono 1111.
FOIt ttENT Shot guns, new Remington

FOR

PRODUCE

and Winchester pumps. The Exchan.e.
Kansas City.
west liniu, pnone Jill.
City. Nov. 1. Butter-Ma- rket jo
I.argo rumn. HaxlOO .with
2c higher. Creamery extras FOIt RENT
plenty of light, above Mahararn's store,
in cartons. 4647c: packing, 26c. very
desirable for Indies, school or dance
Eggs and poultry Unchanged. lull' Rent rcRSonohle. Pbne
Hens, 1218c; springs, 1416c;
WELL CONTRACTOR.
broilers, 20c.

Kansas

fff.?--

WEU.S DRILLED, driven and repalrsd.

pumps, tanks, towers. .7. F. W.ilklng.
Chicago.
Chicago, Nov. 1. Butter Mar- 4:t Wit M.'irhle. nhntie 14r,2-ket unchanged.
MATTRESS RENOVATING
ReFggs Market unchanged.
fii'.iO and ui.
MAT'J'IUSKtSES remade.
ceipts 4.090 cases.
Furnlturrv
Awnlns work.
repairing?.
Fowls, RtiS
Poultry Alive, higher.
Ervln Bed
Phone 898-clflaninj?.
13019c; springs, 17c; roosters,
fnrnnn nv
20c.
35e;
geese.
14c; turkeys,
ReWANTED Rooms.
Potatoes Market
steady.
ceipts 102 cars. Total U. S3, ship- GENTLKMA N Nut tili li wauls a I'utn
sackments. 1.349 cars. Wisconsin
In
lowlunda within
for table room
ed round whites, 85 95c cwt.; walking distance ot business district.
". For SAS.
bulk, 75 85c cwt.; Minnesota
sacked round whites. 8595c cwt.;
WANTED Real EstateT
Minnesota
cwt.;
bulk, 75 8"
sacked Red river Ohios, 9095c
TVnn'1-list U with MfMlinon
cwt.; North Dakota sacked Red
S ome
ANTED
wl ioc i e 3 a r
river Ohios, 85T('95c cwt.; bulk No.
A.dlota.
State price nnd 'km Lion.
South Dakota dnawq
1, 80iffi90c cwt.;
T.rvts. rnrfr Jmirnrit.
sacked Early Ohios, 70 80c cwt.
fUn--

! 1
-

-

New Yovk Mi'li.'s.
New York. Nov. 1. Copper
nnd.
Steadv.
spot
Electrolytic,
1374c; later, 13W
nearby, 11

TYPEWRITERS.

TvTffvV H T E K S Ail makes overhauled
nd repaired.
Ulbbopi for every machine.
,
Alhuquerquw
Typewrl r K- -

14c.

Tin Easier. Spot and futures,
$3fi.00fJ36.25.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead
Spot, $6.50
Steady.

G.S5.

Zinc Quiet. East ! t. L uisspot
and nearby delivery, $7.10 3 7.15.
Antimony Spot, $6.75.
Foreign bar silver, 67c.
Mexican dollars, 51 He

WK, want a riome of five or nix rwum
In good location.
"ifve lowest popt
No agents.
prlco. and street number.
WMrr
tn Hot
JTmirnnt

Poultry-Egg- .
FOR SALE
Trio pure bred white African guineas.
I'hone ?I03-Jt- !.

FOR SALE

FOR saTk wTlto I.cprhnnWrTd
Reel
millets, Jl.on. t'bw M'll-.l-

I.

Ft.

LOST AND FOUND.

. A
New York Cotton.
pHckuK?
containing
lady's
York. Nov. 1. Cotton fu- LOST
hose.
"Will
party who found came
tures closed firm., Dee., $24.35; plfass
phonw
Jan., $24.04; March, $24.09; May, LOST
J vfiney
Hftwen J.
company
$23.98; Jan., $23.77.
and Tnlversity Ho prills, one
New

587-.-

grey vpII.

MAY FURNISH

SHOVEL

(Mil

166J-.I-

lady's

.

bunch of keys "on a key rlnff.
Finder leave at
Ilfeld company,
OFFICERS A CLUE IN 309 North? Third. Louis
Reward.
O tTCf a "or "s o u t hFo urthTbet Aveert
LOS
T
MURDER OF A WOMAN
LVntrnl and Coal, one 22 Remington
pump gun. Reward. Phone- 450. Mr.
Cleveland, O., Nov. :. A blood Fluke.
stained shovel, which authorities LOST Huston bull terrier, dark brown,
four white feet, white brpast and
believe was used to di.,' the shal- .laws.
Name Buddie. Reward. Phon
low grave In which the body of
LOST

Mrs. Hazel Burns was found near
T'ainesville a week ago, was found
today In the woods near the grave.
On the handle were splotches of
blood with two well defined .finger
by
prints which will be examined
It was anBertillon
experts.
nounced by authorities.
was
The blade of the shovel
said by authorities to bo covered
with soil similar to that on the
5;rave where Mrs. Bums was found
buried.

A

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
A !"'
KN I VH
AND WIIJSON,

WILSON

Attorneys,

Rooms IS, 17 and 19 Cromwell
Phone 11M-J- .

dr.

HNVHICIAWM AMI
s. i.. nnuTON.

Bul!dln.

SrFON.

Diseases of ths Stnmncb
Suite
Barnett Holldlny
DR. MAIMIAKET CARTWRIGIIT,
RMIdenm 1123 East Central
Phone 671.
. MRS. POST (HKTS IHVOKCT:.
DR.
MAHI.R KlTEEf.S.
S.
l.os Angeles, Nov, 1. Mrs. CarOMteounthlt?
oline Beatriee Tost was granted a Htlzens Bank BtdK, Ph.riiysfctnn
881-or litl-T- P
divorce from Regis Ilcnrl Post, DK. '. 0. cTARKB,
former governor of Porto Rico, in
r.yr. Kar, Nose and Throat.
Barnett Building.
the superior court liere yesterday.
Phona ttt.
Office Himri
Shu charged cruelty.
toll t. m.. and 2 to t p. m.
Ml. HtGHltf. Dp WITT
LEGAL NOTICE.

KXttlTUItS

JNOTICK.

In the Probate (kmrt of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Kstate of Bernard O'Loughlin, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the twelfth
day of October, 1922. duly appointed Executor of the estate of Bernard O'Loughlin, deceased, by the
Probate court of Hernalillo county,
and having qualified as such Executor, all persona having claims
against the estate of said decedent
are hereby notified and required
to present the ;me to the under,
signed In the manner and within
the time prescribed by law.
W. A. KELKHER,

Executor,

tic-luiv-

....

FOR

$12.0012.75.

Tinted Oct iher 18, 1922.

Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon
P.17 W. Gold
Phone 694

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Practice Mmlted to
GKNITO
I'HINARV DIKEASE9
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN

k

Wnsserman Lahorntory In Cunnactton.
ClUrent. Hank Ding. Phono W8.

c. baIIsTm. d.

.

Diseases ot the Eye. Ulasaea Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Second st. Ground floor. Phone 42.

DR. W.

T.

MURPHEY

Limited to Tuberculosis,
Barnett Building Phone 836.
Hours: 10 to 12 a.m.; 2 to 8 p.m.
Practice

,

CHIROPRACTORS.

NOTICK OP EXKCCTRIX.
Chlropriirtlo.
1M and !fl ArmUo
the Estate of J. P.
ntilldlnc
Glrard, Deceased,
r- Altfuquerjue-6ttmf
iB
Notice Is hereby
given that
DAII.T STAUB
Julia M. Glrard, Executrix of the
To Tasa (Read Doits)
Leave
estate of J. p. Glrard, deceased,
7.30 a. m.
ArrUe
JSrio a. m.
has filed In the Probate court of
l.ea
11:80
u. m,
Bernalillo county, New Mexico,
!
U:o p. m.
her final report as such Executrix
Arrive
p. m.
To Atboqaerqoe (Read Up)
and the court haa appointed MonAlbuquerque .. .Arrive. .. ;:tio u. m.
day, the sixth day of November,
Santa
re.........eae... 4:00 p.m.
1922, as the day for hearing objecBanta Fa
Antve. ..12:45 p. in.
tions, if any there be, to the apEipant la . .. . . . Arrl.e. . ,) :15 a. m. '
proval of said final report and the
Leava... T:30 a. m.
FARE TO SANTA FK,
..
discharge of said Executrix.
TO TAO8,
1.6.1.
Witness rny hand and the seal of
Albuquerque Headquarters
Blnallnt
said Probate court this sixteenth BMlhariSt. re. 110 Waal Central
day of October, 1922.
Avei
Pbnaa 600.
FRED CROtXOTT,
(Seal)
Banta fe Peadmiartera
Bask ConfecClerk of Bald probate Court.
tioners. Fount 2.
In the Matter of

t

1

-

:

'
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HOME SITES
IX FOURTH WARD
One, just off of Central Rve
nue and two sust of. or Luna
boulevard; best location In the
Fourth ward. SEE US TODAY.
3

f KINGSBURY'S

KOLUMN

"SPECIAL

'

pantry,
bath,
rooms,
clothes closets, large porches,
full size lot with lawn. This
house Is located closa to car
line, school, ana nice walking
trom business disdistance
trict. This Is a pressed brick
house and well constructed and
a look will convince you. Terms
If desired.
LOTS
We have a good many desirable lots In all parts of the
city. Tell us your wants. We
may have it.
Four

RKNTAI.H,

nANTTTCfS.

HOMES
D, T,

riiouo

Kingsbury,

Realtor

S10 W. Gold.

BOT--

ACKJERSON

&

GRIFFITH

REALTORS
120 S. Fourth St.
Phone 414.

F01SALE
$58005 room frame bungalow, modern,
fireplace, oak floors, two screened
porches, East Central.

5
room brick bungalow, modern, 4th ward, on car line; $500 cash,
balance like rent.
$5,600
white stucco bungalow,
mod
hardwood floors, ffood base- nient, furnace, garage, sidewalk, iawu;
near Luna Boulevard,
$4000. 4 room,
adobe, whIU stucco
very attractive,
bungalow, modern,
breakfast nook, fireplace, large glassed
sleeping porch; furnished; Highlands,
block from Central, in city
limits.
Some rood buys In business property.
Lots and house
til parts of tht city.

5,000

A. FILEISCHIEK, RssHor
INSTANTLY
Tou'll have to come a Jump.
Ing it you want this CQmfy, new
and bath bungalow; on
the Heights. It's a beaut and
a bargain. Good terms,
,T. E. GONCK REAL ESTATE
Phone 477.
116 W. Silver.

NO.

Accident, Automobile Insurance,
Surety Bonds, Loans.
Ill 8. lourth Street, 1'hone 674..

STOVES

bungalow,
with glassed sleeping porch,
hardwood
floors,
fireplace,
built-i- n
features, furnace heat,
oa
street
in the
paved
garage,
Fourth ward. Owner must
See us for price and
sell.
terms.

PHONE

.1280-W-

Insurance

316 W. Gold

M, Johnson
Real Estate Loans

"

Phone 240

HOUSE

sleeping porches, stucco
finish, furnished, real close In,
for sale; arranged for home
rooniing and boarding house;
already filled; a good home
and living for right party;
priced right, part terms.
Also

S

A, L., Martin
223

Realtor

201 W. Gold,
Phono
Real Estate, Auto and Fire
surance, Notary Public.

In-

WANTED

Gold.

Phono

FOR RENT

Roorps.

AV.

qiiei--

A milker.
Ph. me
Man In warehouse.
& Co.

WANTED

J.

Kor-b-

FOR SALE

FOR SALE House, close in, $500, cash,
WANTED Experienced hardware talesbalance like rent. 414 South Fourth.
man. J. Korber & Co.
FOR SALE By owner. A most desirLADOrtEHS $3.00 to ts.SJ per day.
able lot on East Silver.
Telephone
Good woman cook. $30 per month. Em2210-.
.
ployment Agency, 110 South Third.
FOR SALIC Two-roonou&e, furnished.
WANTKD
Young mall lor traveling circheap if taken at onco. Inquire 1215
culation work. Mutt be good sales-maVirginia boulevard.
Circulation
Manager Morning FOR SALE By owner, five-roostucco
Journal.
house,
strictly modern: on terms.
WANTED Boy to ell Morning JourPhone '1542-R- .
nals in hospital!.
Must have wheel. FOR SALE
By owner,, double brick
See Circulation Manager, Morning Jourhouse, completely furnished and modnal,
ern. 211 South High.
i
Female,
FOR SALE Small modern,
furnlshod
WANTED Salesladies. United lc to $1
cottage, on South Walter; easy terms.
mores.
Apply 701 East Santa Fe.
WANTED Girl for general housework. FOR SALE Three-roostucco louse.
S10 North Thirteenth.
100x142. on corner; bargain for
Van TED Good family cooic, wages sale. Apply 1G00 South Walter. quick
FOR SA LE New
ww a momn. iJhone 1049-modern home, $500
down and monthly payments like rent.
WANTED Middle aged woman for
A. Hammond. 824 East Sllvir.
J.
cooking or housework.
West Cop-P- r.
FOR SALE Five-roobrick house,
with furniture, chicken
WANTED
pens, etc.
Chambermaid, E n g If a h Terms
C16 West Atlantic.
reasonable.
speaking.
Craig hotel, 1184 West
Silver.
VOR SALE New three-roooottage. on
-- n.,,11
SOIlth
Miffh
WANTED Experienced girl for housework, good only need apply, 604 West Phone $93, First National hank building
Marble.
FOR SALE By owner,
brick
house, large lot, lawn and shade trees,
WANTED Experienced saleslady, must
know the ladles' ready-to-weline. $4,500; $1,800 cash, balance like rent.
Phone 1430-- J.
WANTED Woman for senoral house-- , FOR SALE By nwnei. suburban home,
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
work, no oooklng.
Appl" 207 North water, fruit trees,
grapo arbor. Postof- High. D'une 1748-flee box 218. city.
WANTED Capable woman for general
Three-rooFOR
SALE
house
with
house work, no washing. Apply 1014
chicken houss for two hundred chickens
Npeona.
parage, lights and water,
1305 West
WANTED Girl for light housework. Iron, phone
490-Can go home nights.
Inquire 1115 FOR SALE By owner, new
South- High.
houss In Fourth ward, modern In
WANTED A practical nurse. One that every respect: built-i- n features;
large lot;
In wining to assist In chamber work.
terms. Call 1389-Apply 1410 South Edith.
FOR SALE Two furnished houses close
Secretarial Course.
Boar
in, good 'neighborhood,
lot 60x140,
Jtroom and tuition may be earned. Cat-- i renting for $40.00. Price $1,(560.00.
Apalog free. Mackay Business College, Los ply 828 North Third.
Angeles.
SALEfour-roo-N ew
toil
modern
WANTED Competent
general salespressed brick house, fine location In
lady In department store. State ex- Highlands. Close in. Terms. 121 North
n
Seiig-maperience and references. Address
Elm. phone 1988-Pros. Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
FOR
SALE Furnished
house, three
WANTED A Cathollo elderly lady to
rooms,
electric lights, city water,
take charge of small kitchen and garage; Eobath,
lot. $500 down and $30
foot
laundry. Good morals required. Room per month. 1308 South Arno.
furnished.
Address Christian Brothers, NEW
house, modern except heat, throe.
Bern a II llo, N. M.
rooms,
bath, two
porches; garage:
'
WANTED Girl or young woman for built-i- n
features. Small down
general housework and cooking. Only balance like rent. Phone 1954-- payment
two In family. Stay nights if preferred.
FOR SALE At real bargain, $2,600,
Phone 070 for Interview.
part
cash, two small houses partly furfor nished.
WANTED Experienced
saleslady
Renting for $48.60 per month.
dry goods In a general mercantile bus- Near school and car line. Call at 801
iness, one who understands little SpanSouth Edith.
ish preferred. References and salary exAddress E, F, 100, care of FOR SALE For $5,500 modern double
pected.
brick apartment:; this Is a real bar'
Journal.
gain and close In property for part cash.
Male and Ketnnle.
For appointment, phone 907-and ask
RELIABLE refined solicitors, permanent for Mr. Williams.
School FOR SALE New homes by owner; one
positions; men and women.
hoy with bicycle for delivery after
4 Vest Gold; one
school.
Grand Union Tea company, 1210 110 North Maple, one
four-roo310
North Sixth, phone 1H17-North Maple; terms. Call 821 West SilLET us train you to fill a superior po- ver, phone 1949-sition. INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION. FOR
SALE Beautiful
pressed brick
All Commercial Branches. Enroll NOW.
bungalow, five rooms,
porch
Western School for Trlvate Secretaries, and double pressed brick sleeping
garage; Ideal
home near shops.
Trjerng at Eighth, telephone 901-- J.
For particulars inMEN AND WOMEN wanted for Detecquire 70 South TMrd.
tives; we can offer you a position that FOR SALE Attractive bungalow, modBend
income.
will bring you a handsome
ern In
rooms
every
way, four
'
Douglas Detective and sleeping porch, breakfast
stamps for' reply.
nook:
adobe garage. Small cash payment and
Agency, Incorporated and Bonded,
N. C.
balance like rent. See this one before
914 North Fifth.
Phone 14S5-.buying.
WANTED
PositionFOR SALE
brick, by owner;
423
WANTEI5
South Seventh, corner lot. sideHousework Ly tile day. Phone
1S45.
walks, garage, chicken house, basement,
water heat, bath room, large closets,
hot
EXPERIENCED
Phono
stenographer.
1744-large front back and sleeping porches.
Phone 618. or any real estate dealer In
WANTED Washing and ironing to take town.
home.
Phone 1304.
SALE By owner, new four-rooCLEANING PAPER Kalsomlning. John FOR
modern house with screened porch.
Goodenn, phone S34-.Fine back yard with chicken
WANTED family washing. Call for Garage.
house and cow shed. So constructed
and deliver. Phone 191
and located that house could be used
WANTED Work by the hour.
Call for business purposes If desired. Besy
terms. 105 West Granite.
after 5:30 p. m. Phone 1343-Pit IN TEH desires position, all round
AUTOMOBILES.
man. Go anywhere.
Address
.
Journal
WANTED
Chevrolet touring car, late
WANTED Situation as housekeeper by
model.
AddresB "It", care Journal.
American girl in refined family. Ad- EX PER T rXdIA T O R REPA'TRINGI
O.
dress E. S., Journal.
K. Sheet Metal Works. 217 N. Third.
LET US take care of your furnace, FOR SALE
6
$000;
Bulck,
Llg'U
John
chimney cleaning especially.
Ford touring. 118 West Gold.
Collins, phone S21-FOR SALE Dodge
$350.00.
touring,
CALL HUTCHINSON
for house cleaning
Hoover Motor company, 418 West Copand wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintper.
ing, kalsnmlnlng. and chlmn- v sweeping:
FOR SALE Ford' touring. Al condition,
Odd .Ion Men phone S082-good rubber.
Pilcher Motor company,
520 North Fourth.
FOR SALE
"
WANTED
Ford (ourlng car, late model.
FOll SA LE Furnfttire."1"'" "Apply '"""hOO
Must ba In good condition. Address
North Fifth.
"G", care Journal.
FURNITURE REPAIRING.
Called for FOR SALE 1922 model
Chevrolet tourand delivered. Phone 1972-new. Bargain.
ing car.
Cash
FOR SALE Reed baby carrlago, almost or monthly nearly
Phone 812.
payments.
rew.
Reasonable privi?. Box :6.
SAVE 60 to 76 per cent on used parts.
FURNITURE repairing.
Awning work.
etc: full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
difErvlli ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., 81 If West Cop.
Porch curtains.
Phone '896-Ttcdiling company.'
per.
I'." K SALE Furniture
of three-rooFOR SALE 1914 Ford chassis, row
house. Excellent condition.
Phone
rubber. First $65 cash tukos It. Al
1244-411 West Granite.
,
condltiin. 223 i. South
room 8,
FOR SALE Blue enamel coal and gas Hay ward
range, separate stoves; three-piec- e
palFOR SALE Six cylinder Nash touring
lor suite: ice box. 121 South Arno.
car In fine
equipped with
FOR SALE Stoves, dining room fur- cord tires, withcondition,
one extra, $400; worth
niture, library table, rugs, shades, etc. twice the price, phone
1067-Call 807 West Roma, between 1 and 6
p. m
IIOBB8 QUALITY CARS
FOR SALE One dining room table, one A
LARGE STOCK to choose from at nil
nice bed and springs, one drop-hea- d
A
times.
will satisfy
Singer sewing machine, one Axmlnster you. HOBBSdemonstration
MOTOR CO., phone 434.
rug. 503 North Arno.
018-1- 6
West Central,
FOR SALE Fibre baby carriage, leather trunk, Morris chair, beds, springs,
RELIABLE USED CARS SOLD BY
chiffonier, bookcase, largest stuck of
RELIABLE DEALERS
good used furniture In city. 82G South
Renewed
First.
$300 and $760
Bros, touring
FOIt SALE One Queen Anne luuhofcany Podge
.$550
Dodge
Bros,
touring
table $15.00; one four-burnoil stove
sedans ....,.$600 and $900
$10.00; one Icebox, top leer, IIS. 00; two Dodge .Bros,
Bros,
$050
Dodge
truck......
rockers $6.00; one chlfflrobe 1.00, Call Ford
$200 and $400
West Ford touringtruck
mornings,
phone 1244-ill
$250
light
Granite.
Ford ton truck
$450
FOIt SALE Dining table anci four
Phone 78,1
i chairs
$12.50: Iron bed with springs
.
J. KORBER & CO.
J and
mattress $10.; drophead sewing maDodge Bros. Dealers- - '
'
chine $7.60; phonograph and eight rec216 North Second
ords $10:00; 9x12 rug $7.00; stair carpet
,14.00; rockers $2.00 and IS.60; leather
Room..
.couch $1.00; duotnld. oh If fouler, buffet
room.
KKNT office space, or
eu't
coal runge. gas rnnge. oil stovs, oi
20? "Vft Gold.
heater, coal heater, kodak, suit case,
. mandolin, many other ortlaics at barFOIt RUNT Office rooms, Central Rve-huabove Matsun's Book storo. Ivor
gain prices. C. B. Bynuin, 326 Korth
bcr and cvuipany, Auto department,
Thlid,

vu

-

Furure.

FOITRENTOffice

0k

List your property with us.
Houses for rent.

Hogrefe & Fanning
873.
313 'J W. Gold.

riiouo
'

FOR RENT

Houses.

FOR RENT
110
cottage,
ooutn waunut.
FOR RENT A now three-roohouse,
close to shops.
Phone 1038-FOR RENT Three-roo1121
house.
Forrester, phone 1358-- J or 1801-FOR RENT Four rooms, glass porch,
furnished. Garage. 618 South High..
NICELY
furnished modern house, six
rooms, Fourth ward.
1027 Forrester.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house,
no children, $80.
Key at 706 East
Santa Fe.
FOR RENT A real home of five rooms;
unfurnished. 600 Block South Walter,
phone 118B-FOR RENT New modern completely
furnished four-roohouse. Call 112
North Walnut.
five-rooFOR RENT
Unfurnished
modern brick. Dr. Burton, suite S,
Barnett bids.
FOR RENT Several new furnished cottages, reasonable. Room 7, First Notional Bank Mdg.
FOR RENT New five room modern
house In Highlands. Reasonable rates.
Phone 1452-FOR RENT Unfurnished
lower
flat,
five large rooms, enclosed porch, $70.
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT
Furnished
cottage. Two
rooms and sleeping porch.
$18 u
month. Phone I058-FOR KENT Two cottages, two rcvins,
$13; one room. $x.
Willi porches.
Inquire 1709 South Edith.
FOR KENT Six room House; bath, hot
ami
cold water: furnished. Call
at
'
glSVa West Gold. Phone 210-FOR RENT Houses, all Kinds:! urnlshed
and unfurnished.
McMIUIon & Wood,
Realtors. ?n West Gold.
FOR RENT Furnished
cottage with sleeping porch.
Fhono
2185-or call 1203 East Cooper.
four-rooFOR RENT Modern furnished
brick house on Highlands; garage
near. Inquire 224 South
Edith.
FOR RENT Four-roooottage with
fancy chicken house and small barn.
1205 West Iron, call 490-FOR RENT Large front sleeping room.
Private family.
No sick.
phone
1515-517 West Gold.
FOR RENT One furnished houso and
one unfurnished house on South Arno.
Call nt 205 West- Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Southwest, glassed-i- n sleeping porch, with steam heated room.
Phone 687-710 East Centrsl.
FOR RENT Modern, unfurnished house
with four rooms and glasscd-l- n slecp-In- g
porch. Apply 522 South WaHer.
LIST your vacant houses with the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
service. 207 West Gold, phone 667.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house
In Fourth ward; sleeping porch, garage.
$50 per montta,
McMIUIon & Wood, 206
West Gold.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnlsliel bungalow with glassed-i- n
sleeping porch,
In Highlands.
1478-R,
evil 120
Phone
North Walter.
FOR RENT Four room furnished house.
Nicely furnished; piano, etc.
$46 a
month. No children or sick. Apply 319
West Hazeldlne.
FOIt RENT Modern new bungalow
nicely furnished, all conveniences, gas
and electric: glassed-i- n
sleeping porch.
805 South Edith.
FOR RENT Cozy little house in Unithree
furnished.
versity
Heights,
rooms and sunny sleeping porch.
108
Yale, phone 2281-at 209 North High-- .
FOR RENT Nicely furnlBhed bungalow
In Highlands.
One block from Central. Ideal for convalescents.
Call $17
South Walter, phone 1273-FURNISHED BUNGALOWS
No charge
for steam heat. Medical attention If de7u month. St.
sired, no extra charge.
John's Sanatorium, phone 491.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, furnace. Four-rooOne bedroom and glassed-i- n
apartment.
sleeping porch. For particulars, see
Donatl 411 West Central.
FOR RENT Four rooms, bath and
sleeping porch, near postofflce, $45.00.
Five rooms, bath, porch, garage, furnished, In Second ward, $36.80; water
paid.
New brick bungalow, hot water heat,
class A In every respect, $75.
Joseph Collier. 207 West Gold
FOR RENT Four-roobrick house fur'
five-roo$50.00:
modern
nished,"'
house, furnished, lease $52.00; four-rooapartment, furnished f 15.00; five-roounfurnished houso, Areola heat, garage,
lease $45.00. We have $1,200.00 to loan
t,
on Improved real estate.
Wm. J.
Realtr.r. phone 110, Sir West Gold.

JTOR

SALE

Livestock.

FOI?l3TLTsBeTd7es

rabbits. 710 West Lead.
FOR SALE A fresh cow. Post Office
box 135, phone 2411-R,
FOR SALE A Jersey cow and a year-ol- d
213.
Box
O.
P.
male.
Jersey
FOR SALE One pair young heavy draft
2421-Rmules. Phone J. B. Nipp,
FOR PALE Fresh
Holeteln Durham
cow: also fresh Jersey. Phone 5404-.TFOR SALE OR TRADE A team of
mares, 3 300 pounds. Can be seen at
1021 North Seventh.
FOR SALE Jersey oow. gives three gallons milk.
Also young calf.
Easy
terms. lf5 West Granite, phone 1270-FCtfSALE Good team MexIcanThorsee',
wagon and harness. Bargain. $76.00.
Apply D. Targtaglla. 2222 South Williams.

nmne

iKSf--

158.

J.

WELL-furnishe- d

FOR QUICK SALE

Houses.

Realtors

FOR RENT Large front and dressing
room. 601 East Grand.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. $13 South
.

Male.
L'4l:!-Tt-

Co,,

FOR RENT Room.
J20 So li'i Walter.
""OR RENT Several
twins, unfurnished.

442-- J

.

"LOOK

house in Fourth ward, 2
lots 60x142, east front, city water
and toilet in house, house is partly furnished for only J1.S00; lot
alone Is worth $1,000 $400 down
and $25 a month takes It.
modern house with sleeping porch, completely furnished,
house is renting for $35 per
month, for only $2,750.
brick bungaA new nifty
low,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch,
hardwood
front porch,
large
floors, hot water heat; party is
must
town
sell at
and
leaving
once. Make us an. offer.
Eas&'
terms.
Do you want an Investment?
We
have a
modern house with
3 sleeping
completely
porches,
furnished, hardwood floors, east
front, located J, block from Central avenue in the best of locaOwner is living in Iioubo
tions.
and is getting $140 a month from
rent of rooms. It is a home and
a 20 per cent" invettment. ' Can
you beat it? Let us show It to
you.

stucco

Jas.

Martin's Specials for This:
Week

PRICED TO SELL
Six rooms and glassed sleeping porch, in first class condition, located on paved street
in the Highlands, paving paid
and the price Is only $4,500
with good terms.

.R, McClughan,

POLISHED
REPAIRED AND PUT UP.

HELP WANTED.

1

Five-roo-

Firs,

Page NinS

CLASSIFIED ADV Elf ISEMEif S

Wmt
Tell HftTkM

Em

MORNING JOURNAL'

ALBUQUERQUE

'

FOR SALE Twelve good breeding does,
some with Jitters. Also four thoroughbred Flemish Giant bucks. 202 North
'
Arno.

WANTEDilSSerT
WANTED Salesman and distributors,
full line radio p.oducts, protected territory, factory proposition. Factory RepRadio Cotp
resentative,
Remington
HOT. Commeroe Et,,
Dalian, .lex,

room;
reasonable!
No sick. Phone 111.1-- J. very
GRAYSTONB
rooms. :i$i, West Gold.
Phone 210-Mrs. E. Guldi.
IXiR. K,JN"i' Furnished room, close In.
608
3067--

WestSlljiiihono

FOR THE SIGN"
on South Williams street, then
inquire about those nice lots
being sold there.
lots,

per month.
Call

1972--

J

$10 cash and $10

for D. J. Mitchell
or 637

Franklin & Company

Realtors.
Insurance, Loans, Subdivisions
221 West Gold.

five-roo-

m

Keleher,

D,

That' the reason I can sell
this at such a bargain price.

IT'S A BEAUTY
You should sit in a car under
its perKola or on its front porch
and enjoy the most beautiful
sunsets. The mountain view at
tiro east is most beautiful also.
The location of this adobe
home is ideal, 30S Harvard
avenue.
New and ready to
move into.
This is a swell
home and a bargain.
See It
today. For sale at less than it
can be reproduced.
Cash or
terms.

Zapf, Owner

Second and Gold.
Phones 640 or 1444-R- ,

n

Shelley-Brau-

!

Realtors

W. Gold.

S6

de-

Co,N

house),
$475; $75

Would you liko a pleasant,
business that will
profitable
yield a nice income if properly
Wo have openings
managed.
in several New Mexico and
Arizona towns for city circulation representatives. To qualify
for one of these openings a
man must be able to furnish a
bank reference as to financial
responsibility.
Applicants must be willing to
establish residence in town assigned to. This proposition
will not appeal to floaters or
any one who is not willing to
mako a modest start Willi sure
possibilities of owning a nice,
profitable business In 0 months
time. Apply to

o
in the
Third ward;
floors
maple
throughout, good garage,
brick-stucc-

sido-walk- s,

shade trees and lawn.
Owner leaving city; $5,750.
Eight-roopressed brick, with
two glassed sleeping porches,
hardwood
floors hot water
heat, good garage, lawn, shade
trees, sidewalks
and
This is one of the best paving.
homes
in the city; $10,500.

-

Chas, Roehl

H,

Phone 610
Corner of Second and Gold,

or Investors.
convenient t"
down, $15 per

shops;
month.
Two rooms and porch, convenient
to shops; $500; $75 down, $15 per
month..
Two rooms and porch, convenient
to shops, corner; $650;
$100
down, $20 per month.
Three rooms and porch, convenient to shops. $1,000; $100 down,
$:I0 per month.
Two cottages, furnished and rented, both including furniture for
$1,850; $100 down and $35 per
month.
A splendid investment
proposition
for some, one who would buy all
and rent them.

WANTED

Five-roo-

Phono 223.

OPPORTUNITIES
For Shopmen

W. Gold.
Two-roo-

Former Owner Lost
Money

dandy

sired, can be converted Into business property.
The location Is
ideal for garage, filling station or
apartments. Extra large lot. The
Let's
price is very conservative.
talk it. over.

Realtor

211

into

apartments at low cost, or, if

able building lots. The house
Is in good shape in every way.
Has a double garage and is
well located in the Lowlands
on a corner lot. Can be bought
on easy terms or the owner
will take good lots as part
payment. Look this place over
today.
We have $1,000 to loan on well
secured first mortgage.

J,

Cfeaip
As Long As

$10.00 Per Load
Better Grade $15.00.

A

(Of

McMillion & Wood
InsJurance, Loans, Realtors.
200 West Gold.

It Lasts

about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land &'

Lumber Co.

GOOD VALUES

New
modern brick bunnear Luna
galow, garage,
boulevard
and New York
Circulation Manager
avenue; price $52; very easy
terms.
Albuquerque Morning Journal.
Beautiful
modern
bungalow
home, largo living and dining
room, den with open firebreakfast
kitchen,
place,
room, two bedrooms, baseALTO saxophone.
302-ment cemented; garage; valuable lot with plenty room
.
tJUlNl'ES. i'liono I
for another building; one of
L'aso
FOR WALE
211
burner.
South
the very best sitt-- for high
High.
rented apartments in city;
FOR SALE iiaro coat lieator, large Ue.
314.
just off West Central avenue;
FOR SALE
price, $6, BOO; terms.
Acorn range! iTo
One of the most desirablo homes
West Gold.
in
this city underprlced at
TliY BUDDY'S MILK; BEST JN TGW.s"
Phone
?!,400.
FOR SALE Penis at ioOTuouTth", Close in on paving. G rooms
and bath for only $3,000;
phone 1595-terms: $500 down, balance
FOR SALE
Ciui'.'Ut
mixer. Cull 618
North Thirteenth.
less than rent.
Investigate
FOR SALE
these.
Four llvowiTd goose d(T-

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

,

National

Investment Co.

Realtors
FOR ItENT FronrsTeeping
room
Insurance All Kinds.
bath. 410 East Sliver.
Real Estate
FOR RENT Two newly furnished front
rooms, modern.
519 South Third.
List
Your
Property With Us.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished.
208 Yi W. Gold.
Pbone 633
west noma
""""
FURNISHED rooms. hotwaTe"r
no'
host;
sicki noJilMrcn.
414 West Silver
For jfent-Room- s
with Board
F(??,
tup south f'nlnut. ROOM AND flOAitD. $rttlveekT6ii
South
front ruom P'ivatc eni
Broadway.
South Arno. rhone Jos'.w FOR RENT Room, and board If desired. Close In. Phone 2928-and
Flt RHNT-NlceT- clean
sleeping
rooms.
North Third. ROOM and board.
Homey atmosphere.
FOIt RENT Desirable furnished room
for employed person. 200 North Wal- i'Olt I.L.vr I.ur
gcntlemar, only, one
ter.
lied on sleeping porch,
1207 East
FOR RENT One
large upstairs room, Central.
furnished, $8.00 per month. 208 South FOR RENT Southeast; glussed-I- n
porch
Arno,
and board suitable for two. 114 North
FOR BENT Front room, sultuhle fir Maple.
one or two. Also garage.
807 West FOIt RENT Heated room and fclasjc.l'
Golo
porch, for two men. 11:16 East Silver,
Fon RENT Front room, private,
phone 1511-bath. 317 South TABLE HOARD Can accommodate u
adjoining
Fourth.
few table bourders. Good laonie cook-In- g.
FOR RENT Two rooms for
209 North High. .
light
$18 per month.
1624 North FOR RENT Have lovety vacan.-- for two
Second.
convalescents. Mrs W. H. Reed, phone
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room In 122r-- J.
406 South Walter.
modern home.
No sick.
821 North BOARD, room and sleeping porch with
Thirteenth.
Steam heat .new
private lavatory.
house.
FOR . RENT Three-rool Enst Central.
well furnished, ground floor,apartment,
H E N T Glassed-- 1 n
l'OU
in.
close
with
porch,
306 West Iron.
dressing room, good board; gentleman
FOR RENT A number one" Bleeping preferred.
Phone 2303-room, furnished, steam heat. No sick. FOR RENT Room
and porch with
board. For gentleman.
""west TIJeras.
Mrs. Clark,
Foil RENT Furnished front room, out-sl- C2stltHigi,,p,nne 1471-entrance. Furnace heat. No sick. FIRST-CLASS- "
nameM'm.keil
as
"uicals,
S07 South Walter.
Room und bonrd, $10 per week. 6ii)
iOR RENT Bedroom and kitchen, fur- South Broadway,- phono 1971-nished. Close in. Ilig'ilanfis. ..pp.y FOR RENT Nicely
rurnished, steum
.126 North Third.
heated rooms with first-clatable
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, steam
board. Phone 3327-110 South Arno,
heat,
hot and cold water. Albuquerque Ho. ROOMS In cottages or main
building,
tel. 21 6 'j North Second.
$15 to $30 week.
Excellent meals.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
room, Medical care. St. John's Sanatorium.
sunny. Private entrance.
Call
fter JAMESON'S RANCH The place to get
5 p. m., 218
North Sixth.
n
well: two miles from town;
OR RENT Beautifully furnished room
to and from town; good home
In modern home.
Phone 2238-Apply Mrs. Fred cooking.
Hamni; 623 North Second.
FOR
RENT Two
furnished
nicely
rooms. Board if desired.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
Use of
and bath. Will take convalratesby day or week. . Over Pastime telephone 623
escents.
West
Central.
Tljeros.
eacj:Jin4West
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping rooms and BERG LUND'S
14 16
SANATORIUM,
South Edith. Room and south por: h
housekeeping apartments, bv the day.
In
annex.
room
aerv- and
dlnln
Centrsl.
Tray
J0 w"'
Ive.
Rates S tie. Phone 315-FOR RENT Furnished
bedrooms and
wo
Board If desired. TABLE BOARD CarT accommodate-tsleeping porch.
Ladles or man and wife preferred. 1208
or three persona for n.eals by the
East Gold,
Mrs.
week: rooms across the street.
F'emlng. 105 South Cedar, phone IB78-FOR RENT Cosy living room and
MRS. Marshall's private home for confor well person. Very reasonable.
Near boarding liouso. 606 South
valescents, excellent meals, table ant
tray service: furnace heat, nurse attenBroadway.
on car line: rates $50.00 and up.
FOR RENT One three-roofurnished tion;
1107 North Twelfth, phone 1161-- J.
house,
$25.00.
Also one three-rooMIR A MONTES-ON-unfurnished house, $20.00. Both in good
condition. Phone 1647-Our nice open fireplace feels pretty
Porches
FOR RENT Light housekeeping room good nn these crimpy mornings.
and we
with sleeping porch; gas, bath, phone, all glasaed In, Phone 2400-Jalso front room. Well people. No chil- will call for you and show you the
place.
dren. 416 West Gold.
FOIt RENT Nicely furnished, well ven- TOR
RENT Apartments.
tilated front bedroom, with or without
sleeping porch, suitable for one or two FOR RENT Iew modern furnished
114 North Muple.
416
apartment.
gentlemen.
South Third.
FOR RENT Nice front room with con- FOR RENT Four-rooapartimmt with
bath. Modern.
Phone 1701-necting bath,' private eniarce. home
privileges, two blocks 'rom city ha:i. FOR RENT Housekeeping
r.p"arlment,
Phone 1715-after 6 n. n.
furnished complete. 215 North Seventh.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for I OR HEN I Three rooms una
sleep'r.g
light housekeeping. Water, lights and
porch, Ideal location. Phone J227-W- ,
phone furnished. Positively no sick and Mrs. Thorn,
no children.
710 WeBt Lead.
FOR RENT Three furnished
rooms
FOR RENT Two front rooms and sleepwith sleeping
No children. 716
ing porch, furnished for light house- East Hazeldlne. porch.
keeping. Lights, bath, garage. $25 por FOR RENT Two
rurnished rooms, for
month. Water paid. 1703 South Arno.
light
adults; no sick.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished largo 724 Southhousekeeping;
Second.
front bedrooms adjoining bath, wilh FOR
RENT
Furnished
apartments
private entrance to rooms and bath. In
heat, bath. Albuiuerque Hotel.
415
modern home.
South 81$steam
Close in.
14
North Second.
Third.RENT Nicely furnished apartment
FOR RENT Furnished room adjoining B'OR
with steam heat.
Call at 819 East
bath, in new home; near sanatorium,
Central,
phone 18I1-W- .
and university. Suitable for one or two
women or man and wife.
No sick. FOR RENT Two rooms with sleeping
Phone 2333-porch, furnished, $30. 1601 East Cen- Sixth.
tl.Enqjilre410Njorth
"WANTED Miscellaneous
LINCOLN Apartments Completely f,ir- WANTED
nlehed apartments, steam hcot. hot
MONEY
On
first
good
water. Close In. 81 2 South Third.
mortgages. MeM'lIlon & Wood.
Three-rooEXPERT PIANO TUNING $3.50. James FOR RENT
furnished
Duran, 1920 West New York, phone
apartment, private bath and sleeping
1974-Also two-roopirch.
apartment. 1104
WANTED Floors to surface, old or North Second.
1776-FOR RENT Small steam heated apartnew, price reasonable.
Phone
ment
after 6 p. m.
furnished!
Hot
handsomely
TRANSFER and seavenger work done, water. S. 1215 West Roma, apply apartment
722
E. a, Griffith,
reasonable rates.
For: RENT Three apartments,
East Iron, phone 1070-furnished or unfurnished,
steam heat,
WANTED To buy carlos 1 new pinto
hot
cold
and
water.
court.
Parkview
F.O.B.
beans. Give best price,
your
station. Joe D. Shepherd, Rustellvllle, 902 East Silver.
WOODLAWN
Arkansas.
four rooms,
Apartment,
furnished, hath, gas. sleeping porch.
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 315 South
$35 per month.
Call 1321 East Central
First,, will pay the highest prices for or
206 West Gold.
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
FOR RENT Three-r- j m modern furfurniture.
Phone 858.
nished
apartment. Efficiency kitchen,
WANTED Money to loan on first mortand glsssed-i- n
sleeping porch. Call
gages. The security of the principal gas,
our first consideration.
J. D. Keleher, nn ivortn Alapie,
211 West Gold,
FOR
410.
RENT
furnished
phone
Completely
apartment; very desirable: hot and
RUG CLEANING
cold water; garage; splendid location.
6x1$ RUGS CLEANED $2.00
Coll at 220 North Ninth.
Mattresses renovated, $3.50 up. Furniture repaired, packed. Awning work. FOR RENT Nice, two-rooapartment
Ervtn
Porch curtains.
Phone 896-furnished for housekeeping, adjoining
bath.
Close In,
No sick or children.
Bedding company.
KODAK FINISHING
TIMES A DAY 622 West Lead, phone 2001-satisfaction
guaranteed. FOR RENT a large threefoom furRemember,
Send your fluid tut t a reliable estabnished apartment, steam heat and gas
n rnnge.
lished firm. Return
postage pal
Garage. $45.00 per month. No
mail orders.
Hanna As liunna. Inc. sick and no children. 610 West TUerae.
Commercial Phnfnyraphsra. Fox Newa FOR RENT Three
large rooms, glasscd-l- n
NOTICE.
sleeping porch. Bath, nicely furPor lawn and flower garden work, nished for housekeeping.
Modern concoll A, Pohl, expert gardener, or leave veniences; desirable location.
610 West
address at house or call mornings be- Coal.
to 7. Trees furfore 7:30; evenings
RENT New
furnished
nicely
211 South
Edith, FOR
nished and nlanted.
three-rooapartment, bath, screened
front and back porch. 1600 East CenFOR SALE OR TRADE
tral. No sick. Apply at 734 East CenWILL trade three good lota In Colorado tral.
Springs and some cash, for small residence here. !2S South First.
FOR SALE Ranches.
FOR 8ALE Nice lot 60x142, or will RANCH of four acres!
entirely fe'nceS
five-fotrade for oar If In good shapo. No
with
poultry wire, three-fourth- s
wrecks need apply. Call at 805 Harmile west of Baretas bridge;
rison.
house, three screened p.irchea,
WSJ h&.vo
w..ter In house, new garage and clilcUn
an extra good five-ruosell
will
we
chickens and turhouses;
pressed brick house that
or trade for desirable building lots. On keys; also furniture; terms. Call owner,
SilO-Ji.
410,
corner, lot 83x101) feet. Phone

L'T'106

We have a close in
can he remodeled

We have an extra good
pretssed brick hou.He that
we will sell or trade for desir-

Phono 410.

INVESTOR
property that

MR,

For Sale or Trade

BERNARD

A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.
REAL ESTATE.
112 South Third Street.
Phono
14

Ms-J-

e

2413-I-

t.

DO YOU WANT
Prompt Adjustment and Service? Let Van Monty Company
have your Insurance.
Over Stale- National Bank,
Telephone 638.
-

-

coys, inquire Journal.
FOR SALE AlredHlH puppies.

C.

nonirrvh

EXPERT guaranteed -- nrH. Phone 1834-- J
UAN7.AMO aiNGFI! A r 17!
HELPS digestion and
nerve tonic.
FOR SALE A good heating stove, large
else. Phone 252, 1724 West Central.
FOR SALE Stewart range In first-clacondition, very reasonable.
316 South
First.
FOR SALE
Two bicycles, one new;
very cheap. 1110 West Siat or phone
1S33-HAVE your watches and clocks Insured
for one year by Brasflcld, 110 South
Third.
FOIt SALE A good soft coal healer,
$15.
21o
North
Mulberry, phone
1911'1--

FOR

SALE Five
counters. Apply
North First.
FOR

SALE

Kahn's

dry goods
Store, 103

One

hutch; a bargain,
710
West

ten-ro-

Lend.

If taken

at

rb'-.l- t

onco.

FOIt SALE

Adobe bricks. 4x8, S20 per
Inches long. 2222 South Wil
liams. i, Tartagllo.
FOR
SALE
Stewart airtluht heater,
cook s:ove, baby high chair.
Phono
119, W, (119 North Slxt:..
TYPEWRITERS, all malice, $15 and up.
1000,

Joseph Collier

W.

Hunter, pnone 2409-RFOR SALE
Reed baby buggy,
jlS:
good condition.
Phone 22a."i-FOIt SALE Piano and several sola
books.
910 North Fourth.

14

per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
Exchange, m South Fourth.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred wh faEnij- llsh bull dog, ten months old; extra
fine watch dog.
Phone 2I02-.1FOR SA LE Invalid, w help I chair in good
Call mornings at
condition,
cheap.
fiJ2
West Tijerns. phone H05-.FOR SALE One 0x12 chenille rug. $10;
one golden
oak dresser with large
side mirror, $20. 512 North Second.
HICKS' DAIRY
CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line;
pints, Sc: quarts. 15c. Phone 738.
FOIt SALE Used
and
tractors,
with gang
Hardware
plows.
Department. J Korber & Company.
FOR SALE Boxed Delicious nppUs olso
other varieties.
At former DeWift
ranch. North Fourth, phono 2410-.IFOR SALE Red Star throe burner oil
stove with oven, as good as new. Also
a 50 pound Ice chest. 902 South Fourth.
SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments,
new or used; private or class Instructions on above. Fred K. Ellis, Ph. 302-FOR SALE Three tons
of
Kelffer's
penrs from 3 to 5 cents per pound.
1215 Forrester, phone
I.ynch's
orchard,
14I4-W- .
$3

FOR SALE
Columbia

Cheap; one dozen practical
and Victor records In excellent condition.
Call at Morrison's,
115 ii West Grand.
FOR SALE At bargain prices, one very
large fireproof safe; one medium size
bank safo. Write Socorro State Bank,
Socorro, N, M.
FOR SALE One Perfection oil heater,
One Wicker upholstered
good as new.
224
North
rocker; one large trunk.

Twelfth, phone 1614-FOR SALE Shepard
strain Aiiooiiuh;
gas rar.ge. kitchen
table, ftreless
cooW, dining furniture, mediclno cabinet, etc. 307 West Roma.
0
FOR SALE
Winchester rifle In
new condition for $30 or will take 410
or 20 Ruage shot gun In part payment.
See rifle at 407 West Copper.
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troubles. $1. Planter Arch Supports. Thus.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central,
STOP Thoao
windows from rattling,
keep out sand, dust and cold air by
Peace
Metul Weather Strips.
Installing
Phone 1742-It. p. Thomas, 1008 Forrester.
FOR SALE
New Homo sewing machine,
Also a good
$5; another for $6.50.
for
$18.00, or will rent by week
Singer
or month.
Tho Exchange, 120 West
Gold, phone 1111.
BEFORE buying a phonos rapt,, thrift,
people aud people from Missouri shou.d
see and hear the Valuphone.
Demonstrations at 214 South Walter. George
P. Learnard Piano Co., phone 106.
FOR SALE Pianos, player pianos, elec-trl- o
orchestra pianos, with slot atvalues:
tachments, phonographs; pre-wfor quick action, phone 106 or write
George P. Learnard Piano Co., 214 South
Walter.
FOR SALE Pianos. payer pianos, electric nrchestlan pianos, with slot attachments. pVinogrmms : pre-wvalues;
for quick sriton.
phone 111$ or write
George P. Learnard Piano Co., $14 South
Waller.
USE EFFBCTO AUTO TOP ahd SEAT
dressier. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vols-paValspar Enamel on automobiles.
Homestead
Paint.
Plymouth Cottage
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. SatLeathF.
Keleher
isfaction assured. Thos.
er Co.. 408 West Central. Phone 1C87-FIREI FfltETTwodD Wo are not try-In- g
to arouse the fire department, but
we are warning you to buy your winter
supply of firewood early. An old adage
Let
says dry summer severe winter.
us moke It hot for you. Cedar and Pinion
wood, sawed and split, any desired size,
Codro
flroplsce logs, furnace chunks.
phone 2401IU.
Canyon Firewood Co.,
welsh
i.
Prompt aellvcryi t

207 West Gold Avenue.
Heal estate service that builds

estates.

SALE

FOR

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous.

OWNER
Fine

nr,i;--

T.

eusiness chances:

Phono

tirlck
building.
216 South First; location coed for any
kind of bualnpss.
$1,000.00 or work" to"' that amount will
buy half Interest In inlnin? claim,
Minur, care
prospects good for ore.
One

of the flrirat cafes in
northern Arizona, long lease, excellent
tradf, (rood locotlon; two of the partnen
are to leav for Europe; act quick.
box 314. Flagstaff, Ariz.
pofitofflc
Foil HALK Shoe repairing shop with
HAMS

P. GILL
323 w. Central,

house, of 8
store-roomodern,
close In; brings $155 rent; easy

rooms and
terms;

$0,500.

REALTY SALES CO.
114 S. Second.
Phone 689.

520

PHONE

to have your winter clothes remodeled and rellned and save
expense of now clothes.
Cteaninff and pressing $1.25

MEVEn

& MEYEK

114 West Central Avenue,

Wo Call for and Deliver.

Two-stor- y

Journal.

FOK

770.

FOR QUICK SALE

SA X.E
Hotel, twenty rnoms. pool
ball and bar; groQ lease, 313 South
First.
I' Oil SA LIS Five-ruohouse and small
grneery, close In. Call, st Zi South
1. 12

home,

Four-apartme- nt

KOK

PU'venth.
FOIl SA

modern

furnished, hardwood finish, heat,
built-i- n
features, large porches,
splendid location, closo in. The
price the inducement; term

Golf slicks und bug, Phone

SALE Two practically new rifles,
nno 401 Winchester nnd 82 Winchester
.
609 South First.
special.
FOR SALE No. 80 Simpson Scales, $75.
Toledo Scales, $75.
Platform Scales, $15.
Flat-toDesk and Chair, $15.
LnrtiO coffe.6 mill, $15,
4 (
Oliver typewriter, $35.
Clothes mangle. $10.
Dalton adding machine. $90.
Full sl'ed box springs, $20.
Need the dinero.
Phone 207.
f'oi i SA I.
Save the followin g
We
items for which we have no uhc.
Priced to sell. May be seen at the
Matliew Dairy farm north of Old Town.
One Avery tractor; one grain separator;
one Deerlng binder; two gasoline engines; one beet planter; one alfalfa cutter: three pled cultivators; one Emerson
lifter planter:
one John Deere gang
plow: ;one gang tractor plow; one orone
chard ditcher;
wagon scale: incubators, brooders, brooder stoves, portable
chicken houses and hot bed sash. Phone

SAYS SELL!

five-roo-

modern,
machinery, fully
equipped. One of best shops In city and
first-cl8- s
location.
Large stock on
200tf.QO, one-ha- lf
hand. Can bo bought
down balance on time without
(loins into othr line of huuinpeg
reason for selling. Will stand strictest
investigation.
City AElectric Shoe Shop,
M.
? 3
oti t h S"fond
lhuniuroup.

fr

FOR RENT
A

modern steam-heate- d
home
in very choice Highlands location; 6 beautiful rooms with
spacious
closets,
hardwood
floors
and built-i- n
features;
glazed porch, gas heater, garage, etc.

City Realty Co,, Realtors
207 W. Gold.

Phono

67.

CARPENTERING.

FOrt ODD JOBiTTndcontroct
1675 W.

work, cat)

"Whitted"

PAINTING, paper hanging and kalsonv
Phone 1972-Intng; free estimates.
FOK WALL PAPKIi, painting; and dec2102-B. C. Davis, con- orating, call
tractor. s:o Sfuth Tlilril.
PAINTING Paper hanging and kalsnm-lnlng- ;
L. W.
all work guaranteed.
Owens. 608 South Edith, phone 1344-PAINTING, puperhanaing ana kalsnmin.
C.
Ing, Ail work (cuaruntepd.
1410
Morris.
North Eighth,
pnane

"Whitted Built"
"BEST BUILT" HOMES

Any Realtor

2.190--

I WANT jou lo Investigate my low prices
nn any kind of a building proposition
A. lw. Palmer. Bungalyou have In view.
ow Dnllder, II" 41. City. Phone 1758-rk
all
NEW WORK or allerarlons;
guaranteed; estimates frje- will make
very elope figure on a Job In ItiijIiUinrls
E. B Johnsor Heights. Phono 1T55-.ton. f.1R .Tnhn.

FOR RENT

Storerooms.

Best

IN ADOBES MODERN
LASTING

A COUNTRY HOME
Near city, 22 acres,

stucco

house,

large

screened

porch, garage, out buildings. On
account of falling health will sell
or
all or part. Phone 2417-11- 1
-

348.
P. O. Box 192, Old AlbuBuilding at 411 West Copper; suitable for garage. Inquire H. Bl. querque.
Sherman, et First Savings Bank and
Tnmt Company, phone 3.
WILL arrangeto suit tenant a 25100
foot brick building: good condition:
opposite Santa Va shops; reasonable
BRIGHrWOOD ADDITION
L. Heyman. !
See or write
terms.
Vorth Plr.t A IblTnllrfine. W M
KOU KENT

HOME

MONEY TO LOAN.
On
TO LOAN
city
rral estate 11000 IG00 $2500.00
$2000.00. McMIUIon & Wood.
MONEY TO LOAN On watches, diamonds, guns and everything valuable.
Mr. B. Marcus, 213 soutn
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, confidential, Octtlleb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st.
MONEY

first-clas-

s

nrt.

f 20

lK

tvn.

SITES
$10 Monthly.

otares & Pfeiffer
Real Estate, Insurance.
321 W. Gold.
Phone 168.

Buy a Good Home the Easy Way
built home of brick construction, almost now, in a fin
Five nice rooms, conveniently arranged, with firelocation.
all the necessary built-i- n
and
features, including Caliplace
fornia cooler. Js'Ice front and back porches screened; $5,000;
$500 cash, $50 monthly; Interest quarterly.
A well

Wm. JVLeverett, Realtor.
"

;

INVESTMENTS.
INSURANCE!.
City Office University Heights Development Co,
Phono 110.
313 W. Gold Aveun.

Page Ton

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
PITTSBURGH SUPPLY
OPEN
COMPANY
A BRANCH IN CITY
MAY

GRAPES
"We

want you to come hi and

bon

branch office of the Oil Well
Supply company of Pittsburgh,

lil0
them, then
you only 12'ic a

Pa., may he opened in thl city.
of Casper. Vyo
J. H. Mechlin
representing the company, is in
the city for the purpose of finding
a suitable le.iition for :i branch
office for New Mexico and Arizona.
The company sella mining machinery an well as oil well supplies, Mr.
Mechling was favorably Impressed
with Albuquerque a a location for
the branch business. lie is lieutenant governor of Wyoming.

p on n J.
On

the way, may

thip nflenioon,

large shipment

Florida grapefruit and oranges, and prices will be lower.
The new crop budded California walnuts should have
been in yesterday, perhaps they will be on sale this afternoon.
Climax butter surely seems to

WARD'S

CASH

be a

winner.

BUT HE
WILL COME BACK

DOG GONE;

STORE,; Phone 28
Order Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

Tolice here received a
from K. U N'eill. chief o
police at Flagstaff, Ariz., stating
that. the two men who stole a dog
here', Monday belonging to Mrs
A. C. Hill, of Cleveland, O., had
be"en
The
stopped in Flagstaff.
dog was in their possession. The
dog, a valuable TtoHton bull, was
taken from the Hill car at Fourth
street and Central avenue while
A. man
the Hills were shopping.
nearby saw the men take the
wrote
number
down the
dog and
of their car. Mrs. Hill was Informed at Las Vegas that her
It will
dog had been recovered.
be sent to her.

421

OH2--

V.

Central

RENT A CAR

Worth
While

NOW SHOWING

cut

i)Uivi;m,i:ss

Cars Delivered.

Touring Cars and
Coupes.
Drive Them Tour-sel- f.

New Cars

The Pioneer People of the
State.
121 North Third
Phone 580

. I. .

.

.

. . I ..

I) . . .

I

"I

.

..

1

phone 305.

"The Art Shop"
Postofflce.
Opposlio

are Invited

BITTNER

HOUSE

SI0H Sonih First.

Economy Electric
Laundry
Our Prices Are

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

Shades made to order.
(Vfctor Luxor Hand-Mad- e
Cloths)
Ivirsh Curtain Rods
415 North Sixth
Phone 1619--

218 N.

m

snap

Alteration

Woman. Must be l on
coats, suits and dresses.

814-.-

$25

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LOCAL ITEMS
,

Ivan Orunsfeld lias gone to

I

The Juvenile Mii.Mc club meets
at Woman's club today at 4:30.
Chi-

Gteers

Suits

!i vm:ns
dtkhs
m o am) mm;
Phone 4!. Uir. Mb and ciold

8--

ut

STARKE IN THE CAST

L.

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

PATHE REVIEW

COMPANY

Marblo Avenue.

CURRENT EVENTS

REGULAR PRICES.

Joe Miller, Prop.

and

V.

11.

"He may be your husband and my greatet friend, but-cannot give you back to him!"
It hits pounds startles this drama of a man who
stood between a wandering wife and a husband who was
just a broken promise.
A great story dramatic thrill, and the thrill of a night-riderraid.

and Mnnaccr.

--

CITY

GALLOP-DAWSON-CAN- ON

Coal Supply
4 PHONES

IS

mi

Louis B. Mayer

Lumber Company

im mm
at

FOR SALE

COLOMBO
Where the Crowds
Are Going

25c TAXI

PHONE

Phono 13
Day and Night Service.
Open and Closed Cars.
Cadillac and Hudson Sedan.
Rear State National Bank.

624

TODAY

CASH AND DELIVERY.
ALL KINDS AND SIZES LVNCH
BASKETS.
FRESH QL'INCES.
Hulk Hominy, 5 pounds . ,..25c
25c
Bulk Oats, 4 pounds
WE WILT, HAVE
33c
2 qts
a complete line of Watches, Jew- CRANBERRIES,
SUGAR. 13 lbs
elry, Clocks, Silverware,
Ivory, Corn Flakes, pkjr
etc., this Christmas.
10c
Loose Macaroni, lb.
See us before you buy and save Loose
10c
Spaghetti, lb
money.
Kul
$1.00
HOME SORGHUM,
WISEMAN, THE JEWELER
5 and 10 lbs.
Pure Sorghum,
Second and Gold.
20c
Bulk Peanut Butter, lb
gallon,
Honey, pints, 45c;
$I.fi3
83c; (rallon
25c
New Comb Honey
Lima Beans, 7 lbs
(1.00
VI ';C
Black-Eye- d
Peas, lb
50c
Cider Vinegar..,POLISIIEO AND REPAIRED
35c
Sack or Meal
Old Stoves Bought.
25C
lb
Pig Hum,
23c
Bacon,
pound
Pig
PHONE 1280--

John M. Stall
Production

"ONE CLEAR CALL'
CAST INCLUDES:
HENRY B. WALTHALL, IRENE RICH AND SHANNON
DAY. ADDED ATTRACTION "HELP WANTED."

Reports of the national election will be received over the Morning Journal's special wire
Tuesday night, November 7. In addition to this
service, the Journal has arranged to receive reports from each county in New Mexico. A
stereopricon will flash the returns, both national
and state, upon a screen, on the east side of the
Journal building, for the information of the public The first report will be flashed at 8 o'clock.

Tonight

PRESENTS THE

Let our up to the mlnirtc trucks hrlag comfort
to jour home.

5.

s'

FUEL FOR DOMESTIC USE.

CTEON RETURNS.

teen miles from Albuquerque
Rates $12.50 per week,
for Reservations, Phono 490--

Number 25 Stewart Base Burner.
Also Cole's Hot Blast
Heater. Both in first class condition.
PHONE 1457-- lt

TO 11 P. M.

1

LAST TIME TODAY

2405-R- 4.

WALTON, President

WE SPECIALIZE

at the

CAMP

An Ideal place to rest. .Located
in the Sandia mountains, eigh-

CONTINCOC8

0. B. CLARK

$30

and Overcoats Made to
Your .Measure

Mti

HATER

We are selling; Jonathans for eating and Banana,
the best cooking apple, in two grades for $1.50 and
$2.00 per box.

Hear the Famous

-

J.

Th omas ivieisnan
Ml

JW

THEODORE ROBERTS AND PAULINE

FOGG, The Jeweler

COUNTRY

Ik

AZTEC FUEL

Corner North First Street and

lMIOTir & SPITZ.MKSSF.ll
Phono 781.
115 S. Second.

Diamonds,
Watches.
Jewelry
Highest Quality. Lowest Trices
Opposite Postoffice,
118 South Fourth.

WELL

A Goldwyn Graphic
PRICES

MATINEE:

NIGHT (6 to 11)
ADULTS
35c
...25c
10c
CHILDREN ..........15c

ADULTS
CHILDREN

Leave a Corner in Your Holiday Box
Thanksgiving Cheer

NOTICE

Joy in Every Package
One ounce of Surprise!
One pound of Delight 1

THE KUTZSCHER BROS., successors to the E. W.
FEE FEED AND SEED STORE, will handle a full
line of HAY, GRAIN and FEED. ALL POULTRY
SUPPLIES.

PHONE 16.

212-21- 6

WEST LEAD.

The Dainty Nut

$1-0-

........1c

Delicious

Sweet-Whole- some.

2,

FACTORY WOOD

.

STOVES PUT UP

FRANK TROTTER
116 West Gold Avenue.

NOTICE
'

Let Me Mak
-

CHOCOLATE

Your Favorite
Pic.

Phone

1562--

vm

CREAM COFFEE
Sold at This Store.

nurs
pinon
mm.
siokp
inflame

60c.

3Z5

Copyright,

For the Best Coal

YOUR

Tflonrc &.

M

Have you gotten your load yet?
Do so before bad weather sets in.

PLACE

nORTH

spitz'

by Fannie
Spitz.

II AMI COAL CO.

III
SUGARITE
SWASTIKA

ADVANCE

TOTrl 51RT

1821,

Phone 91.

ORDERS

Hanson's Taxi Service

"-- ""

STUDEBAKER

Skinner

SEDANS

PHONE 123
"EASV

TO

REM EM HER."

MACARONI-SP-

I

;

and Pure EGG NOODLES

MY MACHINES AND METHODS FULLY
BY U. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

PRO-TECTE-

CEDAR
D

Fannie' 8. Spitz., Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, Tel. 802.
323 North Tenth Street. Glass Packages nt Fred Harvey News.

i rim
bALLvr
i

B.

'v-

-

scene from uu

I

$23.50 and Better

Adv.

where he was culled on
There will be a meeting or the
urgent liuniiiess.
De Molay patrol tonight at 7:30.
Mrs. Lena Cote lias taken n
Adv.
Htenogrophlu position in the office of the county agricultural
Meeting of Hip Sisters' league at
agent.
Day Nursery, 7:30 tonight. All inMrs. S. (1. Fortnoy. of Dixon, terested invited. Adv.
O., ii visiting her brother, J. d.
Soutli Arno
Rowyer, o
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Violet-ra- y
Mtreet.
treatments. N. T. Armijo
John F. J rant. United States BUlg. Phone 741.
Immigration
inspector, lias gone
to Santa Fe te deport two fed262 shares of City Klectric stock
for sale. 262. care Journal. Adv.
eral pi doners.
1).
S. Kosenwald, who has
Mrs.
Factory wood, full truck load.
Ijcen visiting her sister in San
Jose, Calif., has gone to San five dollars. Hahn Coal company.
I'hone
i)l Adv.
Francisco, where she will spo'id
several months.
REPUBLICAN WOMEN
Miss Nettle Jordan, who has
charge of the nurses working in
New Mexico district of the UnitThere will be a meeting tonight
ed States Veterans' bureau, has at Republican
Headquarters, No.
gone on a tour of the state to 117 North Fourth
at 8
street,
inspect the work that is being o'clock. All captains and workers
done by her department.
' IT. J.f. Keller, of Los Angeles, urged to he present. Adv.
vice president of the Auto club TO REOPEN THE BOURSE.
of Southern California, was in
Rome, Nov. 1 (by the Associthe city yesterday on a tour of ated
Minister of Industry)
the state in search of a location Rossi,Press.)
with the mln- for a fish and hunting club for ister ofin agreement
the
treasury has taken
some California sportsmen.
steps for the Immediate reopen-- 1
Mr. and Mrs, Hubert I.ncU'jn-lii- ll ing of the bourse, it was semlof- left yoitlay for a motor ficially announced today.
trip in the southern part of the,
state where Mr. Luekenbill went
O. II. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
on official business for the United
Osteopathic Specialist.
State biological survey.
325-Stern HIdg.
Tel. J01-.1. Ji. Hush, of the Denver ofAdv.
fice of the
Veterans' Training
bureau, and D. T. Chas?, district DR. I 'RANK E. MaeCRACKEN,
are here to
custodian,
property
DAISY
II. MaeCRACKEN,
inspect the commercial depart- DI. Osteopathic Physicians.
ment and to check up the prop- SOB W. Central.
I'll. Office 89-erty of the New Mexico office
Residence
Adv.
J
Of the bureau, respectively.
C. W. Chidcster. of I.os Angeles,
representing the United States de- BEET SUGAR OUTPUT
partment, of commerce, is in the
IN 1921 INCREASED
eity in conference with C. II.
boiler inspector
for
Grossman,
the department.
He will go
Washington, Nov. 1. The out-pnorth from here.
of beet sugar for 1921 showed
Harry Fluke, who, with his an increase in volume but a demother, Is ranching a few miles crease in value as compared to
above the Jemez Springs, has been lfllU, according to figures comhere spending a few days with his piled today by the census bureau.
sister. Mrs. Glover Mayo, at the The 1K21
totaled
Ives residence on South Fourth 1,018.700 tons production
valued at $127.-- 1
street. He will return to his ranch 103.000, while that
of 1919 was
today, nnd expects to bring his given as 721,900 tons of a value
mother to the city in a few weeks of $138,000,000.
Statistics on the
to spend the holidays.
1020 production were not given.
Leo Kicholz, In charge of the grocery department of the Kahn store U. S.
ARCHITECT WILL
on North First street, returned yesterday after a visit of a few days
CONFERJHERE FRIDAY
with relatives and friends at Las
Vegas.
J. C. Alliott. supervising archl-- j
for the treasury department.
Try our Wet Wash, Mondays. teet
V., (.. All
...Ill
'
Mil riluaf
ID
and Wednesdays;
Tuesdays
to
over .iiimi4ui;ii(uo
look
the federal building here
75
pounds,
ctiits; on Thursdays
anu im-- i
,t
i.u
view
huuiuutih
and
25
Fridays
pounds,
Saturdays.
f 1, The Imperial Laundry Co. provements, according to a message received yesierday by B. Spitz.'
Phones 147 and MS. Adv.
Mr.
Alliott passed
postmaster.
Dr. D. Tt. Murray, Osteopathic and through the elty yesterday pn his;
Vlolct-ta- y
treatments, rhone 741. way to Santa Fe to Inspect the fed- "a! building there.
cago,

&

"If You Believe It,

Buy a
Phone 251

PHONE

C. If. Spitzmesser
K. P.. liooth
Suits and Overcoats Ready to
Wear

REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES.

EBSP2HE

Paulina Starke, u

Miqhan-cw- t

It's So!"

P. O. Sorenson Co.

Address

Baggage

m

Phono 224

Fourth.

GALLUP

TAR LAND REVIEWS,' 'CARTOONS' Ectcn Transfer
and
and

i V

IN

,

Rex, care Journal

848--

Iess

77iona"s

f

StS4

ii

NATIONAL APPLE WEEK

For Housework,
fill NORTH FIFTH.

Phones

k

Off Cash and Carry.

10

Face Brick
Fire Brick
Common Brick Fire Clay
Floor Tile
Fireplace Tile
Wall Board
Mortar Colors
Metal I.nth
Sewer Pipe
Flue Lining
Carey Roofing
Beds
Murphy
Lime
Plaster
Cement
Tel. 1253--

S2I--

WANTED, GIRL

fl

I

THIS IS

ALSO SHOWING

AND

.

..mi

and Delicate
Silks. Woolens
Articles Our Specialty.
We Call and Deliver.

BRICK

J

..

il.

J.

FOR SALE
Age 18 months
Huning Mercantile
Company
Los Lunas, N. M

LAST TIME TODAY

Journal.

MARGARINE

ROOMS

Phone

Jelkes Good

NEW MEXICO STEEIj CO.Jnc.
H. Louis Hahn, Mgr.
Phone 2023-Res., 1947--

A--

His FmsY

Wednesdays and Fridays. Will
leave Taos at 8:30 a. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

of

SmtK'

Young woman of sterling character, one who does not talk
about work and is able to labor
seven hours per day at dictation or typing without watching the clock, and In pleasant
environment.
Answer, stating
age, experience, education and
references.
Salary J100 per
Box
Address
month.

antee.

RAMS

Experienced

Grandmas
Boy
S Part Pictur

Starting Monday, Oct. 1C.
Star stage will leavo Santa Fe
at 10:45 for Taos Mondays,

FIX IT
Don't throw it away because
We weld any broken
broken.
metal parts. Money back guar-

RAMBOUILLET

Thursday. Saturday, at 2 p. m.
KOSHARE TOURS
Phono H02-314 W. Gold

Harold Lloyd

NOTICE

Fresh Shipment

Ifrii

WANTED
Stenographer

The best spread for bread, just
arrived.
VIADUCT CASH GROCERY
Phono 703-505 S. Second.

halibut, barracuda, perch, yellow tail, tuna fish, catfish,
smelt, and fresh Spanish mackerel. Fresh shipment of Baltimore oysters.
CITY 1TSH MARKET
30B S. Second.
Phono 885--

SPECIAL TRIP
San Felipe, regular trips Saturday,
leaving 9:30 a. m.; returning 5
I

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or tele-

rtheater

STEAM BOILEKS
Let us Inspect your power
boiler before it develops disastrous defects. Esiirnatea given by
our boiler experts.
MOW MEXICO STEEL CO., lnc
II. Louis Ilahn, Mgr.
Thone 2023-Res., 1947--

Cars for Rent
Speedsters,

Fresh Shipment

Bulbs Dutch, Japanese. Tulips.
Daffodils.
Hyacinths,
I'nr fall
planting. Ives, Phono 732. Adv.

lioauUfnl
ten.. Ives Greenhouses. Phone 732. Adv.

J.

Experienced Maid.
Apply 1116 South Kdllh.

J,

Journal Want Ads Bring Results

p. m.

WANTED

co.

to visit our
shop. Never have we had so
many varied and beautiful articles on display.
We do all kinds of picture
framing.

EXECUTRIX'S
NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernajillo
New
Mexico,
County,
the Matter of the Estate of Wiljln liam
M. Farr, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the twenty-- i
sixth day of October, 1922, duly
appointed Executrix of the estate
of William M, Farr, deceased, by
;the Probate court of Bernalillo
county, and having qualified as
such Executor, nil persons having
claims against the estate of said
decedent are hereby notKle'd and
required to present the same to the
undersigned In the manner and
within the time prescribed by law.
tiUATUlCE I. FARR,
Executrix.
Dated October 26. 1922.

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phone 421. 423 North first.

e.

You

All signs point to an open wln- tor and also to a cold winter.!
Weather signs tire always accom-- i
modatlng and they always come
itrue.

Let Us Send a Man

Drive It Vourself New Fords
Coupes and Sedans
AUH'OliKUQUlo

tele-jgra- m

Always

Albuquerque's
.Finest
Theater

I'honc

A

if you

their nppenrance and flavor they will cost
be in

Corsaecs,
Wedding
bouquets.
Ives, l'liono 7.1". Adv.

November 2, 1922

WOOD

Split Wood. Kindling.

PINON
Fireplace

Iip

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
8.

PHONE
City Office. 108 South Second.

'-

-

t

